C h a n g in g L a n d s c a p e s

Was it only seven months ago that I packed my two rowdy dogs into my aging Nissan and headed
for Wooster? The long drive from Ames, Iowa, allowed me to enjoy the changing landscape, as
open prairies gave way to wooded hills.
I left behind many years of service to my alma mater, Iowa State University of Science and
Technology. But I was ready for a different landscape. I was ready for Wooster.

Karol, Lily, and Frank ponder the Wooster
landscape.
photo

David Stuart

We college types love to toss around the phrase “lifelong learning.” But sometimes
we depend on change to force us to learn. And am I learning! I have a thousand questions.
For example, what’s the deal with these black squirrels? As I climb the steps to my
office in Ebert Art Center, I watch them scramble over the bricks and I wonder why I’ve
never seen a black squirrel before. I walk past a Fighting Scots poster and I’m curious
about the significance of the black and gold tartan. I wonder why Wooster students
appear more polite than Iowa State students.
My job is to help tell the stories of The College of Wooster. And I’m as hungry to
learn about them as you are. Fortunately, I was welcomed to my new job by a great team.
Foremost is assistant editor Jimmy Wilkinson Meyer, whose calm perseverance can solve
almost any problem. Production director Roger Collier’s attention to details is unsurpassed,
and photographer Matt Dilyard is an expert at finding Wooster’s beauty.
Wooster English major seniors Briel Naugle and Emily Alward and anthropology
senior Kate Carden provide valuable editorial assistance. (You can read the results of
their squirrel and plaid research on pg. 4.)
New to the team is freelance graphic designer Christina Ullman, of Ullman Design
& Illustration in Graysville, Ohio. (Keep in mind that wisdom about change and life
long learning, as you read about the magazine’s new look on pg. 4.)
But the most essential team members are you. As you share memories and tell us
your stories, you are ongoing proof that the ideals of The College of Wooster are alive
and well. I look forward to our time together.
KAROL CROSBIE
EDI TOR
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CREATIVE ENERGY
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Three alumni learn to express their creative centers
in new ways.

Ed Arn’s service to his family, his country and his
alma mater shaped his life.

REALITY

The College's newest competitive sport is riding high.

TALES

By re-landscaping old tales, a College of Wooster
assistant professor reveals new meanings.

2

MAILBOX

D e p a r t m e n t s
r

O n t h e COV
Ue ia
To create the scene for
College of Wooster assis an P
County, Ohio and used a darkroom

4 OAK GROVE

ta]e Hansel and Gretel, Bridget Milligan,
of photographed a field in Crawford
; t0 burn out the trees. The barren
9

landscape and the fact that Gretel carries a sprinkling can and has laid a path of
seeds suggests an underlying environmental statement to some viewers.
Spring 2006 Wooster

We welcome your thoughts on the magazine's contents. Write to Karol
Crosbie, editor,

Wooster, Ebert Art Center, The College of Wooster,

1189 Beall Ave., Wooster, Ohio, 44691, or kcrosbie@wooster.edu,
We may edit letters for clarity and length. Please include a phone number.

M ailbox

10 Trips of a Lifetime
Thumbs up

Thumbs down

The winter issue was really terrific! When it came

Thank you for the outstanding Winter 2006

I read it straight through from front to back. Makes

issue. Especially outstanding was “On the Ho Chi

you wish you were about 40 years younger. Glad I got

Minh Trail.” I was particularly moved by the author's

to travel as much as I did-in the U.S. and abroad—

encomium to “liberator" Ho. Perhaps we can have

when I did, starting at age five. Also, the history of the

hope that in future issues you will turn your talents

Rock—amazing! Who of us does not have a few fond

to nuanced appreciations of other mass murderers?

memories of a certain someone saying, “I’ll meet you

The author probably really admires Mao, Lenin

at the rock?”

and Hitler.
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Today I read the 14/oosfermagazine, Winter
2006 about trips of a lifetime. I wish it could be a

History professor Hayden Schilling was named Outstanding
Baccalaureate College Professor of the Year in 2005.
p h o to Doug Plummer

regular feature (maybe one trip in each issue?) for

Having grown up to the age of 14 in northwest
Persia and having returned to Iran to teach at
Damavand College in Tehran from 1 9 7 1 -7 9 ,1was

people like me who traveled to some of these

admission let me avoid going to a new high

eager to read your article, “Rare Water, Thunder

places in the past 26 years and now stay home.

school for my senior year. I met my best friends

and Figs," in the Winter 2006 Wooster.

I am particularly charmed when I read of a man

at Wooster in 1983. And, during my freshman

I'm sorry to say that I was disappointed by the

who goes to France at 83 and a woman who

year, I worked for Dr. Schilling as a student

runs on the Great Wall at 71. Each one of these

assistant in the Admissions Office. It was a great

beauty of its landscape, its ancient architecture,

interesting accounts of extraordinary people

place to work.

and one poet, surely misleads anyone concerned

going to amazing destinations and writing in an

D A N IE L R O Z M IA R E K '8 7

with the present status of Iran.

articulate and colorful way is delightful. I was

B E L A IR , M A R Y L A N D

also fascinated to read of the travels of the
Rock of 1874. A Wooster geology professor

unreal picture of Iran today. To mention only the

The reality presents a far gloomier view,
Tehran is clogged with traffic and polluted with

I’ve just taken a few minutes to check the winter

smog. How could the writer not admire Shiraz’s

began my travels when Peg DeChant ’51 invited

issue, and as always it is lively and interesting, I loved

maidan with its great mosque's turquoise dome?

me to go with her on a raft ride through the

the 10 trips of a lifetime, especially the one of the gal

How could she neglect Iran’s other great poets

Grand Canyon in 1980!

and her dog, Wishbone. I know what she means by

both old and new? How fail any mention of the

F L O R E N C E W IL L IA M S

wondering where “home” is and I am in complete

exquisite Persian garden?

B A T A V IA , N E W Y O R K

agreement with her comment about choosing to be
happy, wherever one finds herself. I loved the colorful,

I enjoyed the article about Hayden
Schilling. While his teaching excellence
was the obvious focus of the article, I
most remembered him for his role as
Dean of Admissions. The Admissions
Office initiated an early admission pro
gram in 1983 that allowed me to
attend Wooster after my junior year
in high school. Because my father
was changing jobs and moving
from Maryland to Ohio, early
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More serious, however, is her egregious omission
of any commentary on the anti-democratic Islamic

interesting layout of the 10 trips and the content and

fanaticism of the regime's all-powerful mullahs, the

appearance of the magazine in general.

jailing or worse of dissident editors, the president's

I also liked the fragment of Carroll’s prayer,

insistence on pursuing atomic capability, and the

which in other words but with the same desire I’ve

reimposition of veiling on women,

prayed m yself-that my children and their children

M A R G A R E T M. E L L IS '4 1

might open their eyes, their hearts, and their minds

D A L Y ' C.ITY, C A L IF O R N IA

to recognize even just a glimmer of God in the
ample, overflowing gifts He gives us in this time
and in the places where they find themselves.
N O N A T A Y L O R '5 3
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double Core is created... and arrives on campus
The campus landscape changed in late March,
When a new public sculpture was dedicated and

Kendrick has explored his primary mediumw o od -to r more than 30 years. Double Core

"Called on the mall south of Kauke Hall. Made

originated as a five-inch model, which the artist

Passible through a gift from The Howland Memorial

translated into a nine-foot wood sculpture, using

and the innate individual strengths and abilities
o f students.
These ideas, o f course were not in the artist's
mind as he worked through the initial cuts and

Und, Akron, Ohio, the work was commissioned by

rough-cut, stacked, bolted and pegged lumber.

assembly o f the model. However, the committee

he College of Wooster. A committee of College

The large sculpture was then cast in bronze at

saw parallels between Kendrick's process o f

acu|ty, museum staff, and administrators chose the

Polich Art Works in Rock Tavern’ New York.

discovery that seeks to expose that which lies

art|st from a field of 13 candidates.
Bom in 1 9 4 9 , artist m6| Kendrick grew up in

An exhibltlon of Kendrlck s worl< was organized
by The College of Wooster Art Museum and will be

within and what happens during the transformative
journey students undertake when they enter

®0 st°n, Mass., and received his B.A. from Trinity

open during Alumni Weekend 2006. In the exhibition

college. Like Double Core, students unfold to new

ollege, Hartford, Conn, and his M.A. from Hunter

brochure, Kitty McManus Zurko, museum director,

possibilities as they learn, discover, and transform

olle9e, New York, NY His work is part of the perma-

The College of Wooster Art Museum, writes:

during their college years, unveiling known and

"ent Elections of 15 major museums throughout the
tUKnited States, including the Art Institute of Chicago,
*

6

M®tropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the

w.a! ional Gallery of Art in Washington D.C., and the
Art Museum in Minneapolis. He has received
,

ae

^ ational Endowment for the A rts Fellowships

and an American Academv of the Arts Award and
Purchase P ri^
^

Rife wlth associations, although certainly

unknown facets o f their being.

not literal in any sense, the model o f Double
Core was selected by the sculpture committee
for many reasons, not the least o f which are its
associations with the education process. One
ca n

imagine bot t e a c u r e o

ouble Core

and the process o f education as activities that,
jn aggregate, “pull out from within" the core

j Visitors attending Alumni Weekend, June 8- 11, can see an
exhibition of Mel Kendrick's works, as well as Wooster's
| new est sculpture, Double C o n e .j
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Traditions
clansmen (who were Presbyterians) gave up their lives

eye for stories that celebrate the College’s alumni,

in the Battle of Worcester (pronounced “Wooster," of

students, and faculty and staff. And plenty of room

course), but King Charles escaped by hiding in an

for Class Notes.

Oak Grove. The MacLeod Clan is alive and well.
Their Web site notes, “Because of MacLeod's proud
heritage, it is required that families conduct themselves
in a dignified manner at all times. To be accepted as
a MacLeod is an achievement that should be viewed
proudly; not all who apply will be accepted."
PHOTO Emma Powell

So there you go. Wooster's MacLeod tartan is
more than a fashion statement. It was meant to be.

Debunking the black squirrel legend

Wooster magazine gets a face-lift

just aren't true, discovered Wooster magazine editorial

As enticing as the Black Squirrel Tales are, they
In 1920, an ivy border festooned its cover. In 1945,

0 Matt Dilyard

Staking claim to the MacLeod Tartan

ing Wooster’s campus are not descendants of rare

In 1951, a cheery script font brightened the words

black squirrels imported from London by Kent State

“Alumni Bulletin,” In 1968, “Bulletin" became

University geneticists. They aren’t even particularly

“Magazine." In 1970, the masthead was low and

exotic, But why they are so prevalent on the Wooster
campus remains a mystery.

How does the MacLeod tartan relate to

diminutive; a year later it ballooned and soared to the

Wooster's heritage? Well—it doesn’t, actually. Back

top of the page. In 1986, it grew even larger, And

in the late 1930s, we needed a black and gold tartan

then it pretty much settled down for the next 20 years.

to outfit our band in their new kilt uniforms, so we
chose a great-looking plaid with the right colors.

assistant Briel Naugle '06. The black squirrels populat

the “o o” in Wooster overlapped like wedding rings,

The magazine's new look for the 21 st century gives
the masthead distinctive placement and a contem

Black squirrels have more melanin in their skin
than their gray counterparts. But why? Richard
Lehtinen, Wooster assistant professor of biology, is
testing a theory that the melanin production is an evo

Seeking a richer answer, Wooster magazine editorial

porary font. The ‘b o”s are just round enough (but not

lutionary trait that helps squirrels absorb heat in colder

assistant, Emily Alward '06 (whose own family legit

too round), and the “r” invites the reader to open the

climates more efficiently. Students in Lehtinen’s biology

imately uses the MacLeod tartan), dug deeper.

magazine. A slightly wider page makes reading easier.

The 17th century MacLeod Clan of Scotland was
famous for its valiant support of its king. Sadly, the

But some things are the same: A commitment
to keeping you informed and connected. A keen

classes count squirrels and provide their professor
with data to correlate winter temperatures with
the squirrels' color.

A D M IN IS T R A T IO N

June 30, 2007 will mark Stan Hales' last day as The College of Wooster's
10th president. Hales, who announced his retirement plans earlier this year,
arrived on campus in 1990 as vice president for academic affairs. He was acting
president from August 1995 to March 1996, when he was appointed president
Under his leadership, applications for admission have increased 39 percent and
the College’s endowment has grown from $114 million in 1995 to $244 million in
2006. Major construction and renovation projects during his tenure have included
Longbrake Student Wellness Center, Burton D. Morgan Hall, Ebert Art Center,
Bornhuetter Hall, and Gault Admissions Center. This summer marks the conclusion
of an $18 million renovation of Kauke Hall and the beginning of the construction of
Gault Manor, a new student residence hall.
The College's Board of Trustees is initiating a national search to identify
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UPDATE

Campaign still $16.6 million
short of endowment goal

the Campaign for Wooster

With just over 15 months remaining on the campaign clock, Independent Minds: The Campaign for
donor

p r o f il e

Wooster has raised $36.4 million in new gifts for
the College's endowment, $ 16.6 million short of the
$53 million goal.
Every capital project in the campaign has

Shaping the future today
Ma r g a r e t

been fully funded,” said campaign chair James T.
Clarke ’59, “and we have received substantial

stockdale mccoy

operating fund support, although Wooster Fund
Margaret Stockdale McCoy ’39, a knowledgeable businesswoman and dedicated alumna, believes

contributions continue to run a bit behind the

hat planned giving to Wooster makes good sense.

curve. Endowment, which supports our human

It s a way to shape the future by investing your money in the things that are important to you,” she

capital, Wooster's students, and faculty members,

saYs. At the top of her priority list is helping students who otherwise would not be able to afford a

is now the top priority. Only when that $53 million

college education. “If those of us who have had the benefit of a Wooster education can help provide

has been raised can we consider the campaign an
unqualified success.”

° ne others, that seems important to me,”
A double major in speech and English, McCoy recalls the lasting impact of her teachers, particularly

Endowed scholarship funds help Wooster attract

Professors Freddie Moore (English), Aileen Dunham (History), and Emerson Miller (Speech). She was

a talented student body that is both economically

active in the French and International Clubs and was involved in debating, following in the footsteps of

and culturally diverse. Endowed professorships

her brother, Craig T. Stockdale '31.
After graduation, McCoy studied retailing at the University of Pittsburgh. She worked for several

top teacher-scholars. Other endowed funds go to

help defray the cost of recruiting and retaining

department stores, was head of research at the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, and retired as vice president

a wide variety of projects-purchasing library books,

of

supporting the activities of individual academic

Allegheny Lumber & Supply Company.
McCoy’s service to Wooster spans four decades. She has been a member of the Alumni Board and

departments, and underwriting student research.

a trustee, and in 1991 received the John D. McKee Award for Outstanding Service. She and her late

One fund even helps care for the campus trees.

husband, Richard H. McCoy, endowed a library fund and a scholarship, which she continues to augment

Thanks to careful management, the endowment

through a variety of planned giving strategies, such as charitable gift annuities and charitable lead trusts.

continues to benefit from strong investment perform

A charitable gift annuity “provides income during your lifetime,” she says, plus the assurance that
y°ur personal funds go to those things that are important to you, rather than to impersonal taxes.

ance. For fhe 12 months ending Jan. 31, 2006, the
endowment earned 14.24 percent, outperforming

“The friends I made and the philosophies I learned at Wooster have been important throughout my
life’ It's very important that young people have the chance to experience the kind of education that
booster can give."

its benchmark blended index, which returned 9.71
percent, and also the S&P 500, which posted a
10.38 percent gain.

PR O JEC TS

Nearing the end
The $18 million renovation of
Kauke Hall—the largest capital
project the College has ever
undertaken-is almost complete.
More than 600 alumni and
friends and 35 foundations and
corporations have contributed
to the project.

Spring 2006 Wooster
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Alumni hold orchestra reunion
Jeanne Tuttle Herst '49 was one of 14 alumni
musicians to return to campus in late February
to help the 90-year-old Wooster Symphony

Learning etiquette at
the Wooster Inn
The high point of the annual etiquette dinner
for graduating seniors is the six-course meal,

Orchestra celebrate its status as Ohio’s second

beautifully served at the Wooster Inn. But before

oldest continuously operating symphony.

the students gracefully dig in, they attend a semi

The group ranged in ages from Herst, who

nar designed to help them present their best

remembers practicing and giving concerts in

selves at job interviews. At the gathering in mid-

the Memorial Chapel, to French hornist Ali

February, their instructors and hosts were Ken

Nau, who graduated in 2005. As the alumni

Bogucki, the Inn's manager and executive chef,

waited to join the larger group to rehearse the

and Sandy Eyre Nichols '94, director of alumni

Hungarian March by Berlioz and Beethoven's

relations and The Wooster Fund.

Prometheus Overture, they tuned and polished

First, the pair told the students what etiquette

their respective instruments and admired the

is not. It is not rocket science. It is not about fancy

orchestra's sound. “They’re shaping up nicely,"

rules. It is not being snobby. It is not even about

said Herst, who teaches violin in Union Springs,

eating. “Etiquette,” said Nichols, “is being respon

New York.

sive to other people.”

The weekend included a performance with the

Bogucki, with his signature sense of humor,

orchestra under the direction of Jeffrey Lindberg,

didn’t let the well-dressed students remain seri

professor of music, lunch at the Wooster Inn, a

ous for long. “You're responsible for your own

faculty recital, and a reception at Gault Alumni

health, Tell the waiter if you’re allergic to shellfish.

Center, which housed practice rooms and the

Throwing up at a meal is never impressive.”

music department from 1942-87, prior to its
renovation.

Bogucki role-played the pitfalls of an interview
lunch, with the help of alumni relations assistant
Melissa Beltrondo and friend and volunteer Bob

PHOT

Matt Dilyard

A LU M N I BOOKS

Shelley Pearsall: Crooked River

and bring him back across the river, Never breathed

pioneer skits. An English major at Wooster, she

a word that he would march an Indian right into our

became more interested in history after she

for two days

cabin and make him a prisoner while we were gone

completed a research internship in Colonial

the rain falls

away."... Rebecca Carver

Williamsburg, Virginia. The jobs that followed—

in long drops

From the first page, Shelley Pearsall's newest

research, acting, and teaching-laid the foundation

from the clouds.

fiction for young people explodes and doesn't let

for two days

Award for Historical Fiction for her first book,

me such solid writing experience,” said Pearsall.

up. Pearsall '89, who received the Scott O'Dell

for her historical novels.
“I am grateful to The College of Wooster for giving

the gichi-mookomaanag

Trouble Don't Last, used an actual historical event

“Working with professors Nancy Grace and Peter

pull me

for her second book. It is based on newspaper

Havholm was invaluable to my work today.”

through the weeping woods

accounts of a Chippewa Indian accused of murder,

and across the crooked river.

taken captive, and put on trial by a white jury in

i am tied to a long iron rope

not far from where Pearsall grew up.

1812 near the Crooked (Cuyahoga) River in Ohio,
i do not come easily.... Indian John

Pearsall has been writing stories from the time
she was in elementary school; when she remembers

“Pa never told us he would capture an Indian

6 Wooster Spring 2006

cajoling the neighborhood kids into acting in her

k um Crooked River, published by Alfred A. Knopf, has
been cited as a 2006 Notable Social Studies Book for
Young People by the National Council for the Social
Studies and the Children's Book Council.

Al Van Wie Legacy Weekend, June-9-10
Alumn, and friends are invited to a Tribute to Al Van Wie during Alumni Weekend on June 9 -1 0
Van Wie, who was professor of physical education at Wooster from 1960-91, director of athletics
from 1974-91, and basketball and tennis coach, will be honored. Events include the formal
unveiling of a bust of Van Wie, basketball games, and a Coccia House pizza party.

To register, go to http://alumni.wooster.edu/reunion/van_wie.php.

W O O S TE R IN T E R V IE W

Jane Thompson: In search of the better book
An elementary and middle-school teacher for 30 years, Jane Thompson '58
understands that a well-chosen and closely read book can change a life. So follow
ing retirement, she joined the Children's Book Committee at Bank Street College a
90-year-old institution charged with reviewing more than 4,000 books every year.
Although the Committee's reviews are primarily for librarians and teachers, anyoneincluding kids—can access their reviews at www.bankstreet.edu/bookcom/.
Thompson, who lived and taught in East Harlem for 20 years, is always on the
lookout for multi-ethnic books that avoid stereotypes. Curious about some of the
other criteria she uses, Wooster magazine recently interviewed her.
W O O S T E R : When you review a book, what
are some of the first things you look for?
T H O M P S O N : The child protagonist must

grow and change, often by finding a creative
solution to a problem. We avoid stories in which

T H O M P S O N : We see more authentic multi

cultural books that show real pictures of children
coming from real countries. Yesterday’s characters
might come from Africa or Asia. Today they come
from Rwanda and Vietnam. Treatment of racial

the adults solve the problem, And we check out

topics is much less simplistic, We see more books

the art. I’m always surprised when the artist's

dealing with gender and sexuality. We see more

and author's moods don't match, or the illustra

stories in which girls take leadership.

tions appeal to one age of reader and the writing
to another.
W O O S T E R : Other no-nos?
T H O M P S O N : We avoid books in which

adults are consistently a bad influence. We don't
avoid all violence, but it must be an integral part
of the context and the protagonist's growth and
be something that the character has to deal with
in a positive way.
Historical fiction should never mislead the
reader. I remember one book that was written

W O O S T E R : Are there other subjects you'd
like to see covered more frequently?
T H O M P S O N : I'd like to see a wider group of

historical characters. More interesting multicultural
situations. Perhaps more books on environmental
questions-ones that avoid being didactic. Creative
books about religion. In the past, books have been
more about religious holidays than about children
exploring spiritual questions. This is a tricky area,
because characters tend to be pigeonholed in
ways that reflect their race, with values imposed

as if it were a diary of a famous person, when it

from the outside. In real life, children often follow

wasn't. Since no author was listed, it was very

the religion of their parents and then rebel. That

misleading. We’re also sticklers for clarity about

whole pattern could be developed.

who is speaking in a book. If there are too many

W O O S T E R : We understand that you volun

unidentified voices, it can be confusing. Clarity

teer to review about 10 books every week. What

is an important criterion for nonfiction, too. If a

keeps you at it, after all these years?

book lacks a glossary or a critical map, it wouldn’t
make it to our list of the best 600 books of the year.
WOOSTER:What trends are you seeing in
new books?

T H O M P S O N : I've always been a reader.

Growing up, what I read helped me become what
I am. It’s great fun to be in touch with the best
books being published.

I

Clancy Thompson '62 creates tiny
sculptures with shells he collects
from the beach. The miniatures
are given new dimension when
his wife, Susan Nichol Thompson
’66, photographs them. “Scale is
critically important in art,” says
Thompson. Most photographers
take what is big and make it little;
we do just the opposite."
P h otos Susan Nichol Thompson

Wooster| S pr i ng 2 0 0 6

Changing Landscapes

William Clancy Thompson
Casting new players
Casting people into creative roles has been William Clancy
T om psons forte for most of his professional life. As a producer
and director of dramas for TV and stage, he searched for precisely
fhe right person for the part. As a playwright, he visualized actors
giving life to his ideas. As a veteran administrator of the performing
arts, he specialized in helping staff members do their best in the
r°les they had chosen for themselves.
Today, at age 67, Thompson ’62 is a casting director in a new
A few years ago, as he was recovering from cancer surgery and
Poking for ways to slow down, he began using his meditative walks
^ong the North Carolina coast where he lives to search for shells
and other ocean treasures. He began visualizing them in different
roies. W hat if this bit of broken shell was cast with that bit of rock?
hat if this miniature creation by M other Nature was staged
2S dmes larger than life?
Moving from the performing to the visual arts was a natural scene
change for Thompson. He describes his artistic role in both forms as
midwifery.” “You get what’s inside, outside. By helping to give birth
0 an idea or image, you take it to some other stage of its life.
Using only his beach collections and some sturdy glue, Thompson
cgan building tiny sculptures. W hen his wife, Susan Nichol
Utompson ’66, photographed them, the miniatures were given new
^intensions “Scale is critically important in art, says Thompson.
•
ability to zoom in suddenly allowed us to find wonderful and
T*icate natural elements that are a joy. Most photographers take
*s big and make it little; we do just the opposite,
he blended art form of sculpture and photography has been
f
3 boost by new technology that allows digital photography
T r 6 ^ 'P r in te d on museum quality surfaces, such as canvas, says
hompson. “It is breathing new life into the form.”The Thompsons’
0 . as been sold to a num ber o f private individuals, and the couple is
Ptimistic that it will catch on in the marketplace.

“Y°u get what's inside, outside. By helping to give
birth to an idea or image, you take it to some other
Stage Of itS

U fo .

W ILLIAM CLANCY THOMPSON

As important as they have become, Thompson’s still-life subjects
have not replaced his flesh-and-blood ones. Past displays of his art
at galleries and aquariums have incorporated activities for children.
hompson says he hopes to continue his work with children
through more exhibits and hands-on artistic involvement.
His current job as executive director of the Child Advocacy
ommission of Lower Cape Fear allows him to use a variety of
art forms to connect with at-risk children. “A lot of kids are over
whelmed by their own being. They have feelings inside them
t at need to get outside. Art helps them do that. I t’s that mid
wife concept again.”
Thompson’s lifelong interest in illusion, mystery, and suspense,
combined with a love of kids, has resulted in his creation of Jocko
Yucky, the antihero in a series of children’s books. Written to appeal
to oys learning to read, the stories are replete with sharks, under
ground kingdoms, and dinosaurs. “They’re high testosterone and
absolutely uncontrolled fantasy,” he says.
The work he has done on his “Shaped by the Sea” sculptures
las also shaped him personally, says Thompson. “I’ve learned a new
kind of patience. It changes your time frame. As I’m walking, a
certain kind of viewing comes into play. My eyes are scanning for
an element to bring into the ensemble. Part of the artistry is finding
the pieces that collectively and aesthetically will mean more than the
sum of their parts.
This has been a wonderful growing experience.”

Thiee alumni learn to express their
creative centers in new ways.

'L C R O S B I E
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Felix Hendri ckson
Changing art forms
W hen Andrew Felix Hendrickson left The College of Wooster
in 1987, he had three and one-half years of college under his belt
and was playing in five rock bands.
For the next 16 years he made music for a living—the past 10 as
a drummer with the blues-rock band, Heavy Weather. Like most
performers, his relationship with his audience was short, happy, and
anonymous. The applause could be warm and the musical connec
tions intimate, but at the end of the night the audience members
were still strangers.
Infrequently there might be a screw-up. A band member might
lose his place or stumble over a rhythmic pothole. But the music
kept on going, and eventually he’d catch up.
Hendrickson’s energy was focused almost entirely on one
aspect of his profession—making music. Tasks like marketing
and promotion were ignored. “You’re always broke in the rock ‘n’
roll world,” he says. “The ultimate value and goal of a musician
is playing music. If you happen to make a successful living at it,
that’s a bonus.”
But as he was making music, another art form began to take
root. To supplement his income, 14 years ago Hendrickson
began sweeping floors and helping out at a furniture shop in
Austin, Tex. Recognizing his aptitude, the owners took him on
as an apprentice.
In January 2003, Hendrickson, 40, chose the Bronx in New
York City as the site of his new business, Hendrickson Custom
Cabinetry, which today he co-owns with wife Lisa. Although
start-up costs have limited profits, the company’s revenue has
almost tripled in three years. Last year it was $900,000, and
Hendrickson estimates that it will be $1.1 million this year.
The business received a bounce early this year when it was
featured in The New York Times.

“Both as a woodworker and musician, there is
always a new detail to learn about my craft.
A n d there's always more to discover about myself
in new ways. ”
FELIX HENDRICKSON
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For the first time, Hendrickson was responsible for the pay
roll and training (many of his employees are apprentices) of
14 people. He learned about marketing, promotion, and a different
kind of customer relationship—one that is long-term. “W hen
you’re building a custom kitchen or a library, you can spend a
year and a half with the same client,” he says. “Sometimes it’s
frustrating and sometimes it’s rewarding.”
He learned that when mistakes happen, the consequences are
more severe than a missed beat or sour note. For example, he
remembers the time he and his crew painstakingly measured
every doorway and elevator door, as they created a mahogany
walk-in closet. But when it was time to install it in a luxurious
M anhattan apartment, the pieces wouldn’t fit past an oversized
sprinkler shut-off valve, which had been overlooked. “We took
the closet back to the shop, cut it in half, made new tops and
bottoms, and reassembled it,” Hendrickson remembers. “It was
a very expensive lesson.”
Although working in New York City brings what Hendrickson
describes as “the world’s greatest architects and wealthiest clients,”
it also brings big-city headaches. Searching for parking places on
congested streets, cramming large pieces into elevators for installa
tion in multi-story apartments, and hefty insurance rates all chip
away at profits.
“I t’s been a sharp learning curve,” he says.
But the creative vision that served him as a musician contin
ues to inform his new art. “The quality that I bring from the
music side is a sensitivity to the final product. W hen you’re
playing on stage, you’re always working with a team towards a
single goal, and hoping for a little magic along the way. W hen
you’re working with wood, you have to know what the final
product is going to be before you make your first cut. Like a
song, wood has nuance and emotion; it has its own different
sort of rhythmic patterns.”
And does the woodworker use the same kind of dynamic
expression as the musician? W hat, for example, would be a
woodworker’s pianissimo?
“Emotional expression comes when I select the wood,” says

endrick;son. “A wood like a rift-cut white oak is very straightap1Cd and demure. It lends itself to clean lines and simplicity.
crhaps it is the drummer in Hendrickson that makes him
j^ rtlal to wood that he describes as “louder.” “I like wood with
°^s and lots of activity. My current favorite is walnut.
^ ^ though now an avocation, music continues to be important.
anrT’ r*C^son bas completed arrangements of a number of 50s
fo
^ebop tunes and has begun rehearsals with his newly
ttned Felix Hendrickson Orchestra. He says he believes he will

Although Felix Hendrickson’s professional
life has slid from musician to furniture
maker, his musical instruments retain a
place of honor in his Bronx carpentry
shop. So does Butch the Shop Dog.
p h o to s Robert Glick

disc'T'01'6 SUccessftd musician this time around, building on the
’ne and tenacity he has learned as a woodworker.
..0t^ as a woodworker and musician, there is always a new
abf t0 learn about my craft. And there’s always more to discover
ut tnyself.”
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Music, delivered with love and
humor, was one of the few things that
brought peace to Sylvia’s late father, who
died of Alzheimer’s disease. It was while
Sylvia was visiting her father that she first
understood that the profession she was
“meant to do" was to make personal
connections through healing music.
at right and below

Sylvia plays with a

young Russian music lover. One of her
favorite costumes is her clown's suit.
photos Courtesyof Sylvia Buttrey Huning
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Sylvia Buttrey
Healing with music
High on the list of a symphonic violinist s rigors is her fierce
concentration on the musical score before her. As thousands of
n° tes Ay by, the ensemble musician must divide her attention
etween the written notes, the sounds, and the conductor s moverrients. Audience members in the darkened auditorium may not
•ntrude until it is time for them to applaud.
Sylvia Buttrey Huning ’54 has known for most of her life that
possessed musical talent, including the ability to be an ensemble
^usician. She took piano and violin lessons as a youngster, sang in
c °irs, and played in numerous symphonies. Following her parents
Hvice, she kept music as a hobby and worked as a medical case
worker, educator, and editorial assistant.
AnA all her life she had a special gift. She could play music by
ear, without a musical score. Without music, she is free to look her
stener squarely in the eye.
She remembers the day she visited her father at a retirement
and took note of a strolling violinist who was playing for
the residents. She said to herself, “I can do that.” She was underetT1Pl°yed and underpaid at her job as an editorial assistant at
a Publishing company in Columbus, Ohio, where she had taken
Job to be near her two daughters. She was ready for new
°PPortunities.

Today, at age 74, Huning’s job as the Strolling Violin Lady has
to approximately 200 bookings every year. Supported by
r ect pitch and unencumbered by a musical score, she wanders
°ng her listeners, playing hymns, show tunes, oldies, an lo
nes- Guests request tunes, often referring to her play list of 300
e °dies. She often strolls in costume—her clowns suit is er
c f'te and plays musical games with young and old listeners.
C rim es she accompanies herself by singing, and sometimes she
andK haT ist (A sure «owd pleaser is Huning dressed as Groucho
her harpist as Harpo Marx.)

While gigs at business parties, hotels, weddings, and art galleries
provide business revenue, Huning has discovered that she receives
the most from her talent when she gives it away. The connection
that comes from her ability to look closely into the eyes of her
listeners makes possible the most important effect of her talent—
the power of caring music to heal.
She plays for AIDS patients, rehabilitation clinics, and hospitals.
She remembers the time a patient, half paralyzed, reached out for a
hug following a performance and whispered, “God bless you.”
That happens again and again,” Huning says.
Perhaps her most memorable experience occurred in Russia,
uning had been invited by the famous clown and physician Patch
ams to go with him and other performers/healers to St. Petersburg
and Moscow to play for children at orphanages and hospitals. At a
hospital for burn victims, Huning watched a 15-year-old patient
eing wheeled in from the operating room. “She was beside herself
with pain, says Huning. “She was in agony.”
“A
Played <Amazing Grace” and other peaceful melodies.
nd then I put the violin down on her bed, put my hand on her
orehead, and visualized God blessing her with love through me.
n 15 minutes she was smiling. It was transforming; it was unbehevable. 1 11 never forget her and she’ll never forget me. I know it
It was a connection that was undeniable.”
W hat I am doing is what I was meant to do all of my life.”

Huning has discovered that she receives the
most from her talent when she gives it awa^
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Bridget Milligan’s

Reality

Tales
,

She stands in a child’s nightgown, her mouth covered by her book. „,
-

Her fairy tale kingdom—both inviting and frightening—pulls us

♦'

: <

closer. We begin to remember tales from our own childhood.
We look more carefully, notice the sinewy arms of our voiceless
heroine, and see that she is not a girl at all, but a grown woman.
The newest collection of photographs by Bridget Milligan,
College of Wooster assistant professor of art, continues an ancient
tradition common to all cultures—telling tales of fantasy that
illuminate the human condition.

by KAROL CROSBI E
photographs by B R I D G E T MI LLI GAN
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Telling Tales
H appily ever after ... or not.
Telling Tales embodies the central idea of Milligan's Reality Tales collection
Our character's lips are covered. Her voice is lost,” says Milligan “The
values digested from these stories tell her how she is expected to live and
feel. She must grow up, find Prince Charming, and have that happily-everafter wedding. But of course it doesn't exist."

H a p p i l y Never Af t er
“M irror, m irror on the w all, w ho’s th efa irest o f them all?”
Examining her face for signs of beauty in the midst of ugliness, M illigan's Snow
W hite confronts the reality of aging and mortality. “The stains on the wallpaper, the
bricks falling off, the dilapidation behind her set up a dichotomy and question the
idea of body image," explained Milligan. She found the room in her father’s law
office in Bucyrus, Ohio, an historic building (once used as a bathhouse in a hotel
frequented by Al Capone).
In each photograph, the protagonist wears the same nightgown, a garment Milligan
picked up at a Goodwill store years before she had conceptualized Reality Tales.
“ I like collecting things that hold a nostalgic quality," she said.

a b o u t

t he p h o t o g r a p h e r
Bridget Milligan spent her 2004 sabbatical leave from The College of Wooster looking for the
perfect casde, the quintessential magical wall, the ideal mysterious landscape. She and her mother
(who posed as the woman-child in the photographs) traveled to Ireland, Pennsylvania and
throughout Ohio. Milligan’s 15-piece Reality Tales challenges viewers to revisit the fairy talc
characters from their childhood.
For example, we all know what Snow W hite looks like. Blue and yellow frock, a cap of
black hair, a blue bird sitting on one finger. But not so fast. Throughout the years’, many
cultures have created hundreds of images of our favorite characters, with just as many story
variations. The tales have one thing in common, said Milligan.
I hese stories reflect and affect who we are. They’re a value system, really. The stories are
everywhere—in movies, music, advertisements, and TV. For example, the three women in the
TV hit Sex in the City are always looking for Prince Charming to rescue them,” she said
Just as today’s prince-quest stories target adults rather than children, so did the original tales
said Milligan. “Before fairy tales were transplanted into children’s bedtime stories, they were the’
pulp fiction and television of the folk. They were told around the fireside to distract people from
their monotonous daily chores. No wonder they were filled with murder, deceit, and betrayal
“As much as these stories are about the fantasy of candy houses and magic glass slippers, they
are about the dangers that exist within the candy-covered houses. They reveal a much darker
world that is often overlooked or forgotten.”
Milligan used a traditional, wet-based darkroom for her silver gelatin prints and applied a gold
tone to the photographs, giving them a timeless quality. Her medium-sized Hasselblad camera
gave her the flexibility to scramble over hill and dale.
Milligan’s Reality Tales have been exhibited at The College of Wooster, Houston Center for
Photography, Texas Womans University, and Rockhurst University in Kansas City. She expects the
collection to grow and anticipates working with less familiar stories and more ambiguous images
Also, she said she hopes the additions will speak equally to men and women. “The female model’s
presence is a consistent thread that pulls the elements together and gives continuity to the work. But
I don’t want the collection to be gender specific, so I may need to rethink the model in the fhture.
“I m happy with what I ve created. But now it s done. Now I want to move on to new tales.”

‘ The Guardi an
A ll the kings horses, a n d a ll the kin g s m en ,
couldn't p u t H u m p ty together again.
Intentionally ambiguous, this photograph questions whether the king's men (or other
public officials) are carefully gathering the country's egg-subjects or recklessly toss
ing them over the wall.
Milligan began creating eggs by searching Ohio farms for ostrich eggs and
using them for plaster cast molds. “ I discovered this was taking an eternity and
lots of plaster," she remembers. She switched to painted papier-mache and after
a full month of egg production, transported them to a farmer's fieldstone wall in

Pennsylvania.

*

“It takes about 1/200th of a second to snap the shutter and take a photograph.
But the conception, the creation, the setting up—that s the most involved part of
the project," she said.
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M illig a n used tr a d itio n a l , w e t-b a s e d darkroom
tech n iq u es to p ro d u ce her s ilv e r g e la tin p r i n t s ,
a d d in g a g o ld to n e to th e p h o to g ra p h s to g iv e
th em a tim e le ss q u a lity .

Once Upon a Mat t r es s
The Princess a n d the Pea
Milligan couldn't resist taking on the story of The Princess and the Pea and its idea
that nobility is measured by one’s physical sensitivity, rather than by character or
social worth. She found the perfect octagonal space in the sanctuary of an abandoned
church in Crawford County, Ohio.
She discarded her original idea of having the princess lie on peas in a bed, in favor
of a bed of peas. It was summer, the peas were frozen, and the princess (Milligan's
mother) “wasn’t too happy," Milligan remembers.
Repeating a visual element—peas, mirrors, eggs, seeds—connects the photographs
and suggests multiple layers of meaning, Milligan said.
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The Juniper Tree
"This ,s about maternal power running mad," said Milligan about Secrets and Lie<
wh,ch is based on the dark tale, The Juniper Tree. Like Hansel and Gretel and ma
other stories, this is the story of a murderous mother and nurturing father.

PATRIOT,

FATHER,

AND

Ed Ar
[Wooster [Spring 2006

W O O S T E R

MAN

In many ways, the story of Ed Arn’s long and well-lived life
follows the plot line of the Successful All-American Male.
Born in 1909 in Cleveland to working class parents, Arn ’31
majored in English at The College o f Wooster at the urging of
a high school teacher and Wooster alumna who recognized his
potential. A scholarship, odd jobs, and a loan saw him through
hard times. In spite of the Depression, following graduation he
became a successful salesman, honing skills that would serve
him well when he returned to his alma mater as fund- and
friend-raiser.
The chapters of his life read predictably—loving husband,
beloved father, passionate and loyal employee. But in addition,
four extraordinary years shaped Ed Arn. A decorated front-line
infantry officer from 1944-1946, he saw, recorded, and remembers
the horrors o f World W ar II.
Today, at age 97, he does not retreat from the mantra he has
repeated ever since. War is hell. There’s got to be a better way.”

Copies of Am's War: Memoirs o f a World War II
Infantryman, 1944-46, can be ordered at
http://www3.uakron.edu/uapress/mushkat.html.
Images used with permission from the University o f Akron Press and
th e Institute on World War II and the Human Experience.

“Old Man Arn” —Captain
Perhaps it was because he was a born writer. Perhaps it was
because he was, at age 34, a more mature and reflective soldier.
Perhaps it was because he was so close to his parents. Whatever
the reason, Ed Arn wrote 312 letters to his parents during his
wartime service. The letters are the basis of Arn’s recently released
book, Arns War: Memoirs o f a World War II Infantryman, 19441946, edited by Jerome Mushkat and published in 2006 by the
University of Akron Press.
Words written in the midst of war can seldom glorify it. Arn,
who was decorated with eight awards for valor, wrote about fear,
horror, and anger. A captain of Fox Company, 199th Regiment,
30th Infantry Division who fought in hand-to-hand combat in
Northern France, the Rhineland, and the Battle of the Bulge, he
wrote about death lacking in dignity. Here, for example, is his
description of the friendly fire that resulted in six dead and a
dozen wounded solders in his company.
The awesome "err . . umph”o f the 500-pounders could now be
fe lt through the tremors in the earth beneath ourfeet. Instantly,

at each other. I remember I tried to pull one of our men out o f one of
our tanks, but he was dead and I dropped him back into the tank.
I got out of there. The steady thud o f shrapnel outside my hole created
complete and engulfing fear in my heart. To be pinned like that in a
foxhole is a terrifying experience. Militarily, one is quite useless.
Dubbed the “old man” because of his age, Arn developed a
protective concern for “his boys” that became stronger than
almost any other emotion. Here, he describes his solution to a
debilitating disease:
Contrary to some of the movies about the Battle o f the Bulge, the
ever-present wet snow was often waist-deep. We suffered almost as
many casualtiesfrom trenchfoot asfrom enemyfirepower. Trench
foot is a disease peculiar to soldiersfighting in winter conditions.
A combination o f dirty, sweaty, water-soaked shoes, wet socks, and
cold weather resulted in the creation of blisters, deep sores, andfinally,
infection in thefeet. Many men had to be evacuated because o f the
problem. One o f our men who had been sent back because o f trench
foot, returnedfully recovered to tell us o f seeing an oil drum fu ll of
amputatedfeet in a military hospital in Liege.

“Tonight I should be gloriously elated. Perhaps I should be doing some
thing which would indicate that I know these ghastly nightmares are
over. But, Mother and Dad, I look about me and there is no elation...
I swear I w ill never gloat over the laurels o f victory. In this hour I
humbly thank Godfo r my life and fo r both o f you. ”
ED ARN ‘ 3 t

Ife lt a chill run up and down my spine. Those babies werefalling
behind us, 10 miles behind us, we found out later. We were about to
be pounded by our own airforce. . . Bombing attacks, whether
friendly or enemy, knock out telephones, radios, and various other
forms o f communication. Chaosfollows. No one controls anything. ”
Arn wrote of his memories of August 6-13, 1944, in the
Battle of Mortain in France:
We were pinned down fo r hours, on one occasion in tank crossfire
in a hedgerow field, as enemy and American tanks fired point-blank'

2006

I developed a solution to the problem in Fox Company. I had
several pairs o f socks issued to each o f our people. I still don’t
know how our enterprising supply sergeant discovered an ample
supply. I then put out an order that whenever the situation war
ranted, each soldier was to remove his wet socks, put on a dry
pair, and then place his wet socks inside his fatigues and against
his warm, bare, skin. Body heat would dry the socks and they
would be used again, not clean but at least dry. This system
helped a great deal in Fox Company.

And finally, at the conclusion of the war in Europe on

7 1945
,

.

T°night I should be gloriously elated. Perhaps I should be doing
s°'nething which would indicate that I know these ghastly night0res are over. But, Mother and Dad, I look about me an t ere is
n° ^ tio n . These men have really won this war in Europe and yet
ey show no signs 0f that touchingfact. We have news that Times
are ir<New York City is teemihg with humanity, delirious
Pe°Ple almost mad with joy. Here, we can only remember the men

wno are not Here with us tonight; the heat and the dust o f St. -Lo;
the cracking limbs and falling leaves above me as I crouch behind
those wretched hedgerows; the ominous, stubborn pillboxes o f the
Siegfried Line; the cold unhappiness and black shell holes against
the unfeeling snow o f the *Bulge. ” These are only afe w o f the reasons
why we are silent tonight. I swear I will never gloat over the laurels
o f victory. In this hour I humbly thank Godfor my life and for
both o f you.
J
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The Arn children grew up in Wooster,
where their father’s alma mater and employer
was an important part of their lives. From left: Pam
(Kell), Kit, Heidi (Steiner); Ben, and Tim. Not pic
tured is adopted daughter Kathleen (Brenan).
In the early '60s, Arn partnered with
College of Wooster President Howard Lowry
and Wilson Compton (Class of 1911) to raise
funds to renovate Kauke Hall.
ph

o i o , C ourtesy o f the A rn family

men—his other kids—and a situation he didn’t want to return to.
He only camped with me twice.”
Arn, who had questioned authority in the military when it
was necessary to protect his men, taught his children to be inde
pendent. “There was no stepping in line, just because Dad said
to,” remembers Kit.
But when Tim rebelled against the Vietnam War in the early
70s, it caused a serious, eight-year rift with his parents. W hen Tim
helped organize a bus of Wooster student demonstrators, tension
between father and son mushroomed to conflict between student
and administrator. “Dad was alumni director at the time and it was
just too much,” remembers Tim. “We were all college-age punks;
what could we know about war?”

“He’s a Wooster Man”
The College of Wooster is at the center of the values their father
passed to them, say his children. Arn has been diagnosed with inop
erable cancer, and these days his family finds many excuses to get
together and reminisce. Says Kit, “I tell him, ‘W hat a great place you
brought us to back in the late ’50s to live in a small college town
and work for the school you love.’
“He taught us so many things about what’s important in life.
It’s not about corporate executives making money; it’s about the
quality of life you seek out. H e’s never thought of Wooster as
anything more than the foundation blocks of his whole existence.
H e’s not a guy who’s gone on to great wealth. H e’s just a guy who
loved his school and loved his town,” says Kit. “H e’s a Wooster
man, through and through.”
However, as Ed Arn looks back at his Wooster experience, he
remembers that he didn’t take the cut in pay that was first requested.
Arn, a successful salesman making $14,000 a year at the American
Seating Company in Philadelphia, was called to the College in 1956
by College president Howard Lowry. “Lowry said to me, ‘A rn, I’m
prepared to offer you $3,000 a year to head up our development
efforts.’ And I said, ‘I beg your pardon?”’
But less than two years later, College administrators added
$15,500 to their offer. Arn came to The College of Wooster and
stayed for the next 17 years. His natural affection for people served
him well as development director and then as alumni director, a
position he took in 1963. His legendary success at fundraising was a
natural result of his positive leadership, says Bruce Grandy ’49, who
volunteered with Arn on many development campaigns.
“Ed was hard to say ‘no’ to,” says Grandy. “He always thanked

“He taught us so many things about what's important in life. It's not
about corporate executives making money; it's about the quality o f life
you seek out. Hes never thought oj Wooster as anything more than
the foundation blocks o f his whole existence.. .He's a Wooster man ,
through and through. ” kit arn t6

wont. Still a charmer, he apologizes for being pessimistic about his
country s future. Prodded to speculate about the possibility that
humankind is evolving into more peaceful creatures, he is adamant
“Why, no! It’s right under our noses. We’re killing. I don’t see any
progress. I think we’re headed for another world war.
We can invent the automobile, we can work marvels with
TV, we have taken immense strides in all sorts of things, but we
have yet to learn to sit down around the table and solve our prob
lems peacefully. Why? W hy do we have to kill one another to get
something done?”
But if Arn is pessimistic about his country, as he nears the end of
his life he seems lighthearted about his own place in the universe,
say his children. “Death doesn’t scare him,” says Heidi. “Being in the
war scared him. It puts death into perspective.”
Says Kit, He told me he wasn’t afraid of the prospect of dying,
just angry. And when I asked him why, he said because of all the' '
things left to do. Thinking perhaps I could help out, I asked him
‘W hat things, Dad?’
‘A nd he said, ‘You don’t understand. I’m angry because I’m not
going to live long enough to know what those things are.’”
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by J I M M Y W I L K I N S O N M E Y E R
p h o t o g r a p h s by E M M A P O W E L L ’0 8

"I like the way that the horse and I work together
It s a partnership.
’

ERICA CUTES '06

T h e settin g is a flat area in a w ooded ravine, w aterfall splash*ng in the background. “W o rk th e calves, w ork the ankles. H a lf

facinq page Emily Richardson and Mystique
perfect their form for jumping competitions.

ing her four-legged athletes is crucial
to the team's success. Here she praises
Mozart+ for his hard work with the Wooster
students.

ah him , slow, there. Post, barely touch the saddle. P ull your
, eet o u t o f th e stirrups and straighten your knees, p u t your legs
back farth er on the horse. Use your thighs m ore, soften the
Small o f your back.”
O n a w arm , late w in te r day, tw o young w om en respond to
®se suggestions and g et th e ir horses to respond, too. G ood
Job-Julie. N ice, E m ily,” the coach says. W elcom e to the new est
P °rt at T h e C ollege o f W ooster.
In only tw o years o f com petitio n , the W ooster E questrian
arn has garnered several ribbons in d istrict and regional
shows. M o re im p o rtan tly for its m em bers, though, the program
°, fers an enjoyable, h ealth y experience in the natural w orld, one
at involves b o n d in g w ith horses, team m ates, and an awe

S0^ ” coach.
H iding also helps relieve th e stress o f coursework, says E rica
f ; 7 s ’°6 , from A n n A rbor, M ich . “W h e n you’re riding, espeina y w hen you’re com peting, you can’t th in k o f the o th er t ings
^ u r life. You have to pay atten tio n all the tim e. W h e n you
e focus, you sta rt m ak in g m istakes.”
add

«^

tbe w ay th a t th e horse and I w ork toget er,

s' I f s a p artn ersh ip .”
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Although the students

ride different horses at each practice and
at shows, there is still plenty of time to
bond. Here, Richardson and Mystique
share a moment.

“Karla makes the best o f each persons skills, taking
us where we are and helping us to improve. ” JULiE HORST

After a hard workout, team members enjoy
a trail ride and leisurely splash at Hidden
Hollow Farms, west of Wooster.
07

Building a Team
Julie Horst ’07, who grew up in Smithville, Ohio, began to ride
at age five and to show four years later. But she didn’t think she
would have time for riding after high school, she says. “W hen you
go to college, you sell your horse. But then you find that a part of
you is missing.”
Horst seriously missed riding. So with some advice from coaches
at other colleges, she began organizing a team at Wooster in 2003-04,
and the group began competing the next fall. Horst currently serves
as the team’s president. Its adviser is Horst’s mother, Esther Horst, a
nurse at The College of Wooster.
Horst, Christina Lindstrom ’07, and Eleather Couch ’08 live in
Morris House, the equestrian team’s program house. For that priv
ilege, they volunteer a minimum of two hours each week at the
Christian Children’s Home of Ohio, north of Wooster. Lindstrom
helped set up the home’s therapeutic riding program, Reins for Life,
and is the program’s student coordinator. In return for cleaning barn
stalls and other chores, the Wooster students can ride the home’s
horses in the facility’s paddock and on its trails.
The equestrian team welcomes all students— from beginners to
experienced riders—with varying degrees of interest. Students may
choose only to attend group meetings and educational events; compe
titions and lessons are not required. Although the 2005-06 Wooster
group is all women, men are invited.
Newcomers find the mix of students positive and encouraging.
“It’s a diverse group of people,” says Erin Ingram ’07, who joined
the equestrians this past winter, “but they are all welcoming and
make it easy to feel comfortable and a member of the team.”
The team’s success goes beyond the show ring—the word is getting
out. The College admissions office now gets calls from prospective
students who are interested in riding. Take Emily Richardson ’07,
for example. She made sure that the College had an equestrian team
before transferring from Ohio University. Richardson especially appre
ciates the small team at Wooster and its emphasis on collaborative
effort, she says. “It feels like we’re all in it together.”

The Practice Ring
“The best way to keep in shape for riding is to ride, and ride
some more,” says Richardson. During show season, team members
take weekly lessons. Their coach and teacher, Karla Amass, helps
them work on various skills—strengthening, jumping, making a
smooth transition from one gait to another.
Horst selected Amass to coach the team, based on her experience
with Amass in 4-H. Coach Amass doesn’t require members to go
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beyond either their financial means or individual talent, says Horst.
“Karla makes the best of each person’s skills, taking us where we are
and helping us improve.” Amass owns and manages Hidden Hollow
Farms in western Wayne County, where she trains the Wooster
team. She holds a degree in animal science with an equine specialty
from The Ohio State University and won Nationals in Sport Horse
Dressage two years ago.
At a February lesson, Horst tells her coach about a problem she’s
having with the sitting trot. Amass knows exactly what Horst means
and tells her how to correct it.
“She explains things again and again until we show improvement,”
Hannah Leahy ’07 says. “She understands the motives of the horses
and instructs us how to respond.”
“Having her as a coach is one of my favorite parts of the whole
experience,” Lindstrom agrees.
Amass says that she enjoys training a brand-new team. “I work
with 4-H clubs, with a lot of youngsters and beginners. I’m used to
starting from scratch. I guess that’s what I do best.”

The Show Ring
The College equestrians compete in shows sponsored by the
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association (IHSA). Wooster’s team,
the newest among the region’s 11 schools, has performed well in its
first two seasons. In 2005 Theresa Howell ’06, the regional high
point rider in open H unt Seat, qualified for the national IHSA
competition. In one show early in 2006, Wooster beat Ohio State
to finish second overall.
“Ohio State had 30 or 40 on its team,” says Julie Horst, “and we
only had six competitors at that show. We don’t have multi-million
dollar facilities, yet we’ve beaten schools such as Lake Erie College—'
where people specialize in equine studies.”

Tw o first-tim e com petitors, juniors E rin Ingram and H an n ah
Leahy, took first and second places at another 2006 show. By February,
Richardson, L indstrom , and H o rst had qualified for four events at
Ae regional competition. A t the team’s last competition o f the season,
Llorst was high point rider o f the day and two other W ooster team
Members took hom e first-place ribbons.
Show participants are judged on equitation on how they sit
° n their horses, A m ass explains. Participants are assigned horses at
random and there’s no tim e for horse and rider to get acquainted.
Once in the saddle, i t ’s show tim e. Riders need a variety o f tech
niciues at th eir fingertips. O n e horse m ig h t canter in response to
a Certain cue, b u t an o th e r m ig h t not, leaving the rider to quickly
1 'n k o f o th er ways to “ask” h er horse.
Erica Clites ’06 describes the rider’s task, You re trying to figure out
horse and trying to keep on the outside o f the ring. (T he horses
°w th at w hen they stand in the rings center, their work is over.)
Each event is short, five m inutes or so. You only get one chance.
^ E i l e the shows stress individual performance, the team also
earns ribbons as a group. T h e coach chooses the m ost experienced
student in a particular type o f riding to represent the team in each
lvision. O thers can show in that division, but the team only receives
|J0ints w on by the designated rider. So a small team like W oosters
as a distinct disadvantage.
..
, .
Volunteering, lessons, practices, and a dozen competitions during
e school year— how do these w om en handle it? I ma e it a prior
‘T. ’Julie H orst says firmly, “b u t it is flexible. You can choose when
1 take your lesson and w hen to volunteer.
.
^er team m ates agree th a t th eir com m itm ent resu ts in lg
|"eWards g ettin g o utsid e, learning new skills from a great coach,

„

,

o - —r

dr e s s age Competition featuring a certain set of movements
English

equitation
gait
gallop
h a lf halt
h u n t seat f l a t
hu n t seat j u m p
trot
We s t e r n

Riding style based on the English fox hunt
Rider's skill in form and control
A horse in motion-walk, trot, canter, or gallop
Four-beat running gait
Holding the reins lightly and squeezing horse with the leg
preparing for the next move
English style, no jumps
English style, with jumps
Two-beat gait
Riding style based on ranch work in American West

Intercollegiate
Horse Show Association
Zone 6, Region 1 Schools
The College of Wooster

Lake Erie College

Columbus State Community College

Oberlin College

Denison University
H'ram College

The Ohio State University
Ohio University

Kent State University
Kenyon College

University of Akron

Pending tim e w ith the horses, and w orking w ith each other.
You get to be p a rt o f a great team!
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ClassNotes

College of Wooster students enjoy
spring breezes in1974. ( l to k) Nancy
Haddick, David Grandy and canine
friend, Laurie Simon, Jeanne Stillson,
and Dede Young, 7 4
PHOTO 1974 Index

1931
The class mourns the March 24 death of Ed
Arn. We send our sympathy to his widow, Pat, and
other family members. See a feature on Ed, written
shortly before his death, on page 20.

1934
Elizabeth “L ibby”Lapham Wills
36500 Euclid Ave.y A255, Willoughby, O H 44094

1935
Viola Startzman Robertson
687 Greenwood Blvd., Wooster, O H 44691-4923
VSR@aol.com

1936 70th Reunion
Ralph Gillman
1256 Lisa A nn Dr., Akron, OH 44313

We hope to see a few of you at Alumni
Weekend, June 8-11.

1937
M artha “M ollie” Tilock Van Bolt
2020 Glendale Ave., Flint, M l 48503-2111
(810) 233-5197, rvbmvb@sbcglobal.net

This column continues an ongoing report of the
ways that ’37ers celebrated 90th birthdays, as we
continue along what my (Mollie’s) yoga teacher
refers to as our “journey toward wisdom.”
Daniel Baker’s son, Karl, and family came to
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Baltimore for the Christmas holidays. They joined
Dan and his son, Jonathan, who keeps house for
Dan while maintaining a job in Bethesda, making it
possible for Dan to stay in his home of many years.
Mary Engle Ehrich’s brother and his wife trav
eled from New York City to Bloomington, Ind., to
join Mary, her son, and daughter-in-law for a cele
bration. Earlier her grandson and family brought
Mary’s great-grandson for a visit.
Dorothy Johnson Knight had a family party at
her house in New Concord, Ohio. Daughter Amy
lives next door, and son Coley calls daily from
Wooster.
After many unsuccessful attempts to reach
Charles Perelman, a call to his son brought word
that Charles leads a very active life at his retirement
center. W hen I called, Charles was on a cruise.
Maryjane Bricker Sterrett lives alone in her
house in Hayward, Calif. She was entertained with
a birthday dinner given by 19 friends.
Betty Meek Stewart meets weekly with a friend
in Hartford, Conn. On her birthday, her friend
arranged a special treat, a party for six at a hotel.
Now on to ’37ers born in 1916. Here are the
reports on the four January birthdays.
A telephone call to the son-in-law of Harriet
Morris Carr brought the news that he and his wife
(Harriet’s daughter, Carol) took a large cake to
Harriet’s retirement center in Dayton, Ohio, so that
everyone could celebrate with Harriet.
Paul Dilley and his wife, Merle, were joined by
Paul’s sister, Ruth Dilley Sims ’30, who also lives at
Westminster Shores in St. Petersburg, for a birthday
supper in a dining room reserved for such occasions.

They enjoyed a special birthday menu and a cake.
Ruth Thompson Evans is still active as an
accompanist in the Kansas City area (she practices
the piano one hour a day). Her celebration extended
over two weeks, with luncheons, receptions, and
bouquets. It took many calls before I reached Ruth
at home, two weeks after her birthday on Jan. 12 .
Ruth Bransky Findling cannot hear telephone
conversations, so my call was taken by her daughter,
who has temporarily moved in with Ruth in her
Tallahassee apartment. Together they go to plays,
operas, lectures, and concerts. Ruth is active in the
League of Women Voters.
The Nichol twins had their 90th birthdays in
Jan. 2005. Elizabeth Nichol Mather’s son reported
that Liz enjoyed a family party held at her retire
ment center in Michigan. Christine Nichol
Warner, who lives in Vermont, is unaware of her
surroundings, so the sisters no longer enjoy birthday
conversations.
Contact with Halene McGugin Weaver has for
some time been made through her son, Bill. I called
him for a report on Halene’s 90th birthday, Dec. 27,
only to learn that Halene had died six days before.
Halene’s three sons and their families arranged a
memorial service at her care facility, Carestone, in
Arizona, so that her caregivers could be part of the
celebration of her life.
After receiving a newsy Christmas letter from
Paul March, it was a shock to receive a call from his
wife, Bea, saying that Paul died on Dec. 30. Paul
and Bea attended our 65th class reunion in Wooster
in 2002 and had hoped to be there for our 70th.
Following a message from the College reporting

the death of Joel Weaver, I called Joel’s retirement
center in Akron, Ohio, and talked with his wife,
Mary Ellen Frame Weaver ’34. She said that Joel
hied on Jan. 10. Both daughters, Mary Jo Weaver
MacCracken ’65 and Helen Sue Weaver Kaufman
69, were with Mary Ellen. They took her on an
automobile tour of the College campus. All three
sP°ke of being pleased at how good the campus
looks.
Many thanks for the Christmas cards and notes.
I will continue as class secretary until the election of
officers at our 70th reunion.

I telephoned Katherine “Kay” Robinson
Clement, who had not made her usual trip east
from California for our reunion, to find out why she
had not come. We had a nice chat. Unfortunately I
learned that distance was not the reason that kept
Kay at home she suffered chest injuries in an auto
accident. She was making a nice recovery but was
not quite ready to care for her prize-winning rose
garden. Kay is loyal to Wooster and especially inter
ested in scholarship funds, being very grateful for
the help she received when she enrolled in 1938.
Marguerite Lane Bowden’s Christmas letter
arrived entided, as always, “Buzzings from the
Bowden Bee Hive,” an apt tide. Marguerite’s large
family keeps her entertained and involved. She’s a
grandmother and a great-grandmother many times
over. Marguerite says that last year meant “band and
choral concerts, spearheading the observance of the
60th anniversary of Fairmont Presbyterian Church
(of Kettering, Ohio) in October; enjoying the
Wooster reunion; returning to Sugar Creek
Presbyterian Church as interim choir director for
three months; completing another year on the
session at Fairmont; and despite our chaotic world
feeling thankful and blessed for life, love, and faith ”
J.C. ’41 and Rachel Linnell Wynn find more
than enough to do in their large apartment complex
in a suburb of Baltimore. Rachel is giving up some
of her activities, however, preferring to read and
work on her weaving. The Wynns welcomed Ayana
Borland last summer, another great-grandchild.
Frank Thatcher, you may recall, lives in the
same apartment complex as the Wynns. Last year
he had a bad fall and broke his right arm in two
places, damaging some nerves. Rachel says that
Frank feels better and is back in his apartment.
A year or so ago, I noted here that Edith
Maslin Ronne had written a book. Antarctica's First

first month of this year. We extend sympathy to
Bob Yeakley on the death of his wife, Lois Boop
Yeakley ’42 (see Alumni Tributes). I (Mary) remem

ber Lots as friendly in college, with a great smile
and a demeanor of quiet dignity, unusual in one so
young. Lois’s son, William Yeakley 72, says that
while his parents were traveling in England, people
often asked Lois to pose for their photos—because
she resembled Queen Elizabeth. Lois and Bob also
enjoyed vacations in the Virgin Islands and at
Flora-Dale Resort in Michigan, as well as trips with
the grandkids to Sea World and Cleveland Indians
games. “Lois will be dearly missed by her family and
friends,” her son concludes.
1938
Gazing at the photo of the exposed Kauke
Louise Harris Southard
rafters ( Wooster, Fall 2005) and wondering face
950 Cforry St. Apt. 264, Memphis, T N 38117
tiously who held the ladder, it occurred to me that
neither name was still on our class lists. Inquiry
proved that Winnie Parsons Empson died in 2003
1939
and Annette Williams Cox in 2000.
Dean F. Davies
Then came the first answer from 80 requests for
1 APPle Tree Dr., Brunswick, M E 04011
news. An e-mail from the trustee of Marie Horst
c,ocdean@gwi.net
Riley’s estate regretMy reported Marie’s death in
Bruce Bigelow says that his father, the Rev. Dr.
2003. He said, “Marie always spoke with pride and
Ernest Bigelow, died on Dec. 31,2005. He had an
enthusiasm of her years on campus.”Then I read
aortic aneurysm that “eventually caught up with
that we lost Beth BoyerJones in 2005 (see Wooster,
un. Ernie and I (Dean) were good friends
Winter 2006). Our numbers are dwindling.
through four years at Wooster and through the
However, there is good news! Some of us are
ness of his first wife, Ellen Boyd Bigelow ’37.
still traveling. Joan Campbell Browne tells of a
rnies second wife, Rachel, survives.
two-week trip to India and Pakistan as “special
I was grateful to get some news from Jane Neel
guest” at the opening of a girls dorm in her home
retschneider in Fort Myers, Fla. She was
town of Pasrur. She gave a speech there, in Punjabi
widowed in 1989 and keeps busy as a volunteer,
Later she visited Woodstock School, where she and
aving started a support group with a friend some
Frenchie Browne taught for 19 years. The two of
years ago. Jane is fortunate to have a son, two
them and their children attended elementary and
grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren living
high school there. Joan also visited the hospital
nearby.
8
where she was bom and held a newborn. She had a
Jane and Jerry Adams Williams were room
magnificent view of the Himalayas and Mt. Everest.
Lady: Memoirs of the First American Woman to Set
mates in their junior year and keep in touch by
Margaret McNiece Ellis and Mary Elizabeth
Foot on the Antarctic Continent and Winter-over
P one. Jerry and husband John live in New York.
Johnsten Ellis each wrote glowing accounts of their
(Beaumont, Tex.: Clifton Steamboat Museum) has
..Jan e also keeps in touch with Ruth Allison
trip to Chautauqua, N.Y., reliving nostalgic memo
been published. Both Rachel and Marguerite read
°mpson, her roommate during their first two
ries.
They spoke of three squares a day, necessitating
and enjoyed it.
7ears at Wooster.
much walking. They reveled in the great music,
Doris Wilson Blanchard’s Christmas letter
My (Dean’s) wife, the Rev. Alice Hamilton
lectures, and other cultural events, while staying at
began by saying that 2005 was comparatively free of
ayies, and I are celebrating our 60th wedding
the 125-year-old Athenaeum Hotel. Margie recom
travel and then listed four places she visited—
, "niversary this year. We made the hard choice last
mends books written by young Iranian women, of
Arizona, Wooster, San Francisco (to the conference
^ne to downsize to a condominium., but now we
special interest to her since she was brought up’in
of deaf seniors of America, 2,500 attended), and
e *n Brunswick, where the action is.
Persia. Mary Liz proudly lists her three children, 10
Glacier National Park. Doris lives in Missouri, so
fo ^ 'aSt
ffie College had e-mail addresses
grandchildren, and nine great-grandchildren.
each trip involved considerable travel. This year
°r only six of us! There must be at least twice that
Margaret Swartz Dean took three trips last year
Doris and her sister plan to go to Antarctica. They
any connected to the Net. Let me hear from you.
with each of her children (a son and two daughters)
need to read Ediths book!
to their cottage on a lake in Ontario, Canada. Built
in 1966, it is restful, quiet, and serene. One daugh
1940
ter, with a pioneer spirit, hunts her own venison,
1941 65th Reunion
dresses it, and prepares it for freezing. The whole
2 ^ - ' 1Ce Dunbar Kerr
M ary Wilcox Hughes
family enjoys the outdoors.
5 ME 65th St. A p t 315, Seattle, WA 98115
3 9 76 Bluestone Rd„ Cleveland Heights, OH
Jlerr°2@webtv.net
Marilynn Johnston Gruber had a busy year. On
44121-2451
to f s °ffiy December but time to think about what
Mar. 10, 2005, her great-granddaughter, Madelyn
Leonard W. Snyder
yo^eridt0 Wooster for our spring column. Many of 422 2nd St. NW, New Philadelphia, O H 44663-1853
Irene Gruber, arrived. She is “incredibly enchanting”
not realize that class secretaries must send
and apparently, photogenic, as well. On Oct. 21
new: lswhin@adclphia.net
Petes birthday, Plautus Comedy (rated “R” by the
g0es material three months before the magazine
Taking over the job as secretary proved sad the
press. I (Florence) am getting used to it.
director) opened in the Christian Gruber Theater.

ClassNotes

Nancy Scudder

and Sarah Fuller in Egypt

In Cairo, Egypt, Sarah Fuller ’95 had a small
world experience—“finally,” she says. “I met the
Rev. Lewis Scudder and his wife, Nancy, at St.
Andrews United Church of Cairo one morning
and later joined them for dinner with other
church folks. The Scudders were staying near my
apartment and we shared a cab. We soon discov
ered the Woo connection between me and Nancy
Graham Scudder ’62! She and Lew live in
Cyprus and were only in Cairo for a visit. I’m glad
that I was in town when they passed through!”

Stacey Lim ’01 (i

) is working toward a clinical doctorate

at Northeast Ohio Au.D. Consortium, completing clinical
work for certification as an audiologist.

For the past three years, C.O.W. communica
tion sciences disorders graduates have held leader
ship positions in the National Association for
Future Doctors of Audiology. Stacey Lim ’01 is
vice-president of the 700-member organization,
Elizabeth Gray ’02 is president-elect, and
Elizabeth Somrack ’00 was treasurer in 2004-05.
“My education at Wooster has everything to
do with what I do today,” says Gray, who is finish
ing her third year of doctoral training in audiology
at Rush U in Chicago. She points to her adviser,
Dan Goldberg, as a major influence and says that
her experience in the education program house
was a “training ground for confidence.”
Lim notes that gaining leadership experience
as a student is a powerful predictor of success.
“The three of us held leadership roles at the
College. It made a difference.”
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Marilynn was invited to attend rehearsals, which
she found “delightfully raunchy.” At the same time,
a gallery exhibit of theatrical costume drawings
opened at the University Art Museum. These were
donated by the Grubers. Gifts of a London friend,
they hung in the Gruber home for years.
Eunice Maclnnis Mitchell traveled to
Winnetka for Christmas with her daughter,
Charlotte. Last year Eunice was in and out of the
ICU with hip, knee, and heart problems but was
pronounced normal again. While her bones knitted,
she did, too—afghans, scarves, baby sets. She keeps
active with a computer, church, and social meetings,
and describes it all in her inimitable dry manner.
A picture from Lois Wissman Greene shows
her and Howard in front of a pile of debris from
Hurricane Wilma. They both are looking good.
From their ninth floor apartment, they can “see all
the way to the ocean on a clear day.” They planned
to cruise to Bermuda in April.
Terry Stalker MacGregor writes that her
daughter, Laurie, traveled home to the U.S. from
Caracas, Venezuela, having lived there since 1976.
“It’s good to have all four children back in the
States,”Terry says.
Martha McDowell Dutton is completely
recovered from a bout with a C-Diff. infection
(intestinal). She enjoys life in Wooster, with its
resources in academics and the arts.
Alfreda Gabriel Campbell went to Nepal last
March and flew to Colorado for Christmas. Exer
cise class and handbell choir keep her in shape.
Jeanne Simmons Brand mentions her terrific
trip to Alaska and a Christmas visit with three
grandchildren and four great-grandsons in Fountain
Valley, Calif.
Eleanor Scherbarth Frechtling phoned from
her comfortable quarters in Blue Bell, Pa. She has a
son in Maine and two in New Jersey who visit often.

1942
Celia R etzler Gates
1446 Bellevue, Wooster, O H 44691
rlgcmg@sssnet. com

Jim Vitelli has published a book, TCV, Artist:
An Art Show Wrapped in a Memoir (Bowdoinham,
Me.: Giacomo Press, 2005). To learn more, go to
www.giacomopress.com. It says, “This memoir is a
story of how TCV, that is Tink Carter Vitelli, the
Artist, became ‘the artist’ and comfortable at last to
be called one.”Jim met Tink ’43 in high school in
Trenton, N.J. He played Pinky to her Peaches in
Greeks and Grinds and co-authored and directed
other Lafayette College faculty shows.
Jim taught in and chaired the English depart
ment at Lafayette in Easton, Pa. After he retired, he
and TCV moved to Maine. He lives and writes in
Bowdoinham.
I (Celia) have bad news. Ginny Lee Bigelow
sent me an obituary for Lois Boop Yeagley ’41 (see
1941 column and Alumni Tributes). A few days

later I received a note from Rachel Devitt saying
that her grandmother, Louise Stewart Devitt, had
passed away. We send sympathy to both families.

1943
Ida Snodgrass Arthurton
1111 Johnsarbor Dr. IV., Rochester, N Y 14620-3637

Forgive me (Ida), you people who were kind
enough to write and who expected to see something
about your lives in this issue. Look for it in the next
magazine. I recendy had an operation for macular
degeneration—on my good eye. The doctor says I’m
doing fine, but at the present I’m unable to re-read
your letters well enough to do my own write-up and
then read my own writing to type up the report.
Hopefully all will be okay in time for the next issue.
Thank you for understanding. Everyone else, please
write to me.

1944
Anne Melone Deidrick
342 Wycliffe Dr., Houston, T X 77079-7131
doft@sbcglobal. net

Russell Haley
653 Medford Leas, Medford, N J 08055
ehlerguy44@yahoo. com

Male Call this issue went to Bill and Helen
Hibbs Bingaman in Arizona. We last phoned Bill
in Oct. 1998. This time Helen did most of the
reporting. Both Bill and Helen classify themselves
as “happy and healthy”—a substantial achievement
at our ages. They spend their time in relatively
quiet pursuits—daily walks, attending meetings,
reading, and studying. In December the whole
family gathered in Florida to celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary. The Bingamans are particu
larly proud of a granddaughter who is studying for
a Ph.D. in chemistry at the U of Arizona.
1 hey haven’t been in Wooster since our 60th
class reunion and don’t see Wooster people often.
But Helen has regular e-mail contact with Lois
Kolmorgen Edwards, Marilynn Eccles August,

and a few others. Helen’s most welcome news was
that Bill was getting favorable reports from his
doctor. Hearing the joy in their voices was a morale
boost. Sorry we could not record and distribute it.
Got a spectacular picture ofJohn Bender’s
garden, taken last fall. His wife, Lois, must have a
special talent for begonias. John has been given
seminars by his son, Jeff’78, on his digital camera
and handling, copying and e-mailing photo files.
Judging from the picture John sent, he’s a quick
study. He and Lois have been married for 55 years
and have much to celebrate. Among those things
was Jeff’s 50th birthday—a surprise party of around
100 people arranged by Jeff’s wife.
Don Coates continues to amaze us. He’s off on
a 21-day tour of Australia, New Zealand, and FijiHe says he wants to get his travel in while he’s still
able. He offers the hope that we all stay healthy.

The wedding of Heather Humphrey ’04
and Jody Herzog '02, Aug. 6, 2005.
standin g (L tq „) Ethan Williams '03, Erjona
Fatusha '04, John Currid, Julie Hobbs, Jay

Farrell, Ian O'Brien-Rupert, Alex Hastie,
Luke Thompson, Mike O'Neil, '03s, Pieta
Horvath '02, Marcus Fowler '01, Mike Moore
’04, Jamie Pullin Moore '01, John Goss '04,
Sarah Trafford '03, John Park '01, Alex
Siebold '02, Lindsay Vargo '04;
stated Erin Skinner, Lesley Hankin, MaryJane Shull, '04s, Christie English '01, Sean
Carroll '03, bride, groom, Josh Selsby ' 99 ,
Erin Selsby '00, Shawn Sullivan '02

Jim Thompson sends greetings from Minnesota
sion, they began to sing a verse that they shouldn’t
Pete continues, “The only one missing was a
have. And Ralph “Racky” Young ’29 (then the
a''d reports that “everything is OK” in his part of
granddaughter,
who is in Boston on a fellowship in
Dean of Men) called them in for a lecture. Racky
1 e World. He planned to spend the last week of
neurological oncology She already has a position on
wasn’t mad at them for long, though. He sent them
ebruary with his sons in Clermont, Fla. (near
the staff and faculty of Massachusetts General
copies of his chapel sermons when they were in the
riando), looking up family history and, no doubt,
Hospital. I’m proud of her!
military. A1 remembers how he appreciated that. I
enjoying the warm weather. But as Jim dashed off
“I hope you all remain well. Hard to believe
(Russ) also received a lecture from Racky, but he
15winter note, he observed that at 4 p.m., it was
Mary and I have been married for over 10 years ”
never sent me his sermons. I like to think that it’s
degrees. He suspects global warming. Jim closes
because I moved around too much.
) wishing “all the best to the Class of ’44.”
Jim Smucker checked in to let us know that he
In the Florida phase of their annual cycle, BUI
1945
is still in “pretty good health and shape.” Unfor
ar>d Pat Workman ’46 Foxx go to classes and work
Jeanne “Swanee” Swan Garnett
tunately, his wife of 61 years, Onieta, was seriously
°Ut at the gym. Florida gets occasional chilly
5310 Loruth Terr., Madison, W I 53711-2630
‘ghts, but generally their temperatures stay close to ill and living in the nursing home in their retire
Christmas always brings news of our classmates
ment community. Jim spends much of his time and
„^e dbs. The Foxxes say they’ve been blessed with
I
(Jeanne)
received quite a few cards. Sadly,
energy being with and supporting her. He says he’s
eautiful sunrises and sunsets and lovely days
Margaret Shreve Reiman reported the death of
“active in a few other things, including enjoying the
c°nnecting them.”
Emily Kuhles Infield (see Alumni Tributes). We
beauty of the Northwest and being a precinct
Bill reminds us of the old saw, “It’s a tough life,
remember
her energetic enthusiasm and cheerfol
committee officer for area Democrats.”
somebody has to do it.” Leaning on Fibber
nature.
She
was a great friend, and we’ll miss her.
“At the last Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner in
cGee (remember him?), he says both he and Pat
She
was
loyal
to Wooster and always attended our
Olympia,”Jim continues, “I wrote and read a poem
^ e |n good health, “If we were doing any better, I
reunions, usually helping to plan the festivities. How
dedicated
to
our
governor,
and
she
rewarded
me
°nJ) think we could stand it.”
great that she was able to be at Alumni Weekend
with a hug and kiss.” (I’ll bet Jim writes an even
pj , en Kline has some excitement on the horizon,
last June. It meant so much to her.
longer poem for the next dinner.)
th e S
cleanin&out his home to get ready for
Emily’s husband, Ernie, wrote in his Christmas
Jean Kelty Stonebumer ’47 writes, “News from
p Iriove to a continuing care community. His
letter that he and Emily had been married for 58
here
is
not
the
kind
you
want
to
hear.
Roger
^ §gest job is recycling reams of paper. Most of us
years, and he thanked us for our cards, letters and
Stonebumer fought a good fight with multiple
*Ve been through that, Ben, and sympathize. The
telephone calls following her death. He will remain
problems
for
the
last
few
months.
He
died
on
Jan.
„o°, nevvs is that it’s guaranteed to get better once
at
their home at 2318 Grandview in Wooster for
27. He was 83 and had hardly been sick a day in
lv^ Ve downsized. Ben offers the hope that we stay
now. Their daughter, Linda Infield Wakefield, and
his
life.”
(See
Trustee
Tribute,
pg.
63.)
and adds his customary, “Peace! Hope!”
er husband, Mark, live in Michigan with their two
Finally, we have a report from Dwight “Pete”
I;.
hpreng says he’s looking forward to hearing
young sons. Mark is associated with a large insur
Hanna:
“I’
m
doing
fine
with
my
hip
and
knee
and
lt^ .s °* y°u all. (I told you that your classmates are
ance firm, and Linda is with a public relations and
prostate cancer. This has allowed me to bowl again,
^ 10Us to hear about you, even if it’s only a brief
marketing
company. Ernie says that the Infields'
with my average going up—two 200 games in the
ieSSaf ! ) He mourns the passing of Mary Pontius
former
peach
orchard is now graced by a very large
last three weeks. I’m also hitting golf balls each week
49, the wife of Jim Berry ’47, in December.
^
Nazarene Church” but delights that a “magnificent
and
actually
seeing
improvement.
Before
the
holi
,c as Hnd memories of visiting the Berrys and, on
red oak is still with us.”
days, we got together with my extended family for
y0 S1°n’ laying with them during visits to
lunch
near
Youngstown.
There
were
21
present,
R H e ,C n “ P: . r P a la s c h a k
who lives in
°ster' and Jim enjoyed rabbit hunting after
including five great-grandchildren. Lucy Jo Atkinson Burlington, N.J says she missed the reunion
?jIn8 to Wooster following WWII.
because she was in California for the marriage of a
’53 was also there.” (Pete was married to Lucy’s
ad R ^ S0 remernbers sitting with Johnny Smeltz
grandniece—a four-day affair. The father of the
sister, the late Jane Atkinson Hanna, for 50 years.)
°ger Stonebumer in chapel. On one occa
ride is Greek, so the wedding had an international
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flavor, with relatives and friends coming from
Greece and London, in addition to, as Polly says,
“home-grown” friends and relatives. The wedding
was beautiful, as was the weather. There was one
slight delay when the best man forgot the rings and
had to go to home to get them!
Polly’s eldest son, George, has his own consult
ing business. He has a daughter, Mary (15). Polly’s
son, Tom, lives near by and has a son at the U of
New Hampshire. Her third son, Mark, also lives
close by and works at the Educational Testing
Service. He has a daughter, Lacey (12). Polly’s
daughter, Lisa, and her husband live in northern
New Jersey.
Polly has a new dog. She enjoys him, and he
keeps her company. She’s still working at physical
therapy and volunteering at the hospital. She says
she is gradually scaling down her “stuff”—aren’t
we all? Her son, Mark, had a traditional Polish
Christmas Eve for the family, and Polly recalled
that Christmas Eve used to be her big day—20 or
30 for dinner. Now, she says, she doesn’t bake or
even cook! Our lives change.
Ruth “Frostie” Frost Parker says she’s mostly
stayed at home in Sandusky, Ohio, this year. Last
January she took a trip with her Frost cousins to
Puerto Vallarta for two weeks. She joined friends in
Snow-Mass at Aspen in February. Frostie is in a
partnership, building condos, and this year was
appointed director emeritus of BGSU (Bowling
Green State University) Foundation Inc. She was
awarded the Ruth Parker Excellence in Citizenship
Award by the State Theater in Sandusky. Congratu
lations are in order!
Frostie also hosted a Parker reunion for 115
relatives who hadn’t gotten together in 10 years.
A granddaughter of Bill Parker’s sister was married
the night before the event, so all could attend.
Frostie’s son, John, is subbing at Perkins Schools;
son Jim works at Parker Plastics; and daughter
Allison lives in Arlington, Va., where her husband
works for the House of Representatives ethics
committee and she is an aerobics instructor, ther
apeutic riding volunteer, and tutor. Frostie has to
stay on her toes to keep up with her family,
including six grandchildren.
When A1 Kean wrote, he was getting out
Christmas cards while Bev was baking cookies at
their home in Westlake, Ohio. It was snowing, and
he commented that Cleveland was having its coldest
first 15 days of December ever! He recalled having
75 or so for Thanksgiving with Bev’s family.
Bill and Hope Ringland Benson enjoy their
retirement community in Cockeysville, Md.—
hardly any cooking, housekeeping, or maintenance
and many interesting people, says Bill. They still
deliver Meals on Wheels twice a week. Hope has
about 35 years of service, and Bill has 11. At church
they’re the oldest members and the oldest married
couple! They’re active in the adult Bible class and
on several committees of the Wesley Home Guild.
Their children and grandchildren live nearby.
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The Bensons can hardly call themselves retired!
Ruth Conover Dagg and Cal '42 left their
home in Pengilly, Minn., and took a cmise last fall.
It started in Montreal and stopped at several ports
on the way south. They flew home from Norfolk,
Va. Ruth said it was a marvelous tour on land and
sea. They spent Thanksgiving at the home of son
Charles and his wife, Nancy, and met great-grand
son Calvin for the first time. They now have four
great-grandchildren!
Last spring Margaret Rath Stauffer and
Dwight visited their son, Paul, and his family and
attended the graduation of grandson Ryan from the
U of California-Berkeley. He earned a degree in
civil engineering. His sister, Alison, graduated from
U.C.-Santa Barbara later that month. Paul is a full
professor of radiation oncology at Duke U Medical
Center as a and continues to research hyperthermia.
Margie and Dwight returned from California
just in time to attend our reunion. July found them
in Wannacombac in Ontario for relaxation, swim
ming, boating, and water skiing (did you do that,
Margie?). In September they visited daughter
Tammy in Kingston, Wash., across Puget Sound
from Seattle and enjoyed three of their five greatgrandsons. They traveled to Washington, D.C., in
November, with son Derry doing most of the driv
ing. Dwight celebrated his 84th birthday there with
numerous relatives. Son Alan had a cancer scare in
2004, but after chemotherapy and surgery, he is
back in good health and working full-time. When
Margie and Dwight are home, they enjoy their busy
life in “retirement” at Breckenridge Village in
Willoughby, Ohio.
A note from Marcia “Mickey” Chandler
Shaffer Fincken says she and Bud mosdy stay close
to home in Medford, N.J., though last February
they spent a week in Disney World just to get away
from winter. In May they were in Amish country
around Lancaster, Pa., and in the fall spent two
weeks driving around the Finger Lakes region of
New York. Mickey reports that last October they
celebrated seven happy years of marriage! They
enjoy gardening in the summer, and in the winter
they bowl, play cards, and are active in church.
Last February Margaret Russell Emmons
and her husband, Bob, went to New Jersey for the
dedication of their great-granddaughter, Jenna
(then 8 mos.). On Memorial Day weekend they
returned to New Jersey for the wedding of their
oldest granddaughter. Their whole family was
able to be together at the wedding—the first time
since Peg and Bob’s 50th wedding anniversary
seven years ago. Bob assisted at the service, which
made it extra special. They planned to repeat the
scenario in Jan. 2006 at the wedding of another
granddaughter.
Last June the Emmonses traveled to
Cortland, N.Y., where a grandson was high
school valedictorian. He is 3. freshman at Lehigh
U. In August they went to a favorite spot, Lake
Eaton, “sleeping at a motel and spending our

days at the campground.” (That sounds wise to
me [Swanee]. I’d have trouble getting up off the
ground in a tent!) Their daughter, Cindy, lives
nearby and does much of the driving on their
road trips. They enjoy their retirement commu
nity in Midlothian, Va., with its “many activi
ties,...great food,...and most of all friends and
neighbors who care for each other.” They were
so sorry to miss our reunion.
In Dallas, Tex., Roger Secrest says that he and
Grace are “still extremely fortunate to be clear-eyed,
not too forgetful at times, and thankful for our at
least run-of-the-mill health.”The year didn’t start
well. Grace fell and broke four ribs and soon devel
oped fluid around her heart. Though this slowed her
down, she recovered enough for them to make their
annual trip to the Carolinas.
Last May Roger had to have a hip replaced, so
he was hospital-bound at the time of our reunion.
He did return to the Carolinas later in the summer,
where the Secrests celebrated their 59th wedding
anniversary in Asheville. Grace came down with a
severe case of shingles, which, fortunately, was prop
erly diagnosed and treated so it didn’t spread too far.
However, she is still too often bothered with pain
and itching. The Secrests had a scary accident when
a retread of an 18-wheeler in front of them hit the
underside of their car and did a lot of damage.
Fortunately, they were able to continue their trip.
Roger hopes they can attend our 65th reunion.
Jeanne “Haffa” McKown moved from her
family home in Clarence, N.Y., to Alexis Gardens,
Apt. 232, 4560 W. Alexis Rd., Toledo, OH 43623,
near her daughter, Andrea McKown Bhatt ’71.
Andrea’s husband died suddenly of a heart attack
last February. Grandson Nathan is in grad school in
Ann Arbor, Mich., and his brother, Kevin, plans to
marry this September. Haffa’s son, Doug, and his
wife, Karen, live in Connecticut. Karen’s daughter,
Katie, lives nearby. Doug’s daughter, Lynn, and her
husband, Craig, had a baby boy in January, joining a
brother and sister. Daughter Jessie, a teacher, and
her husband, Ed, are busy decorating a new house.
Haffa’s son, Rick, and his wife had a great trip to
Italy. Their son, David, will graduate from R.I.T. in
May. Haffa’s daughter, Cindy, and her husband live
in Cincinnati. Their daughter, Kimberly, and
husband David live in Columbus and their other
daughter, Kristin, and hubby Matt are in Florida.
In October Curt’s Rotary Club presented Haffa
“with a Paul Harris Award at an impressive black tie
affair. This was a great thrill. So many old friends
were there, and it was very touching.” Andrea
accompanied Haffa back to Clarence for the cele
bration. Haffa found it hard to leave old friends
there but has adjusted well to her new surroundingsA note from Ellen Kline says her eyesight is
failing, and letters are hard to read. She welcomes
phone calls at (724) 452-2884 and even better, a
visit! Her address is 100 Burgess Dr., Apt. 280,
Zelienople, PA. When I (Swanee) called, Ellen’s
niece, who lives close by, was visiting.

Wooster grads gathered for a Bobby
Burns party. (, ,0 r) Marty Damiani '58, Nancy
Damiani, Sue Kutler Bushman, Jack Bushman
Judy Agle Ward, Tom Ward, '59s
ai right The wedding of Holly N. Deeds '00
and Daniel J. Martin, Sept. 24, 2005

(L r° R> Kaysa Pelofske, Karen Fischer, '00s
bride, groom, Julia Musson '00

.

Gordon and I (Swanee) have returned from
aine for the winter—yes, it’s weird, but we stay in
e cold and snow all winter! Four of our eight chilren live nearby, so we eat many dinners
together, celebrate birthdays, anniversaries, and, of
course, Thanksgiving and Christmas. In the
summer Gordon takes dahlias to shows in Nova
c°tia. He has been unable to find shows closer
an seven hours away in New England, so we go to
e Canadian ones. In the winter he grows orchids
lnd makes furniture for our children. He has joined
group at the U of Wisconsin that takes turns
Presenting papers on whatever interests them.
°rdon continues to attend medical meetings.
(Swanee) quilt, love genealogy and photograP y, and volunteer at a retirement and health care
“mrnimity—mainly helping residents learn to
^cave. We go to all of the Wisconsin football and
t,0l% home games—we’re loyal Badgers. We enjoy
r 6 Madison symphony and attend plays with
lends. In September Gordon’s cousin and her
£qUs and came from Melbourne, Australia, to visit us
a week during their tour of North America. It
u^a.s
t0 show them our beautiful city—its lakes,
IVersity campus, gardens, convention center, and
had*^ ^tiding (we toured the latter, something we
n ^ done f°r years!). Somehow we never “see” our
r^ d i n gs until friends come to visit.
Q, ame Cliffe writes from his home in San
p nicntc, Calif, that he had received a letter from
Kovach, son of the late John Kovach ’47
200f^ t^lat J°hn’s widow, Winnie, died on Sept. 6,
j 4 ' i’he lived in Roseburg, Ore. Peter’s address is
USequoia Dr., Gilroy, CA 95020.
Usl: before Christmas, Hal Conwell called
She^h e t0 Sa^ r^ at

dear

dad Passed awaL

has ^ ^een 'n failing health for some time. Hal
old a S°n’ ^ arh>who has two daughters and an
ORaa' t’^°bn>who also has children. Hal’s address
Lake Rd., Huntsville, TX 77340-5632.
Y0u aLne heard from George Woodman in
hette^St->Wn’ ®bio, that George is feeling much
GCo|r a^ter a rough period. Wayne was glad that
ge could be at the reunion last June.

1946 60th Reunion
Arol Noble Escamilla
4974 Dafter D r, San Diego, CA 92102-1362
phone/fax: (619) 262-2128

Here’s hoping to see all of you in Wooster in
June at Alumni Weekend!

1947
Cornelia “Cornie”LybargerNeuswanger
32148 Hwy. 34, Wray, CO 80758
cornelial @mailstation. com

Edith Bender Seaton
102 Greenbrier Dr., H inton , W V 25951
ronedseatoii@citynet. net

What better way to greet spring than with this
letter from Doris Reitz Buchanan, “I had a lovely
nostalgic day in October driving my grandson (15)
to Wooster to visit his brother, Ross ’09. The excite
ment of walking the campus again in the company
of my grandsons made it a day to remember. What
always surfaces through the wonderful memories of
Wooster are those hallowed red brick paths crisscrossing campus from end to end, where Cal and I
walked.. .so many times before graduation. He’s
been gone 31 years now.
“As for many of us, Wooster was the true begin
ning of my life, which led to marriage, careers,
friendships, and paths that took many twists and
turns. At 80 I look back and realize even more
poignandy that those charming brick paths... not
only brought Cal and me together, but also symbol
ize the path of my life. And coming full circle, my
grandson starts the journey of his life, walking the
same paths at Wooster into a bright future.”
Most all of us remember the fine couple that
Cal '47 and Doris were. Thanks, Doris, for saying
how we all feel about Wooster. Doris recently
renewed a friendship with Gordon Tait (religion,
emeritus) over lunch in Perrysburg, Ohio. Doris
remains healthy, works out, is busy with photogra
phy. She’s also active in Maumee Presbyterian
Church, where Cal was the senior minister before
he died in 1974.

Other news has come from several of you Barh
Eicher Thomas and her husband, Bill, were given a
surprise birthday party by their family. She wrote,
They can count on my not being very aware but
surprising Bill was a real feat!” Barb continues to
bowl and mentor at the grade school, but she has
finally given up years of Girl Scout work.
Beegee Guinther Budd was also surprised on
her 80th when she came home from bridge to “an
immense BBQ^with a backyard foil of friends and
family.” She’s well and busy.
Norma Wolcott van derMeulen wrote “Dear
Lord, were 80! What is there to say but thank you>”
To other ’47 females she added, “You go, girls!”
Mary Lewis concurred, “At fourscore and
counting, what’s to say but, May the good Lord
bless and keep you!”’ She added that she and her
brother take great pride in the comings and goings
of three generations of nieces and nephews.
You’ll find Dede Bender Seaton’s birthday bash
farther on in the column. (I wonder if they all
dressed in MacLeod plaid?) The following three
items are from Dede.
Cameron and Lorraine Duckworth Lyon

wrote: “We are blessed that we can still climb in the
high country, if slowly. We frequently share with our
children, who all live in California now, and eight
grandchildren, who are beginning to scatter to
universities across the country.” Lorraine and Cam
volunteer in a number of programs and sing in
several choirs. Lorraine has begun aTai Chi group
Our hearts go out to Dick and Linda Wells
dauShter- B«h, died suddenly in
Feb. 2005. We also send condolences to the other
four children. As if that were not enough, Linda’s
surgery last July resulted in a severe infection, a
near-death experience, and three weeks of hospital
ization. StiU, at Thanksgiving they were giving
thanks for Beth’s fife and for the support of the
church where they have served for many years.
We (Ron and Dede Seaton) attended college
graduations of granddaughters Kara and Elaine^
who entered medical schools in August. We also
went to the high school graduation of grandson
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The wedding of Ryan '03 and Betsy Bare
Hartschuh '01, May 28, 2005.
{ l to r ! Erika Chouinard, Matt
Bierlein '01s, Scott Chouinard, Ben Gillig,

back row

’04s, Wili Torres '05, Seth Kerechanin,
Jeff Spraggins, Jon Spragg, '03s, Luke
Linberg '00, Mike Moore '04, Kevin Egan
'01, Dan Carter '02;

m iddle

Maroie Kasek,

Kate Joynt, '01s, Mark Unroe, Bob Sweet,
'00s, Raina Stricklan Seabaugh '01,
Kristina Spayde Polachek '02, Jamie Pullin
Moore '01, Natalie Hodges '02, Stacey
Cameron Berliner '00, Brandi Killinger,
Jonathan Hartschuh, '07s, Sue Gotshall
Hartschuh '67; front John Storey '01,
Dusty Smith, Michael Jourden, '03s, bride,
groom, Sonny Bare '00, Erik Shipe '04,
Andrea Hively '02, Joy Bishop Love '01,
Evan Berliner '00, Jill Grote Shoemaker '01

Timothy, who entered the College in the Class of
’09, joining a legacy of 14 C.O.W. relatives. While
we were at Elaine’s “White Coat Ceremony,” all of
our children surprised Dede by turning up to cele
brate her 80th birthday—Douglass 71 and Gayle
Saunders 72 Seaton from Tallahassee; Paul and
Kathy Lull Seaton, ’73s, from Wayne, Pa.; Ronald
“Terry” x’76 and Barbara Scrivner 75 Seaton from
Wilmington, Del.; and Jonathan x’82 and Alison
Seaton from Bellevue, Wash. Another great event of
2005 was the birth of great-grandson David to Paul’s
daughter, Erin, and her husband, Steve Lorenz.
There is no pretending it isn’t so: 80 years brings
all kinds of health “adventures,” to put a hopeful
twist on it. There are a few to report and a smatter
ing of aches and pains that we don’t say much
about, through which we learn to continue to live a
worthwhile life. For example. Bob McMillan has
macular degeneration but keeps “very active.” He
loves his home in Bradenton, Fla. Ruth Swan
Steffen listed seven major interests in her New
Year’s letter. She attended a Swan family reunion in
Oxford, Ohio, last July and had a great time. Hope
Yee Lee recuperated well from major surgery and
went on a Christmas cruise to Mexico with half of
her family, returning in time to spend Christmas
Eve with son Jon and family in San Jose.
You probably have heard of the cochlear
implant. Mary Baker Dickerson had one and it
improved her hearing gready, after two years of
trouble. She is now the main caretaker for her
husband, Paul, who came home in November after
six months in the hospital. Mary says, “Thanks to
all for your warm thoughts and prayers.”
Liz Webster Van Wagoner is back on her feet
after a battle with cancer last year. She plays golf
frequendy, reads, participates in a stock study group,
and more. “Rich and I are content and happy.”
Now here’s a gal who’s been though more in one
year than most of us have in 80—Betty Marker
Granicher. Two major hip surgeries hardly held her
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down. Her niece, Wendy, lives with her, and they do
lots of traveling, enjoying everything they experi
ence, good or not so good, and remembering the
laughter. In January Betty was facing a total hip
replacement, but you’d never know it from her
cheerful outlook. She writes, “I have so much to be
thankful for. My heart goes out to those who have
not been so fortunate...”
Lighter news: Don Fluke always writes newsy
Christmas letters. He asked about “Clink” Forsberg
(where are you, sir?) and mentioned how much
he enjoys corresponding with Ann Haggerty
MacPherson, who lives in Asheville, N.C. Don’s
home is in Durham, N.C.
And now, gendemen, it’s your turn to share your
news with the almost-60-year class. We miss hear
ing from you. June 2007 will be here before we
know it. I remember seeing the 60th reunion class
in 2002—having a great time. So, too, can we.

1948
Betsy Cowles Sprenkle
380 S. Las Flores Dr., Nipomo, CA 93444-9629
slew: sprenkle@bestl.net

M el Snyder McDonald
30507 Rue tie la Pierre
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
melniacrpvkpcox. net

Stanley and Flo Kurtz Gault were major
donors for a building that opened in January at
Boys’ Village in Wooster. They made the donation
in memory of Stan’s parents, Clyde C. and Asenath
Gault. The Gaults have also been very generous to
the College, the local school district, family and
social agencies, and numerous other groups.
Before Boys’ Village had the Gault Youth and
Family Enrichment Center, children and staff
sometimes had a 10-minute walk from one place to
another on the 150-acre campus. Its construction
has already saved one life, staff believes. A week

after opening the building, a boy in a counseling
session had a severe allergic reaction. He was taken
right to the nurse—only steps away.
Janet Palmer Hirshblond writes that she volun
teers for Caregivers and at the local museum, plays
duplicate bridge, and golfs. She and her husband
also enjoy travel. Their most recent trips were by
riverboat on the Danube, Rhine, and Mosel Rivers.
Last summer Jo Barr Altstetter and her husband
had a wonderful trip to the Baltic countries and
northern Poland. Lech Walesa spoke at the tour's
farewell dinner. Other highlights were a ballet
performance at The Hermitage and a tour of
Malbork Castle.
Marian Loehlin Davies says she stayed away
from hospitals all last year and feels “greatly
improved.” She writes a monthly “Family News” for
the church’s newsletter. She and Dick travelled to
Florida for a family reunion and to New York City
for a wedding.
Alfreda Diggs Aldridge says the safari she took
in Botswana was terrific and that Victoria Falls in
Zimbabwe is magnificent. “Africa is beautiful.”
Jane “Scotty” McIntosh Pearce had a family
reunion at her home in Ottawa to honor her son’s
50th birthday. All six of her children were there,
plus spouses and 12 grandchildren. They gathered
around her pool with a Hawaiian theme, complete
with leis. In September Jane flew to Victoria, British
Columbia. She had lunch one day with Kay Deen
Porter. They never stopped laughing and talking.
Kay and husband Alex had a great two-month
excursion on their boat, sailing up the coast.
Florence “Flosi” Mason Cole and I (Betsy)
had fan reminiscing about a weekend spent at her
home in Warren in our freshman year. Nan McKee
drove her family’s car and the passengers were Beryl
Stewart, Pat Penn, Jackie Theis, Donajean Swartz
JoyceJarman, Flosi, and I (before the days of seat

belts). We went to see the movie, Love Letters, with
Joseph Cotton and Jennifer Jones and thought it

Was wonderful. (I now find it pretty corny.)
We were saddened to learn that Betty Mae
Myers Stout died on Aug. 9. Betty Mae and her
husband, James Stout, lived in Brevard, S.C. Jim
passed away in 2002. We remember Betty Mae for
her talents as a pianist and artist.
Bill Burden ’49, husband of Geri Rice Burden,
died on Nov. 5, following a brief illness (see Alumni
Tributes). Geri and Bill had lived in Mendham, N.J.
for many years. We send our sincere condolences to
Geri and her family.
Biz Baker Benson, Anna Syrios, and Flo Gault
enjoyed a “fun lunch,” Liz reports, as they recalled
their ‘former lives on campus.”
Tem Coleman Peterle and husband Tony had
an interesting year, which included a riverboat trip
°n the Delta Queen out of New Orleans (before
h-itrina). Tem serves on several boards and commit
tees and dutifully does her daily exercise regimes.
I (Mel) was so glad to hear from Dell Sharkey
-nibley. Her husband, Bill ’50, died in 2004. Dell
and her two cats now live in a retirement home, at
-"05 Chillicothe Rd., Apt. 221, Aurora, OH 44202.
Vivien Pigossi Onofrio still lives in Denver. She
volunteers at Children’s Hospital and at a gift shop,
hat and my 16 grandchildren keep me busy!
Tom ’47 and Ruth Lautzenheiser Maxwell flew
to West Palm Beach last spring. Ruth visited with
their daughters while Tom joined a group and trave ed to Lima, Peru, then on to Iquitos. Tom and his
W’up saw 100 new birds, including “the exotic and
ancient hoazin.”
Birdie Lawrence Frey still enjoys singing in the
j Urch choir, although she lets the younger sopranos
Jake the really high notes.” Birdie added, ‘Life is
8°'ng faster than I am!” (Amen, Birdie, amen.)
• fVnong my (Mel’s) Christmas greetings was a
g'PPy. smiling picture ofjean Malkin and Mai
ani^ their most handsome grandson, Chase
TThe Boggses had a marvelous summer trip,
rW'ng 6000 miles to Canada’s Maritime Provinces
an Newfoundland.
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nayvicw Circle, Pagosa Springs, CO 81147

‘etho”‘‘>s@mailbUg.com '

0j. Greetings from southern California. As most
q 7°u know, we (Evelynn and Bob) moved to
c ,°ra^° *n 2004, but we spent this winter in
- Hrn>a, enjoying the wonderful clean, clear
BohCame out t0 Loma Linda for treatment of
g . f c°lon cancer. It’s a long process and is not
rad*S ^ Tet'
was veT s*ck a^ter t^ie chem0"
rec Iat'on treatments and is finally on the road to
overy, ^°r whtch we are so grateful. The surgery
to 1 1S0ITIetime soon and then the healing. We hope
1 ack in Colorado by the time you read this,
have u* ^ en<^s at our former church in Riverside
h0 e. een wonderful—providing transportation,
Sltlg, etc. We are so grateful. We’re in a condo

about a mile from the hospital, convenient for me.
I had to have emergency intestinal surgery on
Thanksgiving, but I’m fine now. Thanks to all of
you for your prayers and concerns.
Here are some address changes. Aenid Horton
Fisher now lives at 12401 N. 22nd St., Apt. D-106,
Tampa, FL 33612-3103, and Jeanne Fagan moved
to 1012 Pearce Dr., Apt. 310, Clearwater, FL 33764.
Nova Brown Kordalski has a grandson at
Wooster (Andrew ’08), a granddaughter in fashion
design at Kent State, and other grandkids in junior
high school. The Kordalskis are fortunate to have
their families in the Cleveland area. Nova leads a
book study group that is focusing on Picasso. With
this and their many church activities, their lives are
busy and interesting!
Gwyneth Davies Dunn moved to a retirement
home, at Riderwood Village, 3118 Gracefield Rd.,
Apt. T03, Silver Spring, MD 10904. She says that
there is too much going to get bored. She has joined
the chorus (Choraleers), singing tenor. Gwyneth
now has a computer and says she has a lot to learn.
A daughter is now a grandmother.
I would imagine that a lot of our kids are now
grandparents. Please let us know about them.
Connie Wissman Brown and Larry did not
go to their timeshare on Captiva due to Hurricane
Charlie. They hoped to return this year.
A newsy “annual” letter came from Dorothy
Swan Reuman. Her Swan family had a big reunion
in Oxford, Ohio. There were 80 members there—
wow! Dorothy took a spring ’05 trip “abroad” to
New York City for concerts, operas, and museums.
Another adventure was with the Portland String
Quartet, enjoying wonderful music while cruising
on the Elbe from Berlin to Prague, via Dresden.
Maryjane Bennett Clouse and Ellis ’52 send
news of a few hospital visits. But a pacemaker for
MJ and some magic pills for Ellis have them out
and traveling, if a bit more slowly. Last July they did
their favorite Canadian Rockies/Chateau Isabella
trip with a busload of friends. Sounds wonderful.
Jackie Tucker Hornbeck writes that she is sell
ing her home and moving to a senior apartment in
Auburn, N.Y. Her biggest problem is moving from
4,000 square feet to about 900. She’s been in her
home for 46 years and never threw anything out, so
it is tough. We wish you well in this move.
Judy Miller Loveless enjoys going to concerts at
the Interlochen Center for the Arts, as well as play
ing in two orchestras—one in Traverse City and
another in a small town close by. She plays in an
orchestra near her park in Florida, too. Judy is active
in her church, music club, and garden club. Her
e-mail is judithloveless<®aol.com, and she’d be happy
to hear from you.
Mary Ellen Frazier Lloyd was installed as
moderator of the Presbytery of Philadelphia on
Jan. 24 at Swarthmore Presbyterian Church. She
took office at the start of the presbytery’s 300th
anniversary year. Participating in the procession at
the service were the following former moderators

Christopher

Star

Lee

named

as

Ch e f

While chefs across the country were
trying to make the cut on the Food Networks
hit show, “The Next Food Network Star,”
Christopher Lee was earning the nation’s top
prizes in the real-life culinary world. Last
summer, Lee ’98 won the Gallo Sonoma
Rising Star Chef of the Year Award at the
James Beard Awards. And this spring he was
selected by the magazine Food and Wine as
one of America’s 10 Best New Chefs. (Check
out the June issue of Food and Wine.)
Lee is the chef at Striped Bass, a
Philadelphia restaurant where dinner for
two can deplete your bank account by J250.
After sampling delicacies such as chilled
sweet summer corn soup with Canadian
lobster, though, most diners rave about the
food rather than rant about the prices.
Working in kitchens such as Bertucci s
Italian Pizzeria since he was 14, Lee gradu
ated from San Francisco’s California Culinary
Academy in 2000 and cooked at a variety of
distinguished Manhattan restaurants. In April
2004 he moved to Philadelphia. Lee earned
the coveted position at “the Bass” because of
his experience, versatility, and his emphasis on
education. He has created more than 70 new
dishes and inspired his large staff to expand
their horizons. Lee has said that Striped
Bass “is my cooking school. These are my
students...[and] I want them to succeed, to
be better than me.”
Surpassing Lee might be hard; colleagues
refer to him as “the next superstar.” The
secret to his success? Lee explained, “My key
was to take chances while constantly educat
ing myself.” Talent and hard work played a
key role as well. “I really disciplined myself,”
Lee said, “For two or three years of my life,
I had no life.”
Lee worked with eBay and Campbells
Select in November to auction off an exclusive
dinner for a lucky fan and six guests. The
proceeds went to Share Our Strength, a
nonprofit organization that works to end
hunger.
Has fame affected Lee’s ego? Not a bit
say the members of his staff. According to'
them, Lee constantly praises his workers.
Lee honors his modest beginnings, “I was
happy throwing pies at Bertucci’s.”
—Brie/ Naugle ’06
Portions ofthe above were excerpted with
permissionfrom Karen Heller'sJuly 2005 article,
Regularguy, cooks like a dream' in the
Philadelphia Inquirer
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- Wooster friends in Columbus.
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'68s;

Jim Mayer, Ron Whitaker,

mid dle

Jean Adair Mayer, Mikie

Johnson, Zan Gray Pamer, '68s;
front

Susan Schweikert Whitaker '68,
Eleanor Fleming Schweikert ’41,
Linda Vigrass DeLoach ’68

at rig ht

The wedding of Richard Starcher

and Kristen Planny ’91, Oct. 16, 2004.
(i ro •• Groom, bride, Fiorella Simoni ’91

of this presbytery—Lincoln T. Griswold ’52, Robert
Boell ’62, and Robert Kenworthy ’64.
Betsyjones Hayba writes of a Bebb family
reunion over Labor Day in Venedoda, Ohio. Relatives
came from Australia and Great Britain. Betsy’s
cousins from Venedoda fed the group—over 100.
Over Christmas Betsy and Frank did a cruise up
the Columbia and Snake Rivers, along the Lewis
and Clark Trail. Their daughter, Erin, has joined the
Peace Corps and is stationed in Kenya, East Africa.
E-mail the Haybas at fpbhayba@aol.com.
News from Jeanne Tuttle and Bob Herst. Bob
continues as chaplain two days a week at Westmin
ster Manor, a Presbyterian home for the well elderly,
and is active at church. Jeanne still plays violin with
the Auburn Chamber Orchestra and has seven
violin students, ages eight to adult. She’s finishing a
second term as elder and will serve on the pastoral
search committee at their little church. Bob and
Jeanne say they spend more hours visiting physicians
and pharmacies yet are grateful for health and energy.
If you wrote an annual letter, didn’t yet send it to
me (Evelynn), and still have copies, please do so.

1950
Janice 'Jay” Wilson George
19476 N. Coyote Lakes Pkwy., Surprise, A Z 85374

The fall issue of Wooster was especially interest
ing to me (Jay), with its emphasis on religion on
campus and among our alumni (over 800 of whom
have been ordained). I successfully completed a 15month term on the pastoral search committee at my
Sun City church. I have been in touch with some
clergy classmates for insights in regard to our search.
One such person is Tom Bousman, who sent a
newsy Christmas greeting and enclosed pictures of
classmates at our reunion. Tom is now settled into a
retirement community, Monte Vista Grove Homes
in Pasadena. He serves as minister of visitation and
assists in other ways at nearby San Marino Com
munity Church, which has a new minister. Tom got
to escort one of the Rose Bowl Parade Queen’s
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attendants! He and sister Mab Bousman Voelkel
’56, who lives nearby, do a lot together. They partici
pated in a choral festival in Germany in August.
Updates on some who had to miss reunion
include my (Jay’s) “roomie,” Betty “Ike” Evans
Anderson. Rob ’48 and Betty attended the gradua
tions of three grandkids, including Andrew ’05, an
outstanding C.O.W. soccer player. The Andersons
had an enjoyable summer of golf, church activities,
and driving for Meals on Wheels (wonder how
many of us do that?). They planned to take a winter
trip to Florida after Betty’s community, homeowner,
and personal gardening chores went into the winter
mode. She credits Rob’s new hip and her new knee
with their ability to work out at the local gym.
Rosemary “Re” Monroe Stooksberry had a
summer of “grand" weddings in 2005. The first, on
reunion weekend, was a that of a granddaughter,
Jeannie, with the ceremony and reception on the
lawn of a Newport, R.I., mansion. Then, in July,
Jeannie’s sister, Jennifer, was married in Re’s church
in Pennsylvania. In October grandson Tommy tied
the knot in Columbus. Re plays bridge, reviews
books, and keeps her church library going.
Genia Colflesh Hilbrink is enjoying the pace of
retirement and doing some traveling. She suffered a
broken leg early in 2005, with its necessary rehab—
made special by visits from all three children. But
Genia was able to go to Wisconsin for a grand
daughter’s college graduation. In August she
explored Indianapolis with a friend and then was off
to Colorado to visit her brother and family. She
took in Pikes Peak, the Air Force Academy, and
Royal George. At home Genia works on the book
she’s writing and helps with church projects.
Kay Shamp has resided in Cleveland’s Judson
Manor for several years, where she still holds the
role of head librarian and works in Judson’s shops.
She revels in being close to great music in the
University Circle area. Remodeling at facilities
nearby even brought recitals to Judson. Kay trekked
with other residents to the Ohio Light Opera in
Wooster and delighted her church choir with musi

cal parodies she wrote for two special occasions.
It’s obvious that ’50ers are still an active force in
our communities! Just a footnote from me: I
recently joined the above librarians by working in
my church library. On one trip through the card
catalog, I discovered a book on philosophy by the
late Virgilius T. Ferm, C.O.W. philosophy professor.

1951 55th Reunion
Rath Ann Coleman Davis
P.O. Box 387, Southington, C T 06489
ruthannl W cox. net

Masao “M a s”Kuniyoshi
151 Alawaena St., Hilo, H I 96720
mamokuniyoshi@aol. com

Have you ever wondered how Adelaide “Tert”
Watson Revynak got her nickname? I (Mas), also
wondered, so I asked her (a class secretary has
certain privileges). Tert replies, “I am three years
older than my brother, Jim Watson x’54. Until I was
five, I was called ‘Mary Adelaide’ by my whole
family. My first cousins still call me that. It was a
mouthful for a toddler to say, so Jim called me
‘Terter’ for ‘sister.’ Over time it got shortened to
‘Tert,’ and he and his family still call me that.”
Tert continues, “About six winters ago, Lou and
I rented a home in Lakeland, Fla., where dear
friends of ours from Bay Village, Ohio, had moved
permanently. We enjoyed the beauty of the area and
the quiet so much that we bought a place and are
here four to five months of the year. Lakeland is a
town of many colleges and much culture. Only 20
minutes away from the winter home of the Cleve
land Indians, it is also the winter home of the
Detroit Tigers. I live a more relaxed existence than
in Cleveland, reading, doing crafts, and exploring
Florida.”Tert is one of the 55th Class Reunion
committee members, and she hopes to see you all u1
Wooster at the reunion in June.
The new e-mail address of Ken Shafer is
fkshafer@sssnet.com. If you have nothing to do,
please send him an e-mail to test it. Since Ken lives

The wedding of Sandy Eyre and Steve Nichols, '94s
Sept. 17, 2005.
standin g ( I TO R) Rachael Wilds Fleischaker '95
Amy Miller Sonntag '94, Erin Baker Hinojosa '93

Amy Lawrence Bozza ’94, Tom Sheffield '69 Marty
Kleindienst '52, Elizabeth Starr Scharfenberg ' 9 4 ,
David Orr '06, Landre Kiser '05, Marian Cropp
(retired, alumni office), Sara Patton (vice president
for development), Paul Abbey '73, Barb Polen
(alumni office), lain Crawford (vice president for
academic affairs), Nancy Walton, Kurt Holmes
(dean of students), Bob Walton (vice president for
finance), Jon Breitenbucher '92, Dan Fleischaker
'94, Stan Hales (president), Diane Hales, Tara
Burgy Wells, Melissa Barnes Thomas, '94s;
Seated

Ed Arn '31, Pat Arn, bride, groom, Jennie

Nichols '97, Sharon Coursey Rice '90 (alumni office);
F r o n , Elise Bates Russell '95, Chris Brown, Barron
Moody, '94s, Bryan Rodda '06, Melissa Beltrondo
(alumni office), Dart Schmalz '93, Ken Bogucki
(Wooster Inn), Nancy Hunter Mycka '93, Jennifer
Sheffield Paglieri '95, Heather Johnston, Mike
Paglieri, Laurie Peterson Kosanovich, Tricia Hamlin
Dirker, ’94s

lr>Wooster now, we expect him to be present for all
0 the Alumni Weekend activities.
frank and Pegjohnston Gurney and Doug and
udy Bostwrck plan to attend—the more, the merrier.
Walt Grosjean sent his annual edition of “The
"t Street Journal,” writing, “So let’s think the best
° everyone, enjoy our life and have some fun! And
eeP that spirit of love alive as we mingle through
,plr human hive. Be kind to all and love each other.
reat each person like a brother. Let’s spread around
th^ <^ nstrnas cheer to everyone and throughout
e year! (Can our class have two poets laureate?)
ii | an A liso n Van Horne spent the holidays
so er 'lometown °f Chicago. She finally had
s nicthing to celebrate, as the Bears had a
ecessful NFL season. Jean’s son is Keith Van
°rne, right offensive tackle of the 1985 Super
Champion Bears.
in °^ln and Carol Rustemeyer Talbot scheduled a
- - t i e ocean liner trip in March to exotic Hawaii,
(M- StoPover in charming Hilo. Unfortunately, I
as) plan to be in New Orleans at the time.
W . '^uth Ann) had a nice chat with Ann Bishop
gr 1S,S ‘tries, who proudly told me that she has a
[■. ’i son attending Wooster, Nick Weiss 09. She
thi GWaS 3 “g°od fo” i"or Wooster but noted that
stud^ ^3Ve cfianged since our days there. Many
\Yjients fiave cars and go home for the weekend.
rahtv\We WEre tfiere>a student with a car was a
be(U
l°°ked forward to weekends on campus,
se so many things were happening.
$b(. a,"0l Hansen Carlson writes of the great pride
° f t^nc^husband Jack take in the accomplishments
tbrju^&^udchildren. Last March they had the
0 watching granddaughter Alexandra do well

in the Arizona State U gymnastics exhibition and
competition. Then in June the Carlsons saw grand
daughter Lindsey Christine Carlton graduate from
Apple Valley High School as fifth out of 543
seniors. Lindsey is an accomplished pianist and
plays the clarinet in the band, as well as being the
captain of the cross country team. She attends the U
ofWisconsin-Madison.
Marge MacArdle Baur had news of her grand
son, David. His wedding took place in May on the
beach in Kauai, giving the family a wonderful excuse
for a delightful week in the sun. Marge’s travels
continued with a hiking trip in Iceland, where she
enjoyed the stark landscape, glaciers, hot springs,
and, of course, the people. Since 2005 marked the
bicentennial of the arrival of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition at the Pacific Ocean, Marge traveled to
Fort Clatsop near Astoria, Ore., for the celebration.
The reconstructed huts had burned down, but the
festivities continued while new cabins were being
assembled. Marge remains active in the lifelong
learning program offered by the nearby university
and with the library, book club, knitting for AIDs
children in Africa, and helping her church find a
new minister.
Art Merrill tells us that 2005 was a year of
milestones. Art turned 75, his wife, Margaret,
turned 65, and in September they celebrated their
20th wedding anniversary with a big open house.
Last March Art taught a lay pastor class for the
presbytery, and in June he enjoyed the Woodstock
(India) reunion at Lake George and a week in the
Adirondacks with the Merrill and Machata families.
Allen and Helen Gurley Heinmiller write that
their retirement community routine has been

enriched by travel. In September they enjoyed a
paddle wheel excursion on the Ohio River, traveling
from Cincinnati to Louisville and back, with a day
in Madison, Ind. They were to be joined by Helen’s
brother, but Hurricane Katrina left him trying to get
a tree off his roof and water out of carpets instead.
The Heinmillers had an Elderhostel week in
Montreat, N.C., near Asheville. The program
included sessions on dulcimers, mountain music
mountain culture, and the history of the Blue Ridge
Parkway. Their next Elderhostel (their 50th) will be
at the Lake Junaluska Methodist Retreat Center on
the other side of Asheville. Helen is involved with
quilting and participated in the Bristol Village Fair,
selling several of her own creations and manning the
sales booth. She also completed a quilt for the local
mission of her church.
Clarence Ammons is back home in Denver,
where he enjoys being with old friends and his three
sons, Mark, Tim, and Joel, and their families.
Fourth son David and his family live in Scottsdale,
Ariz., which is far closer than when Clarence lived
in the East. His new address is Apt. 610, 2565 S
University Bid, Denver, CO 80210. Clarence had
the marvelous experience of being the temporary
suPply/part-time interim pastor at the Presbyterian
Church of the Covenant in Denver. He made a host
of new friends and enjoyed immensely the privilege
of serving that congregation until Oct. 2005.
Clarence also served on the board of trustees of
the Princeton Theological Seminary, attending the
January meeting in Fort Lauderdale and the May
meeting in Princeton, which marked the end of his
service at the mandatory retirement age of 75. Being
in Denver again allows Clarence to enjoy the
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A birthday celebration.
Dick Altman, Carol Roth A

at left

( l to r )

Itman, Wayne Allison, Diana Dewey
Emanuele, George Zambie, '78s
at right

The wedding of Katie Walker '01

and George Neuendorf '04, Sept. 10, 2005.
back

(i

to r)

Scott Chouinard '04, Jason

Lascu '01, Suzanne Lucas, Paul Davis,
Benny Behm, '03s, Shane Bartholomew '00;
midole

Clinton Scott, Erika Chouinard,

Kristal Shockman Bartholomew, '01 s,
Logan Bartholomew; front Kate Rogers,
Amber Lewis, ‘01s. groom, bride, Talley
Clyde, Corey Harkey, '01s

symphony, opera, Center for the Performing Arts,
and concerts in the new Newman Center for the
Performing Arts at the U of Denver, just three
blocks away. In early December Clarence had a
cardiac catheterization with a stent placement,
following what he describes as “a very, very mild
myocardial infraction.” He says he feels great now.
Ann Menold Kenney has moved to the ease of
one-floor living. She describes the location of her
new accommodations as “West Podunk”—8919
Park Rd., Apt. 178, Charlotte, NC 28210.
Jean Howard Morton writes that she plans to
attend our 55th reunion (so do most of those who
wrote). For concerns about connections to the
Cleveland airport, note the shuttle schedule
published in the mailing, “Reunion News ’06.”
Last March Jean attended the National
Association of Presbyterian Clergy Women’s meet
ing, celebrating 50 years of ordaining women to the
Presbyterian ministry of the word and sacrament
and 75 years of women as elders. She describes this
as a wonderful experience. Then she enjoyed a
cruise to Alaska. Sailing out of Seattle, they traveled
the inside passage, stopping each day at a different
port. Excursions and special cruises allowed Jean to
see humpback whales, sea otters, and eagles. She
visited a raptor rehabilitation center in Sitka, the
home of Sheldon Jackson College (Presbyterian).
On her return trip she visited the Tacoma glass
museum and saw demonstrations featuring the work
of Dale Chihuly, who grew up in Tacoma.
Jean made several summer trips to her place on
Cape Cod and had a delightful visit to Block Island,
staying in a Victorian hotel overlooking the beach.
In September she attended a series of workshops on
labyrinths at Louisville Seminary, to become a
labyrinth facilitator. In October Jean led a service at
Aston Presbyterian Church to dedicate the Salis
bury Labyrinth there, named for her family.
Nancy Bachtell Lewis reports that she and
Web Lewis plan to attend our 55th reunion. The
2005 March Madness of basketball was exciting for
these North Carolina Tar Heel fans and the
community, as they survived the long season to win

the NCAA trophy. Last April Nancy and Web trav
eled to Ireland to experience Dublin with newfound
friends from California. There was a spring visit to
New York City and to see their grandchildren in
Connecticut. Their annual summer participation in
the National Wildlife Family Summit took place in
July at St. Andrews by the Sea in New Brunswick,
Canada, with their Weston, Mass., family. They
learned about ecology, enjoyed scenic beauty, and
had family fun. Chris, their grandson from Massa
chusetts, and David and Carolyn and their wonder
ful brood of five visited the Lewises at home. Son
Steve, a chef, lives on the North Carolina coast and
gave cooking and golf advice on a home visit. Nancy
says that as long as they can pull a suitcase on
wheels, they plan to travel.
Avis Bird Myers is a member of the board of
the College Club of Canton, an organization estab
lished in 1919 to provide grants for young women
who were headed to college. Another mission is to
enhance the education of the club’s members. Avie
enjoys the book discussion group to which she’s
belonged since the 1960s. Jim’s back condition has
limited recent travel, but they did go to Toronto and
Niagara-on-the-Lake. The focal point was a stun
ning exhibit of objects from The Hermitage, owned
by Catherine the Great—her coronation carriage,
furniture, art, jewelry, and other items. Avie and
Jim’s daughter, Julie, is an institutional diabetes
specialist working for Novo Nordisk and has been
promoted to a position based in Boston. Avie and I
are happy that Julie’s trips to Boston might include
stopovers in Southington, Conn., to see us.
Florence Reeder Morrison says, “Last year’s
(holiday) letter told of the anticipation of a new
grandchild in January. Robin carried the baby fullterm but had a stillbirth. We debated about going to
Alaska but then decided that, since Robin’s brother,
Paul, and his family and her sister went to Fairbanks
to be with her, we would keep our tickets (already
purchased) and head out the first of March. We had
a day in Anchorage with Paul’s family before Robin
and Charlie arrived to begin the final preparations
for the Iditarod sled dog race. It’s fun to be part of

the pre-race festivities. At the banquet Charlie
announced that this year was his last Iditarod.”
Florence continues, “Robin had arranged for the
two of us (Florence and husband Elliot) to volun
teer on the trail. The day after we saw Charlie off,
we flew to McGrath. I cooked three meals a day for
40 to 50 vets, pilots, and volunteers. Elliot was a
“go-fer” between the checkpoint, airport, and bunkhouse. Later we moved to Unalakleet to do the
same jobs. Robin was with us, taking care of dogs
dropped by the mushers and sending the dogs by
plane back to Anchorage. Charlie joined us, as his
dogs got sick. He scratched in Anvik—sad to have
that happen on his last race. We returned to
Anchorage and then went back to Traverse City,
having enjoyed a unique experience.”
“We spent Oct. 9-17 in the Virgin Islands,”
Florence says, “on the maiden voyage of Robin and
Charlie’s 32-ft. boat, the Tan-a-na. We played
around with the rains and winds of Hurricane Wilma
but had great days of sailing and snorkeling.”
For much of last year Florence suffered from
lower back pain not helped by therapy. She had
surgery on Nov. 15 and reports less pain.
Heather Beck Southwick writes that she and
Chuck '49 enjoy life in Colorado, even though
their families are on the East Coast. They managed
four family reunions in 2005, two in Colorado, the
others in Maine and Florida. Their eldest grand
daughter, Emily, is a first-year student at the New
England School of Communication in Maine and
is taking liberal arts courses at Husson College.
Daniel is a junior in high school; Noah is a high
school freshman and winner of the school’s science
fair; and Caleb is a second grader. Steven, their
dad, continues his construction and home remod
eling business, while wife Linda keeps everyone on
track. Karen and George are at home in White
Plains, N.Y., with delightful, lively Nikolas (5)
and Anna Kristina (2). George is an attorney with
IBM’s global services. Karen is with the New York
Health Department in infectious disease surveil
lance and practices part-time at a county public
health clinic.

Heather volunteers at the Volunteer Connection
Bob and Edie Talbot Jolly are excited that their
Ted and Carolyn MacArdle Fredley have
(a placement agency in Boulder), St. Andrew
granddaughter is going to Wooster. They’ve been
moved
from Michigan to a small town in North
Bresbyterian Church, and the humane society.
traveling to Spain, Mexico, Chile, Argentina. Bob
Carolina. Ted paints a picture of a quaint burg in
'~huck continues two long-term ecological studies, and Edie are active in church and community. Both
which he can stop in the cafe for a “cuppa,” and the
sing in the church choir.
°n primates in India and mule deer around Boulder.
the locals greet him warmly. I picture him being
1he primate studies took the Southwicks back to
Pete Sprague encourages all of us to plan for
elected
the town’s mayor or maybe its treasurer."
India in September, for their 47th year of work
our 55th reunion on June 8-10, 2007. Pete’s doing
In Colorado Gwen Wright is in the process of
there. Heather reports that this trip was discourag
something different. “Since I cannot sing a tune or
going “green,” selecting a condo/apartment/house
ing, due to the widening poverty gap and increasing
play an instrument, as I approached retirement, I
that’s warm in winter and cool in summer—with
health issues. Last spring Heather and Chuck
tried to think of something I could do to entertain
careful concern about the building materials, to
visited the Caribbean Primate Research Center in
senior citizens. My law and judicial experience
make it environmentally friendly. (When Marcia
Buerto Rico and then toured eight other Caribbean
helped me develop a speaking voice that projects
Klerekoper Orr and I lived in Colorado, we knew
tslands, visiting friends and former students.
well and helped me put meaningful inflection into
those
who tried sod huts, but I’m assured that these
Sad news from Ann Kershner Wood, the
oral reading. So I put together a program for senior
new green dwellings are more progressive.)
citizens—jokes, a story or two, and a few poems.
declining health of her husband, Bill, has altered
Marcia reminded me (Don), as we discussed the
“I started with a collection of material and
rheir lifestyle. They sold their RV, so there are no
December death of Marilyn “Lyn” Moser Snyder,
Wore winter trips south. Home responsibilities keep
worked hard to get it memorized to deliver, about
that she and Lyn were “Miller Girls,” that privileged
nn so busy that she no longer works at the library,
20-30 minutes of the program. I launched this idea
group of 20 or so who lived down Beall Avenue in
at a senior citizens tureen meal and was pretty nerv
"'hich she misses. Ann, you are in our thoughts.
the old Miller Manor as freshmen. It was like one
ous. I learned that I could put the material in a
large family, especially since Marcia and her three
notebook, using fairly large print, and be my own
roommates had to pass through the sleeping quar
prompter. A good, solid cardboard box with a firm
1952
ters shared by Lyn, Pat Gilman, and Elisabeth
top (from the local liquor store) became my podium,
Nancy Campbell Brown
“Beppy” Ehrhart Atwell when they wanted to use
set on a dining table. That worked fine until I
!^ 0 Portage R d , Wooster, OH 44691-2042
the bathroom on date nights. The parlor would be
was going to do a program at the Baptist church.
arren M. Swager Jr.
filled with couples. Those in today’s dorms may live
I decided that the outside of the box should not
P °- Box 5 5 5 , Sheridan, M T 59749-0555
m comparative luxury, but Marcia wouldn’t trade the
say, ‘Jack Daniels, 6 one-liter bottles.’ Solved that
Wcswager@3rivers. net
experience of getting to know the Lyn Mosers of
problem with some Christmas wrapping paper.
Iravel was a big part of 2005 for Bob Ferguson.
the world, people with gentle smiles and accepting
“After a few programs, I realized that I could use spirits.
e and his son, Jay, spent New Year’s at the Gator
6
costumes. For instance, ‘The Face on the Barroom
°wl in Jacksonville. In July they went to Europe,
A nostalgic visit to the 1953 Index reminded me
Floor’ needed a bum’s clothes, so I now have an old
v>siting London, Paris, and Rome. Bob still puts
(Nona) how bright and friendly Lyn was and how
ragged frock coat and helmet for that. ‘Gunga Din’
,lrtle Hto the Lorain schools, working with a multiinvolved with campus life. The yearbook pictures
needed
a
soldier’
s
outfit,
so
I
found
an
old
army
andicapped group and a preschool class.
her among the baker’s dozen of Young Democrats
fatigue jacket and a sun helmet. The costumes I
1larold and Jeanne Babcock Carley keep busy
and their oversize Adlai Stevenson poster. Lyn sang
carry in the Jack Daniels box and take them out as
'Vlth church activities and civic volunteering. Recent
in both Concert Choir and Women’s Chorus, was
needed. My standard line to the audience when I
^Urgeries didn’t slow them down. They still find
m Keys, and worked for The Voice and on the
am getting into the first costume is, ‘I’m not
sIITIe f°r square dancing and sailing. The Carleys
WCW radio staff. She was also secretary of our
donning a costume in your dining room, you’ve just
Tent a week in Denmark and last October joined
senior class. Since her diagnosis of Alzheimer’s
had your meal in my dressing room.’”
°f their children on their annual camping trip to
disease, we’ve missed her smile at our reunions.
Pete, were technically we’re senior citizens.
eadia National Park in Maine—lots of hiking,
Before last November’s Ohio State U-Michigan
Would you work up a routine for our reunion?
eanne and Harry camped in a motel!) Their
game, Bob Baab, listening to an interview on
^nddaughter, Rachel ’07, spent a semester at
Detroit’s WJR, heard a familiar name—Howard
tT'encan U in the foreign policy program and a
King. Bob called with the news that two days
1953
p t e r i n China.
S P XP "
hence, on Nov. 19, Howie’s voice would describe to
Don Orr
and Liz Blumberg ’53 Hubbarth reported
Ann Arbor’s stadium fans—for the last time—one
13460 Marlette Dr., La Mirada, CA 9063S-2813
W-eat success with last summer’s garden. They were
of the country’s hottest football rivalries. Howie’s
DorrScot@veri7.on. net
•p Prised how many zucchini came from one plant!
broadcasts at the stadium began in 1972. A year
Nona S. Taylor
a JVels in 2005 took the Hubbarths to Thailand on
later he covered the memorable Ohio State110 Echo Way, Statesboro, GA 3045S
- -mineral
. u i v t t u trip iin
n rFebruary.
c u i u o i j . They drove
~ to
Tr ^ m anc*
Michigan
game and its 10-10 score. For 15 more
nstaylor@frontiernet. net
tj()Xas *0r granddaughter Mel’s high school graduaseasons, he described the ups and downs of that
I (Don) saw the Billy Crystal one-man show
P n ar>d came home by way of Havasu City,
fierce rivalry whenever it happened in Ann Arbor.
the other night, and one of his skits involved “Good
°nd°n Bridge, and Boulder Dam. Christmas was
Howie announced 2005’s winning Ohio play in the
news, bad news.” As the years pass, we seem to
^ Mth son Richard in Hawaii.
game’s final 24 seconds and then the score—
mirror his skit, wondering which news we want
Buckeyes 25, Wolverines 21. Some farewell, for
fhat I 'e
news hroni Elwood “Pop” Sperry is
first. We often settle for news of any kind.
re . ne Sedgwick Sperry ’48 has completely
Howie, a Buckeye transplanted to Michigan,
Fred Wollerman, “Lefty,” as he now calls
ained her health. They are having all kinds of
perhaps with the stadium full of 112,000 fans also
himself, underwent surgery on his right shoulder to
cheering him, saying thanks and goodbye.
pra *®Sethers with friends and family, including
relieve the pain he was experiencing. He claims that
Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda from
Zenk an<^ Betsy Jones Hayba ’49, who live in
it will keep him from pounding his pulpit as per
m . ' rh'lls, Fla., and John Welsh, who is
Dick and Gwen Watkins Kiefer. This Welsh greet
usual. (From my [Don’s] spot just over the San
j!nS hrom Dayton, Ohio, to Reliance, Tenn.
ing translates into Merry Christmas and Happy
Andreas Fault from his church, I thought the
ew Year (I think). Gwen enjoys gardening and
gr.ln'."I and Ann Hornaday welcomed their first
tremors were Sunday morning earthquakes.)
child in August. Jim is still lifeguarding.
bird watching. In November she was honored by
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The wedding of Marta Zaborowski '03
and David Ukropina, Mar. 12, 2005.
Nancy Hunt Cylke '65, Jonathan

( l to r )

Honefenger '04, bride, groom, Caroline
Eaton '03, Emily Ryan '05, Guin Reilly,
Maurizia Stock, Emily Martin, '03s.

Jeanes Hospital for 2000 hours of volunteering.
Dick guides summer twilight walking tours of
Independence National Historical Park, and
together the Kiefers enjoy various musical matinees.
In September they attended the annual North
American Festival of Wales at Disney World, which
they enjoyed exploring again after 20 years. As
genealogists, they added a family tree diagram to
their Christmas letter—including a third great
grandchild, Caydence, born on Thanksgiving.
The first two words of Paul and Sylvia Spencer
Petrie’s Christmas letter were Japanese: Masanobu
Fukuoka. “Doesn’t that have a wonderful sound?”
Sylvia said. How like a right-brained couple—artist
and poet to fall in love with a Japanese author’s
name. Sylvia had just read Fukuoka’s book about
simple living, natural farming, and the Buddhist
attitude toward life. She admits to being a hoarder
and liked the book’s emphasis on simplicity, though
she is neither a farmer nor a Buddhist. Sylvia writes,
“I do believe that there is more that unites the reli
gions of the world than separates them, and if we
only adhered more to their basic teachings, the
world would be in a better state.” Paul’s book of
poetry, Rooms of Grace (New Orleans Poetry Journal,
2005), has been well received. “So many people
seem to feel the humanity in his poems,” Sylvia says.
Maybe humor, simplicity, kindness, and love are the
fruits of the right half of the brain.

1954
Gordon Hall
33074 Hidden Hollow Ct„ North Ridgeville, OH 44039
gragoretl @aol. com

Betty Gwynn Boyd and Howard ’57 continue
to use skills they began acquiring when Howard was
working on a Ph.D. in Brazil. They hosted Presby-
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terian mission groups in Laredo, Tex., for a year and
are now part of a Christian ministry back home in
Brevard, N.C. They volunteer as Spanish translators
for immigrants. Two of their three daughters are
graduates of the College, Mary Boyd-Brown ’82
and Evelyn ’81.
Barbara Gwynn Orloff and husband Ivan, a
retired minister, have three daughters and two
grandchildren. They reside in Denton, Tex., where
Barbara is involved in a book club, aerobic dance,
and church choir while Ivan relaxes with wood
working. Contact them at ikeorloff@charter.net.
Happiness rang clear in Barbara’s voice during our
conversation.
Jay Cox has had a distinguished career as a
surgeon. Among other positions, he served as chief
of orthopedics and team physician at the U. S.
Naval Academy and professor of orthopedic surgery
and team physician at Penn State U. He has been a
team physician for the Baltimore Colts, Oakland
Raiders, and Baltimore Bullets. Jay and his wife,
Nancy, reside in Depoe, Ore. In January Jay was on
a medical team that went to South America. In
March he went to Trinidad with another group,
teaching advanced knee reconstructive surgery.
Patricia Mack Churchman has also earned
accolades. She and husband Charles taught English
in Taiwan for three years. Pat founded a Big
Brothers-Big Sisters group and, after a son’s injury,
started a home for people who had suffered head
trauma. Contact her at patch2@verizon.net.
Marilyn Price Combs is thankful for the
support of her family and friends after the October
passing of her husband, Don.
After our freshman year, Catherine Reed
Tomlinson entered nurses’ training at what is now
Akron General Hospital. She.practiced her craft for
many years and has been a widow for 10 years.

Catherine is active in the Vandalia Methodist
Church and Dayton Music Club and president of
District 111 of the Ohio Federation of Music
Clubs. She has four children and nine grandchildren.
Barbara Bourns participated in an October
Elderhostel, studying great British novelists in
London, Uminster, and York.
Judy Yoder Webster has changed her e-mail
address to websteryukon@wowway.com.
John Simpers organized two Methodist congre
gations during his career. He became Peninsula
Council Camp director, and the American Camp
ing Association designated him a “Certified Camp
Director.” He currently volunteers at the Chesa
peake Bay Maritime Museum, demonstrating the
carving of duck decoys, which he sells from coast to
coast. He has been a widower for 15 years. John has
been pain-free for a year after back surgery. Two
sons and a daughter live nearby. John is entrusted
with a grandson each Friday.
Mildred Bradley Sears lives in a comfortable,
hillside home in a wooded area of Oak Ridge, TennYour secretary (Gordon) and his wife, Grace, joined
her for lunch while on the way south.
After a year at Princeton Theological Seminary,
Ken Gregory changed directions and enlisted in the
U.S. Air Force. His specialty became personnel and
finance. Upon discharge, he joined Boise Cascade
Forest Products as a purchasing manager. Ken
enjoyed 32 years of challenges and comradeship in a
great company. He credits his parents and Wooster
with instilling in him the “ethics and honesty” that
served him well during employment and life. He
and wife Beverly live on the shores of the Columbia
River in Columbia City, Ore., and enjoy their chil
dren and grandchildren.
Virginia Howe Caldwell and husband Howard
have lived in Cumming, Ga., since their respective

retirements from 30 years of teaching social studies
jtnd English and staffing school libraries and the
ethodist ministry in New York State. They find
the Southern climate more agreeable, and Virginia
as the opportunity to baby-sit for their daughter’s
two sons. Recent activities include organizing their
c Urc'h library, United Methodist Women, a book
c UE and delivering Meals on Wheels.
You’ve *earned something about the lives, since
ooster, of people who were only acquaintances
Mtile we traveled Woo’s brick paths. Somewhere
here s a member of the Wooster family with whom
y°u haven’t connected in a long time. Put contacting
at ^east °ne of those folks on your “do it now” list.
Your secretary (Gordon) travels between north? st Ohio and the Bradenton/Sarasota area of
londa. We take a different route each time. If you
Jre so inclined, contact me, and we’ll try to visit or
nieet you for coffee. We’d like to add your personal
touch to a future class notes column.

1955
Nancy Mutch Donald
P ■
7 la k e

freeze P L , Rochester, N Y 14622-1946

run Hauer Parker
15 S- Webster St., Jackson, M I 49203-1637
hParker@am eritech. net

1956 50* Reunion

I

Young

4p 4 E - H ighland A ve., Wooster, OH 44691-9249

JyoungS2@aol.com
Charline Whitehouse Watts continues to put
40 hours a week at Crossroads Global Handa ts, the fair trade store she has run since 1988
voT ^°oster' Summer 2005). There are now 80
Hi \?l:eers at Crossroads, located in Bloomington,
fav °rkinS w't^ the volunteers is one of Charline s
°nte duties. The store is her way of creating a
more just world.
II
^ auI Martin and Sue now reside at 1675
^ntington Path, The Villages, FL 32162. You can
reach Paul at dunquein@earthlink.net.
of 4 n Canor KeeP 1Hrle writes, “We sold our home
hav ^CarS *n “*an ^ateo, Calif., bought a 30-ft.
‘ trailer, and are now ‘full-timing.’We re
c_^Sles’ hot snowbirds!” Keep up with Eleanor via
I1^?’ dr°monut@pocketmail.com.
Vv'ilkilme t0 ®at^er X°ur Wooster memorabilia,
favo • shoes, memories, I.S. nightmares, and
Ju T h'tttues and join us for Alumni Weekend,
p;rst. Hi A number of special things await you.
d ls ^re chance to become reacquainted with
ren(;m««- There will be tours of the Kauke Hall
the ly^011’ campus mall, and new buildings. One of
Sift Tol'khts will be the announcement of the class
c as at.^1C^Iumni Association meeting on Saturday.
the k dress will be the order of the day except for
Seeir,an^Uet °n Saturday evening. Look forward to

1957
Anne Kelso Johnson
78 White Tail R d , Murphysboro, IL 62966-6416
work: ajohnson2<S>siumed. edu
home: ajohnsoti @glohaleyes. net

The committee has begun to plan our 50th
reunion next June. Be on the lookout for announce
ments, and please encourage others to come.
News has been received that Robert Alton
Andrews Jr. died on Dec. 17, 2005. Bob was a
member of Eighth Section, played Scot basketball
(1954-57), and majored in math. He lived in
Windsor, Conn. Bob retired from IBM as a senior
systems engineer. We send our condolences.
Thanks to Dick and Joyce Apple Evans for
sharing their good news. They have been involved
in a $3.5 million sanctuary renovation for the
Worthington (Ohio) Presbyterian Church,
completed in October. The congregation met in the
high school auditorium last year and celebrated their
homecoming “with great joy.”The Evanses are
long-term members—nearly 40 years. Dick serves
on the facilities and renovation service committees
and helped raise funds for the renovation. Joyce has
been clerk of session for over 20 years. They
welcome visitors to their new place of worship.
A recent adventure for Joyce and Dick was a
barge and bike excursion through the Alsace
Lorraine regions of France. They enjoyed visiting
small villages and the cities of Strasbourg and
Colmar. They look forward to our 50th reunion.
Mike Carter has worked in sales and human
resources with Ross Laboratories in the Midwest for
38 years. He and June Krejcu ’59 Martin have three
children, including one adopted from Colombia.
Mike wrote early in the year: “In retirement I’ve
assembled teams of doctors and dentists for short
term mission trips to rural Honduras. In February
we’ll make our 12th trip. Our initial effort there was
to establish a hospice for orphaned infants and chil
dren with HIV/A1DS who had lost their parents to
the disease. We have 23 kids in residence now. With
the availability of anti-retroviral drugs, these chil
dren now have an excellent chance to move into
adulthood and a productive life.”

paddling the George River, which runs north
between Labrador and Hudson Bay and empties
into Ungava Bay. For the second time, we encoun
tered the world s highest tides—45 feet! We were
wet, cold, windbound, and bug-bitten—a magnifi
cent adventure for a bunch of men as old as we
I finally (almost) finished building a two-story
addition to the house, which gave us walk-in closets
and an exclusive master bath. Now Ida and I can
sell the place in the next year or two and build a
smaller home, probably in Vermont. Then I'll finally
sell my contractor’s equipment and switch to boats
and birdhouses.
“I just finished my 31st annual benefit perform
ance of A Christmas Carol, using the script used by
the late Delbert Lean (speech). Most of you proba
bly remember his performances. The money we take
m goes to the local homeless shelter, which unfortu
nately seems to be busier each year. I also hosted
performances of‘Winter Tales’in Burlington. My
books are selling well, my contract with public tele
vision runs through 2007, and I get a lot of evening
gigs. If I had known how much fhn the last third of
life was going to be, I’d have started it sooner!”

1958
Anne Gieser Hunt
3943 North Christiana Ave., Chicago, IL 60618-3316
aghunt@earthlink. net

Robert Carter
20321 Sterling Bay Ln. W, Apt. A, Cornelius, N C 28031
Iseryl938@yahoo. com

Two days before Martin Luther King’s birthday,
Janey Thompson copied me (Anne) on an e-mail

about her encounters with Dr. King. Jane first met
Dr. King in Chicago in 1958, when she was part of
a church-sponsored interracial canvassing team. He
spoke at a banquet she attended. “I could have
listened—responded is a more accurate word—all
night. He told us about organizing and the power of
conviction and of working together.” When he was
assassinated 10 years later, Janey, then chair of her
East Harlem (N.Y.) school union, responded to a
call for union members to go to Memphis and take
Betty “Ruth” Klein, Betty Einsel Libbyjoan
up
the march of garbage men. Dr. King had cham
Smith Metzger, and Doris Lehman Feddersen
pioned
their fight for fair wages. She flew on a char
met last fall for lunch. Ruth said that they had such
tered plane and spent the next day carrying a sign
a good time reminding each other of past events,
saying, “I am a Man.”
6
they stayed at the restaurant for four hours. Three of
„
“If
was
a
tension-filled
day,”
she
remembers
the four women are breast cancer survivors, a
marching past burned-out buildings and armed
remarkable statistic. They all decided to attend the
guardsmen
on the roofs with machine guns. At
2007 reunion and agreed to meet again this coming
about
4:00
p.m.,
we entered a large plaza where
fall. They want to include others who live in the
there
was
a
rally.
Among
the speakers were Coretta
greater Cleveland area for the next get-together.
ocott King and Harry Belafonte.”
Will Lange sent this update in late December,
I promptly sent out an e-mail to classmates (if
“Last year was pretty active. It’s hard to tell what
you
arent on the list, send me your e-mail!) asking
was most exciting—losing 25 pounds, paddling one
lor
stories
of participation in the Civil Rights
of the North’s classic whitewater rivers, buying an
Movement
of the 1960s. As I was about to send
ancient Volkswagen Thing, or building an addition
along this copy, Coretta Scott King died, making
to the house. In late July eight members of the
the topic even more timely.
&
Geriatric Adventure Society spent almost a month
Jan Moser Watson wrote that she and husband
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Key West,

Celebrating 40th birthdays in
back

( l to r )

Judy Rich Hardt,

Lisa Jones Skeens, Kim Paul Rubin,
Becky Sturpe Hatfield, Carrie McGraw
Johnson, Karen Ferguson Carl;
seated

Heather Duncan Simpson, Sara

Potier Martin, Tika Davies Walsh, all ' 88 s
far right The wedding of Jennifer
Schupska '97 and Solomon Foster,
Jan. 3, 2004. 3 a c k ( l t o r ) Larry Stewart
(English), Paul Vodra '97; m id d l e groom,
Susan Wittstock, Elizabeth Madison
Felter, Jacqueline Tolonese, ’97s;
front

bride, Megan Doney '97

Bob Watson were active in Memphis from 1963-

67. “I had a letter to the editor (pro-civil rights)
published in the paper the weekend the three civil
rights workers’ bodies were found,”Jan said. “We
got so much hate mail and calls that we took the
phone off the hook. It was absolutely terrifying—
but exciting!” she recalls. “The hate was palpable.
(But) we integrated the Memphis zoo and the local
amusement park.”The Watsons moved before the
garbage strike but knew faculty wives from
Memphis State U (where Bob had taught) who met
with the mayor, urging negotiation. They were told,
“You little housewives go back to East Memphis
and mind your own business.”
Lillie Trent saw Dr. King many times during
visits to Harlem and Atlanta between 1958 and
1963. She was living in Washington, D.C., in 1963
and was excited to think she might meet Dr. King
during the march that was being planned. Alas,
there were millions on the mall that day. She met
with a small group that included Wooster alumni
and heard Dr. King speak. “We laughed and cried as
we thrilled to his melodious voice,” she writes. “His
‘I have a dream’ still resonates. The dream is far
from being fulfilled, but I am convinced that those
in our small group have done all they could to make
that dream come true!”
Bruce Hunt dug out a letter he’d written to his
congressman, Sidney Yates, chronicling his pilgrim
age to Selma, Ala., in Mar. 1965. “We arrived (a bus
filled with sixty ‘outsiders’—mostly white—from
Chicago) at the Brown Chapel AME Church
shortly before noon. The church, which served as
mess hall, general headquarters, rest home, and
worship center, was set in the middle of a public
housing project. We did not imagine ourselves as
heroes—the heroes were those with bandaged heads
and sore backs who surrounded the bus, veterans of
the march across the Edmund Pettus Bridge a few
days earlier. Those who could sandwich themselves
into the church got a verbal picture of what was in
store. When we left the church, the risks [of march
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ing to Montgomery] were plain, but the commit
ment was firm. We were possessed by a combina
tion of fear and courage....
“The troopers lining the streets appeared frus
trated, angry, and bewildered, because the certainties
of their existence were being questioned by the pres
ence of so many white faces (among the protesters).
At the bridge, the action took on all of the qualities
of a classic drama. Conflict was imminent and
unavoidable.. ..We stopped.. .we sang the anthem of
the movement; we prayed. The troopers opened a
way ahead. We turned around and went home.
“Something was done that should have been
done—or not done. I do not yet know what it is.
Perhaps the incompleteness is the agony of the
movement.”The letter goes on, describing other
incidents and the deeply felt passion and commit
ment to nonviolence. “They believe in the marrow
of their bones that love will overcome the ignorance,
fear and hatred...and that it is a good strategy....
The pressure is moral, not numerical, and the source
of strength lies in conformity to the moral law.”
Like Bruce, I (Anne) watched the television
coverage of Selma and saw troopers beating
marchers on the bridge. When Bruce returned, I
planned to join a group going to Selma but missed
the train. I took a plane to Adanta and naively
ordered a cab to take me to Ebenezer Baptist
Church. I got a ride to Selma and stayed with Mrs.
Turner, who lived next door to the church. I set to
work in the kitchen of Brown Chapel, frying
chicken and making bologna sandwiches. In
response to a sermon about putting ourselves on the
line, I went with a small group to a residential area
where the infamous sheriff, Jim Clark, pushed me
around. I also marched with a large crowd around
the courthouse and was herded into a gymnasium
and held overnight. There, I had my first lessons on
nonviolent resistance. I spent one day marching
toward Montgomery, then caught a ride home in a
VW van with a mixed-race group headed to
Chicago. A few days later, Viola Liuzzo was shot

while traveling to the Montgomery airport in a
similar fashion.
Susann Eickmeyer Craig responded to my
e-mail. “Do you remember that I took care of your
girls so that you could attend the Selma march? I
participated in one of the Chicago marches led by
Dr. King and Dr. (Benjamin) Spock. I got chastised
by one of the CBS reporters because people
connected with the station were not supposed to be
involved in politics.” (Susann’s husband then, Scott
Craig ’56, was a producer.)
We (the Hunts) live close to Susann but had not
connected in years. Three days and a 15-minute carride after I got her e-mail, Bruce and I climbed the
stairs to Susann’s loft. The space is amazing, as is
her collection of “Outsider Art.”The genre, broadly
described as being “outside the formal art world,”
includes the work of primitive, often untrained
artists. Susann’s collection is displayed on floor-toceiling shelves and on/in every nook and cranny and
is too varied to describe. One of the top collectors in
the country, she is a founder and board member of
Intuit, a Chicago Outsider Art museum. Susann
began collecting over 40 years ago, stopping at
garage sales and at yards filled with whirligigs.
Peg McAnlis Mueller and husband Ernie had
some quality catch-up time with Vic and Barb
Tooley ’60 Sapio in Pensacola, Fla. Peg reports that
Vic has had some heart problems but is now in
good shape and working out regularly. “You’d
recognize him immediately,” she notes. Vic teaches
one graduate class. This year, they’re attending
Barb’s 50th high school reunion in Findlay, Ohio.
Our 50th is on their schedule.
Thanks to those who sent holiday letters! Space
restrictions limit us to the following highlights.
Roger and Carol Whitacre ’63 Hall joined a
medical ministry to Riobamba, Ecuador. The group
set up clinics offering medical, dental, and ophthal
mology services. They served 1,226 people in nine
days! After the mission, the Halls explored the
Ecuadorian Andes for a week.

In connection with his church’s 50th anniversary, Paul
eeder wrote and served as emcee for two presentations

and change in affordable housing and adult basic
Each year she travels to London to review these
education. Judy s quilt making is “operating in high
propemes
and savor a bit of the city’s rich cultural
bascd on the popular NPR shows, “WhadYa Know?”
gear,” as is her gardening.
and historical life. Last November Mimi Norem
with Michael Feldman and Garrison Keillors “Prairie
In October the Blackadars traveled to the
rernyak joined her for what turned out to be a
°me Companion." (Paul also sings—maybe dances,
College for the induction of their daughter, Lisa
wonderful trip.
t<>0') I les auditioning for 50th reunion entertainment.
’87, into the “W ” Association Hall of Fame for
Sue is always looking for unusual destinations
Cathy Tisinger and husband Walt McIntosh’s
her field hockey and lacrosse prowess. Lisa was
in London Last year a highlight of her stay was
e ayed wedding trip—a Mediterranean cruise—
featured on page six of the Fall 2005 issue of
Eltham Palace, the childhood home of Henry
r°ught great pleasure. “For a historian, it was a
Wooster. Also in that issue (page 21) is Henry
WII In the 1930s the property was purchased by
team, particularly to approach Venice from the
Hopper, sharing his understanding of vocation
the Courtauld family, who incorporated the beau
se,h as Marco Polo would have...Messina, with a
and Christian faith. “My emphasis is on the
tiful hammerbeam-roofed Great Hall into their
S|de trip to Mt. Etna, brought many thoughts of
genius of Jesus. The guy was a social critic....He
Art
Deco home filled with gilded interiors and
ts role down through the centuries,” Cathy
was prophetic about things and was willing to
cutting- edge design. The English Heritage
writes. They also visited Dubrovnik. Eight years
break some religious laws to bring about change.”
restoration seven years ago retained some of the
A thoughtful final words.
. ter tbe end of the war, the city is returning to
charred beams in the Great Hall, a reminder of
■ts former medieval character and status as a
Send your holiday letters, your experiences with
the heavy bombing it sustained in WWII The
°rld Heritage Site.
the Civil Rights Movement—not only what you’ve
beautifully restored gardens offer a wonderful
done, but also what you think and care about!
Cathy, now part-time at Shenandoah U,
view of London. Sue and Mimi were there for
Works on a variety of projects. In March she’ll
the 400th anniversary of Guy Fawkes Day,
j'hain lead a group (she was there in March ’05)
inspired by the Gunpowder Plot to blow up the
1959
” attend the Second International Student
King and Parliament in 1605. The capture and
'inference on Women as Global Leaders in Abu Nancy McCarthy
execution
of the plotters are still commemorated
■LJhabi, UAE.
188 Cafferty Rd., Pipersville, Pci 18947
with spectacular fireworks and the burning of
nhmcxog@aoI.com
Lots of activity, fishing, and fun in the snow
Guy Fawkes in effigy.
Ginny Wenger Moser
'' family made up Sylvia Gibbs Spearman's
Othei special London treats were the
8201 Greeley Blvd.. Springfield. VA 22152
P'c-torial letter. Sylvia retired from 17 years of
outstanding Churchill Museum that opened in
(703) 451-7469, ginny.guide@verizon.net
°unseling in private practice last June. She and
conjunction with the Cabinet War Rooms and a
Eugene Bay has been named the new president
us rand Bill are setting up a mobile home on a
sparkling
exhibit of Dale Chihuly glass in Kew
of Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School. The
fo £ r° nr
'n Canada, where they’ve vacationed
Gardens. Evenings were spent at the theater or
institution
dates
to
1817
and
counts
among
its
tl>r ^CarS' ^ tbe reuni°n, ask Sylvia about driving
concerts, with particular emphasis on those
alumni Martin Luther King Jr. and Marjorie
lc snowmobile to the Continental Divide,
featuring the cello, Mimi’s instrument.
Matthews,
the
United
Methodist
Church’
s
first
p after a wonderful summer living in Amen
In January Sue and Jack Bushman joined
female bishop. Gene retired in 2004 after 17 years
ottage, the rectory of'Sconset (Nantucket)
Nancy McCarthy, her husband, Bruce, Martv
as
pastor
of
Bryn
Mawr
Presbyterian
Church,
and
I1I0n Chapel, Mary and Bruce Rigdon are
Damiam ’58, and his wife, Nancy, for a Bobby
Colgate Rochester contacted him last fall. Gene
^Waiting a buyer for their Grosse Point, Mich.,
Burns evening hosted by Tom and Judy Agle
stated
previously,
“I
knew
the
school’
s
commitments
Bute So they can move back to their restored
Ward at their home in Maine (see pg. 35).
were very similar to my own. It was enough to pull
lcago row house. This year Bruce will travel to
Amidst the wearing of the plaid, there were the
me
out
of
retirement.”
for a seminar on its painted churches
traditional dagger cutting of haggis, toasting with
In a previous column we wrote of Don “Cash”
d lead a group to Russia,
single malts, reading Burns’ poetry, and more
Register’s retirement from an active ministry last
dat- ana Newben7 Landgraf keeps us up-toScots-style merriment.
spring. Cash writes that 2006 is indeed a happy year
ai r|C°n ^Er arnb*tious reading, piano practicing,
The party was inspired by a trip the Wards
for his wife, Dolores, and himself They moved into
Vca ^ysical workouts. Here’s husband R.J.’s
organized
last summer to introduce Nancy and
their new home in Oak Park, 111. Cash was pleased
si; : - n d pacemaker report, “...the defibrillator
Bruce to their ancestral lands. Beginning with the
to
accept
an
invitation
to
preach
the
baccalaureate
^ e °f my pacemaker fired while I was brushing
Edinburgh Festival and its famous Military Tattoo
sermon at Wooster on May 14.
teetb- Somehow, I had the good sense to lie
of massed pipers, continuing north through the
Winnie
Myers
and
Phil
Rohrbaugh
write
the bathroom floor, where I peacefully
Highlands, down the rugged coast to the Isle of
that since retirement, they’ve been enjoying their
dre C °Ut’ ^en minutes later, I woke up, got
Skye and through the Trossachs, they ended in a
family,
traveling,
and
doing
lots
of
reading.
For
S.Sed> went to church, and ushered!”
picturesque
National Trust cottage at the tip of
Phil this means all of the things he skipped in his
est ,ane Thompson’s long Christmas e-mail
the Kintyre Peninsula. Memorable moments were
education—like
history,
philosophy,
and
good
Co lsbes her as a woman with a wide, diverse
novels. Winnie continues her library work at their watching the Highland Games in Oban, dancing
Pe0 ,?UnitL around the globe. She describes the
church. Among other journeys last year, they took at a Ceilidh, photographing the annual washing of
the/1? *n ^er b^e with detail and devotion. Even
the sheep by farmers, staying in historic lodgings
a trip to Florida, visiting en route and staying
t0 Ug °ne wants a diagram of how they fit
and sampling the emerging gourmet cuisine.
with friends from Wooster—Kent Weeks, Dave
and 1 jer’-t^le rea(Ier ends up caring for them all
Nancy and Bruce hosted other classmates in
Jordan, and Don Comin and their wives. In June
tke 1 miring the amazing person who works at
January at their home in eastern Pennsylvania
Winnie
and
Phil
celebrated
their
45th
wedding
j^nnections!
I eggy Lenderking Hale and her husband, Dave
anniversary in Colorado Springs, at the wedding
Mis ( ,Urra7 Blackadar is such a gracefiil writer. He
were visiting the area, and Ed Clydesdale, his wife
of special friends.
aUd O t*me W'tb fomily in Nantucket, Plymouth,
Carol, and Jan Worthington Slack came together
For 13 years, Sue Kutler Bushman has had
iitg Cean Park, Maine (a long-time family gathertor an evening of reminiscing and catching up. Ed
her
own
business,
London
Residences,
matching
are j " Murray and Judy Vixseboxse Blackadar
and Jan once shared the long drives to Wooster but
o fp J 'J -d with a public art project and a coalition vacation clients with carefully selected short-term
had not seen each other for many years, despite
apartments in the best areas of central London.
P e and groups focusing on issues of power
living within two hours of each other
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Bill and Carolyn Pierce Konnert report that
they have settled into their new digs in the North
3622 Croydon Dr. NW, Canton, O H 44718-3226
Carolina mountains and enjoy the moderate
nancyty4@aol.com
climate. Carolyn has resumed playing the cello and
Vicky Fritschi
plays frequently at church services. Both of them
16 King Philip Tr„ Norfolk, M A 02056-1406
enjoy playing tennis.
vfritschi@netr.ero. com
Niki Healy Jordan writes that she and husband
Randy Worls works as the CEO of the Oglebay
Dave haven’t been doing anything earthshaking
Foundation. He recently received the highest honor
recently, “just spending five months in Potsdam,
given by the West Virginia Tourism Commision,
N.Y., and seven months in Hilton Head, S.C., each
the Oshel Craigo Lifetime Achievement Award.
year (knowing which time of year to be where!),
This honor recognizes “individuals whose support
teaching ESL in both locations, working with the
for the tourism industry over many years has helped
League of Women Voters, visiting our ‘kids’ in
the industry grow and establish itself as an impor
Montana and Boston, and taking an occasional ‘big
tant economic development tool for West Virginia.” trip,’ e.g. to Turkey last October.”
Pat Murray Wiedner has retired from careers in
Don and Karen Kinkel Barnes continue to
both the music and legal fields, as a teacher, legal
teach English in China. They have volunteered with
and judicial secretary, deputy court administrator,
an increasing number of Western NGOs (non
director of music, and organist. She continues to
government organizations) that have come to their
play the organ at various churches. In March she
town, Nanning, Guangxi. These include Habitat for
played at Sixth Grace Presbyterian Church, where
Humanity, World Vision, Medicine Sans Frontiere,
Don “Cash” Register ’59 was pastor until he retired
and Handicap International. China is also develop
last year. She also is a hospice and bereavement
ing its own array of NGOs. Working with the
volunteer. After they became empty nesters, she and
largest Chinese agency, the Christian-based Amity
husband Joe hosted two international exchange
Foundation, Don and Karen have visited schools
students and 11 French secretarial students. They’ve
and clinics in countryside villages, where 60-70
kept in touch with most of them over the years and
percent of the population still live far from the glare
are now “grandparents” of two little girls, born to
of highly publicized growing economic power on
visiting students last year.
the country’s eastern coast. Aspects of Pearl Buck’s
Pat and Joe have 17 other grandchildren (from
The GoodEarth still exist there.
age 22 to 1 year). Their parents are from Pat’s and
In the process, Don and Karen met another
Joe’s first marriages. Pat’s daughter, Cheryl
Wooster grad, Don Snow ’77, who teaches at
Trautmann Boop ’85, met her husband, David ’88,
Nanjing University, one of the top 10 schools in
at Wooster. Pat and Joe enjoy traveling and visiting
the country. For many years, Don Snow worked
former exchange students in Paris and Sweden.
with the Amity Foundation and the Presbyterian
church, becoming a noted scholar on language
learning and on the church in China in the
1961 45th Reunion
process. He is well-published and worth the
Larry Vodra
read, say the Barneses.
51 High Ridge Rd„ Brookfield, C T 06804-3517
DickMickley greeted son Andy in Hawaii,
J L Vodra@aol. com
when Andy was on his way back from six months in
Judy Moss’s polarity research project results
the Persian Gulf. Andy is a weapon systems officer
were published in the Mar. 2005 issue of the journal
in the U.S. Navy and flies in the FA-18-f. He
Integrated Cancer Therapies. The next large study is
invited Dick to cruise back from Hawaii to San
now underway. It’s funded by the National Institutes Diego on the aircraft carrier U.S.S. Nimitz. During
of Health and may last up to three years. On a polar the trip, Andy was able to pin on his new rank of
ity project of her own, Judy spends four hours a
Lt. Commander. Dick enjoyed the chance to see
week in the Mother House, a facility for the Sisters
what his son does in the Navy and all of the things
of St. Joseph, working with elderly nuns there.
that the sailors do on a carrier to keep us safe.
bran Johnston had been preparing for cataract
surgery since last September and was to have a
new type of lens implanted. Then she learned
1962
that, since she had worn hard contact lenses for
Linda Park
over 45 years, she had to wait until January to
1848 Beersford, East Cleveland, OH 44112
allow her corneas to reshape. Fran volunteers at
veggiepark@shcglobal. net
the Anderson House museum in Washington.
Since last May, Carolyn Childs Schadle has
Last summer, the museum received a large gift of
been associate dean for the University College and
18th-century engravings, most dealing with
Extension Services at California State U-Long
figures from the American Revolution. Since
Beach. This has meant a move to a condo at 6206
then, Fran has spent every Thursday researching
Riviera Circle in Long Beach, where she would be
and cataloguing the more than 250 new additions.
happy to see old friends. She was back in Wooster
She hopes to finish by this summer!
for an Alumni Board meeting and got a chance to
Nancy Brown Tyburski
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visit Dave and Liz Nelson Shriver in Cleveland.
Both of the Shrivers are retired.
Beth Davis Rickman and Vic enjoy retirement
and being near their grandchildren in Rhode Island.
Beth is active in choir, handbell choir, and DAR.
Elaine Rados Raynolds and husband Art
volunteer for the local newspaper, The Mountain
Voice, doing photo journalism. Elaine’s son, Tim, got
married last May. In October Elaine and Art took a
Caribbean cruise.

1963
Jeanne Robinson Noble
P.O. Box 358, Jeromesville, OH 44840
JeanncRNoble@aol.com

Rich Thomas was one of four names added to
the Maysville (Ohio) Athletic Hall of Fame in
December. A 1959 Maysville graduate, Rich was an
All-Ohio basketball player and earned Little AllAmerica honors at Wooster. His 1,198 career points
ranked him in the top 10 of Wooster’s history. He
attributes his success to his family.
Clarence “Reggie” Williams and his wife,
Buzz, are enjoying Reggie’s third career. After 27
years in the U.S. Air Force and 10 years with a
financial services company, Reggie now works with
the San Antonio Area Foundation, which focuses
on community development. Reggie and Buzz have
two children and a granddaughter. His service on
the College Board of Trustees brings him back to
Wooster on a regular basis, which allows them to
visit family and friends in the area.
Bill Shear was honored by Hampton-Sydney
College with the Mattauer Prize for outstanding
research work by a faculty member. Bill and
colleagues from Chicago’s Field Museum and
East Carolina U received a second five-year grant
from the National Science Foundation to discover
and describe new species of animals and to train
graduate and post-graduate students in systematic
biology. Bill also finds time to hone his karate
skills and holds a second-degree black belt. Bill
and Noell’s son is also skilled in karate. He is a
first-year student at the U of the South in
Sewanee.
Jim McGavran had two great experiences last
summer. After spending three weeks with friends in
Tuscany, Italy, Jim and his wife, Deje, witnessed the
marriage of their daughter in a vineyard overlooking
scenic Suttons Bay in northern Michigan. Jim
teaches at the U of North Carolina in Charlotte.
Bill Riggs and his wife, Renate, are wrapping up
a three-year study in the Netherlands, where they
were involved in a joint start-up venture with a
Dutch scientist. This was their third experience
working abroad but their first as entrepreneurs.
They planned to return to their home in Maine,
where it is easier to keep in touch with four of their
five grandchildren.
Jane Newstead O ’Toole lives in
Massachusetts and is three years into retirement
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The wedding of Jill Sohieda ’99 and
Steve Wanek, May 27, 2005.
back <l io r ) Nicole Brinkmann, Farhan
Hashim, '99s, G. V. Malmgren ’00,

Everett Peachey, Kim House Caudill,
01s, Karl Bekeny '99; fro n t Ben Klein
'99, Heather Schieda ’ 01, groom, bride,
Jen Buckley '99, Jason Deibel, Amanda
Kriska Bekeny ’00

When he isn’t helping friends with genealogy,
Bill serves as the dean of the McGilvary Faculty '
of Theology at Payap University. He was recently
designated by the Presbyterian Church U.S.A. as
regional liaison for mainland Southeast Asia

numerous publications and at national and inter
national conferences. Jan analyzed a number of
important artifacts, including the Liberty Bell in
Philadelphia, Greek frescos in monasteries on
Mt. Athos, and a painted New England chest
that recently sold at auction for J2.6 million.”
Janice Terry writes that she took early retire
1964
ment late last year from Eastern Michigan U.
Jim Sw itzer
She now has more time for research,writing, and
S91 Elmore A ve., Akron, O H 4 4 3 0 2 -1 2 3 8
lecturing on her newest book, U. S. Foreign Policy
jswitze@ uafovn, edit
in the Middle East: The Role of Lobbies and Special
Jane Welton Yamazaki, jane.vamazakji®
Interest Groups (London: Pluto Press, 2005)
wayne.edu, writes, “Janice Hickey Carlson has
Jim Pope wrote at Christmas, “This year was
been diagnosed with ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease),
eventful, although not as spectacular as some past
and the disease is progressing rapidly. In October'
years (thank goodness). One of the highlights of
she gave a talk in Oklahoma and then hosted the
last spring was shoulder surgery for me. A bone
family for Thanksgiving. She was diagnosed in
spur had bothered me for about 10 years and finally
December, and in January she began using a
started interfering seriously with my swimming, so
breathing machine. Barbara Zabor Glover and
1
had it removed. That is not the end of this story.
I (Jan’s roommates sophomore year) flew to
“At the end of the summer, my shoulder was
Wilmington to visit with Jan and her husband
stiU
bothering me, so I went to another orthopedic
in January and February. She has nearly lost her
surgeon. He said the first guy had not done
ability to speak but can still read and respond
enough. When I tried to go back to the first
to e-mails. She has wonderful support from her
surgeon,
I learned that he had closed his practice
family and friends in Wilmington and beyond.
and left the state. Then I learned that my GP had
Her e-mail address isjncarlsonl@comcast.net.
quit, and my cardiologist had left town. I’m terror
“Jan was a chemistry major at Wooster and
izing
the medical profession. I had the surgery
earned a master’s in analytical chemistry at the U
again
in November and am now doing physical
of Michigan. After marrying Norman, she
therapy.
y
worked first at DuPont in Wilmington and then
I
(Jim
Switzer)
suggest
that
you
add
me
to your
at the Winterthur Museum, where she developed
holiday
letter
list.
It’
s
a
painless
way
to
get
your
techniques for analyzing art and antiques using
news into Class Notes. I’ll edit out the kid and
instrumental analysis. She presented her work in
grandkid stuff, though that may leave slim pickings.
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Chuck and h ill Richeson Templeton
925 Alvarado Terr., Walla Walla, WA 99362-2101
(509) 525-6746, templeton@whitman.edu

We were deeply saddened by the news of the
death of Richard S. Noble ’64 (see Alumni
Tributes). You may remember that Dick entered the
College with our class but graduated a year early. A
portion of his obituary, taken from the Ann Arbor
News, follows, “Dick fully embraced life and lived it
with passion and intensity. For most of his life, Dick
lived with bi-polar disorder. Yet, despite many bouts
with deep depression, he felt enriched by this often
devastating disease because it made vivid the
preciousness of joy in the moment...Most of all, he
loved and touched the lives of his many friends and
family in deep and meaningful ways. Dick inhaled
life. He sailed, hiked, and camped in his truck. He
had many friends (across the country). Dick’s
impish smile will be deeply missed.”
Grant Sherwood, our new class president,
writes that he is enjoying retirement, after 37 years
in education, most recendy as assistant vice presi
dent for student affairs and associate professor in the
School of Education at Colorado State U. Grant
and his wife, Pat Finefrock Sherwood ’66, spend
lots of time with their three grandchildren. Grant
maintains strong ties to Wooster by serving as an
admissions ambassador for Colorado. He and Pat
can be reached at patsherwood@msn.com.
John “Jack”Travis and his wife of 26 years,
Meryn Callander, moved to Meryn’s homeland,
Australia, six years ago with their daughter, Juniper
(13, formerly known as Siena). Their home is near
Byron Bay, just south of Brisbane, in the wonderful
little town of Mullumbimby. They can climb Mt.
Chincogan (the view from their back yard), swim in
the Brunswick River behind their house, and drive
six minutes to great surfing beaches. Juniper, previ
ously home schooled, now attends a Waldorf school.
Professionally, the Alliance for Transforming the
Lives of Children (atlc.org), which Jack and Meryn
co-founded with 11 others seven years ago, contin
ues to be the focus of their work in infant wellness.
Jack’s Wellness Workbook (Celestial Arts) has been in
print for almost 30 years. Now in its third edition,
it’s nearing the quarter-million-dollar sales mark.
The wellness inventory that preceded it is now in its
fourth edition online and is used by major health
organizations throughout the U.S. and Canada (see
thewellspring.com).
Jack spends summers in the U.S. to maintain the
network. He had a great evening with Earl ’64 and
Bunny Byers Walker last September, on a trip from
California to Salt Lake City, where he stayed with
David ’66 and Jane McGarrTomb. Meryn and
Jack are expanding Jack’s 2004 article, “Why Men
Leave,” into a book to be published next spring.
Find Jack and Meryn atjwtravis@mindspring.com.
Alex Fleming has moved from San Diego to
305 Brightstone Cir., Folsom, CA 95630. He does
consulting work on nutrition and can be reached by
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phone, (619) 933-7981, or fax, (916) 355-0421.
Frank and Ann Rudge Cicconetti share the
exciting news that they are first-time grandparents.
They now have a reason to visit Pordand, Ore.,
more frequendy, to visit the new addition. Their
other two daughters are also married and live in
Louisiana and North Carolina. Ann’s retired from
teaching in Wooster, so they have more flexibility to
travel. Frank is with the law firm of Kennedy,
Cicconetti, Knowlton, and Buytendyk in Wooster
and is on the golf course when the weather is nice.
Reach Frank and Ann at woochick@sssnet.com.
Gary Reichard is the new executive vice chan
cellor and chief academic officer for California State
U—a system that includes 23 campuses and
400,000 students!

1966 40th Reunion
Elizabeth “L ibby” Westhafer O'Brien
73 Prospect St., Madison, N J 07940
eohrien@drevj.edu

Classmates, save June 8-11 to celebrate our 40th
(is it possible?) reunion. The committee has grand
plans, and we hope to see as many of you as possi
ble. One event you’ll not want to miss is our
Saturday luncheon discussion with former Wooster
professors and graduates, catching us up on their
work and avocations. Send in your reservations!

1967
Sara Bradley
P.O. Box 599, Chautauqua, N Y 14722

“After 30-something years of working in the
corporate world,” Philip Taylor says, “I have finally
started to live my dream, making my passion my
work. I’m the construction manager for a Habitat
for Humanity affiliate here in North Carolina and
having the time of my life. It is amazing that, after
all those years of education and corporate travail, I
should be a carpenter! After years of international
travel with Habitat and the Jimmy Carter Work
Projects and volunteering weekly with my local
affiliate, my enthusiasm and joy of giving back to
the community reignited the fires that started burn
ing at Wooster.
“My most recent adventure was being one of 12
crew leaders for the massive build—and publicity for
Habitat’s ‘Home in a Box’—framing houses to be
sent to the Gulf Coast. You may have missed it on
NBC, but I was one of the yellow shirts at Rocke
feller Center, building all day (and night). It’s an
exhilarating time. My new philosophy is, ‘Be the
rock that causes a ripple.’” Philip’s e-mail address is
philtl@earthlink.net.
Wayne Cornelius was also on TV—as one of
several experts interviewed by Ed Bradley for a
“60 Minutes” story on Mexican immigration that
aired in December. Wayne is the Gildred
Professor of Political Science and U.S.-Mexican
Relations at the U of California, San Diego, and

director of USCD’s Center for Comparative
Immigration Studies.

1968
Pat Silvey and Dennis Yanchunas
618 Bowen St., Longmont, CO 80501-4412
dryanchunas@co:ncast. net

Well, here they come! Front line baby boomers’
60th birthdays, all year long. It’s been a lot of years,
and we haven’t turned old yet! Once again, at this
important juncture, we will be re-writing the “howto manuals” and setting new standards. Whatever
we do, we should do it gracefully. This would be a
good year for you to let us know your plans for the
decades remaining. We can help each other pull off
this aging thing with our usual style.
I (Pat) was particularly happy to hear from
Jocelyn Granet Lindsay. Her news deflated any of
my excuses for shirking my commitments. She and
her husband, David, set competitive standards, and
as was always Jocelyn’s way, they’re doing it grace
fully. She wrote, “On the theory that I should try
anything once—well, maybe not skydiving—I
plunged into the retail world when Time-Life Books
disbanded in 1999. A Thai friend and I founded ‘go
mama go!’ outdoors at Capitol Hill’s historic Eastern
Market. We sold Japanese ceramics and art from
Asia, Africa, and my garage workshop in Maryland.
We made friends with vendors from many countries,
diplomats, street people, and bureaucrats. We baked,
froze, and nearly drowned in the various weathers,
and finally my friend said, ‘No good getting too cold,
too hot all the time. We start real store!’We moved
into spacious quarters on 14th Street NW, where ‘go
mama go!’ is now successful, with an expanded line
of decorative objects and fine furniture.
“That’s when I decided that selling things wasn’t
what I wanted to do. I wrote more than 350 poems
during the next year, while freelancing for National
Geographic Books, including work on a lovely
volume called The Making ofAmerica. I represented
the Eastern Market vendors at the Million Mom
March, agitated for better gun control, and won the
Bardic Crown at the Washington area WelshAmerican Society’s poetry festival (though as far as I
know I have no Welsh blood).
“One day I applied for a job at IKEA, thinking
they’d have me write brochures...but back I went to
the retail world. I was fascinated by the details that
support IKEA’s international operation. Again, I
was lucky enough to make friends all over the
world, co-workers and customers. I learned the
correct greetings to use in China, Ghana, Eritrea,
Czech Republic, Venezuela, and a few other places,
and marched with the Iroquois in the Parade of
Native Peoples when the Museum of the American
Indians opened. Then I remembered that selling
things wasn’t what I wanted to do. I quit IKEA,
began learning to drum and play the bamboo flute,
and my husband David and I went rafting through
the Grand Canyon (a terrific trip!).

medical staff and administrative staff, and his job
1972
description includes credentialing the staff, handling Jay Yutzey
case management and quality assurance, and over
1254 Norwell D r, Columbus, O H 43220
seeing the adoption of a multimillion dollar elec
yutzey.2@osu.edu
tronic records system.
See a note about Nancy Membrez on pg. 53.
Don earned a medical degree in 1973 at
Case Western Reserve U and did an internship
and residency at the U of North Carolina in
1973
Chapel Hill, then a fellowship at The Cleveland Suzanne Schluederberg
Clinic. In New Bern, N.C., he established a
3385 Carl Ct., A nn Arbor, M I 48105
private practice and was an internist there for
suzGPumich. edu
21 years. In 2001 he joined Roper St. Francis
Kathy Hoffinan Coulter was recognized in
Healthcare in Charleston, S.C., as chief medical
officer, and stayed until assuming this post. Don the Fort WayneJournal-Gazette for accomplish
ments in the community. She’s taught music and
and his wife, Darby Miller Pocock 70, have
directed the choir at Fort Wayne’s Canterbury
been married for 35 years and have two adult
School for 12 years. Kathy recently wrote a jingle
children.
for the Parkview Hospital, “Where do broken
hearts go?” She wrote the tune for her students to
sing in honor of the hospital staff after the new
1970
Heart Institute opened, and it became the facil
Laura Wolfson Likavec
ity’s commercial. Kathy is an organist at Fort
1702 Mendelssohn D r , Westlake, OH 44145
Wayne’s Salem United Church of Christ, where
lauralikavec@yahoo. com
her husband, the Rev. Scott Coulter, is the pastor.
Susan Hartt sends some tragic news, “People
Kathy
and Scott have three adopted children
usually write to their class secretaries for’achieve
Andrew (17), Kerry (21), and Amy (24).
ments and pleasant milestones; this e-mail is
hardly that. You may have met my husband,
Scott, at some of our reunions. In spite of an
1974
athletic lifestyle, he had an undiagnosed heart
Kim Tapie
condition. In Nov. 2004, while on a Boy Scout
5511 Canaan Center Rd., Woosterj OH 44691-9611
hike with our son (15), he collapsed and died.
ktapie@whmhrb. org
Luckily, our son was ahead of him on the trail
Alfred Ebert sends his “first class note ever1I
and not actually with Scott.
am a senior psychiatrist, certified with the South
“My husband had practiced law in San Jose for
Carolina Department of Mental Health, having
30 years, and the support for my children and me
obtained an M.D. from the U of Cincinnati
from the legal profession and from the community
College of Medicine (1990) and completed a
was remarkable.
residency in adult psychiatry at the William S
“When he died, Scott had an ongoing practice
Hall Psychiatric Institute (1994) in Columbia,
and a full caseload. I had been a lawyer with a
S.C. I am in my second marriage and have two
Japanese semiconductor company for 20 years and
beautiful daughters, Zoe Alicia (4) and Anna
had just been given new responsibility for import/
export compliance. I had never been a stay-at-home Grace (2). Yeah, I’m living my life backwards
mom. Between taking care of Scott’s business issues but hey, why not? My golden retriever, Moses,
helps me get in shape, while our two cats
and my kids’ needs, I left my job.
constantly
harass us. We live in rural South
“For the last year, I’ve shut down Scott’s practice
Carolina and love every minute.”
and spent a lot of time with our children. I’ve also
Ken Gibson teaches social studies at Triworked as an outside counsel for a small Asian high
Rivers Career Center, as the most senior
tech company but not full-time. I’m planning a
academic teacher on staff. “Imagine,” he says
return to the job market as the high tech sector
after 20 years in food service, I end up teaching
seems to be reviving. I’ll write again when I know
social
studies. I’ve been involved in community^
more about the next state of my life. Friends can
theatre and have worked on stage and off in
reach me at shartt@ix.netcom.com.”
1776, Man of La Moncha, Guys and Dolls, Chorus
The class sends deepest condolences to Susan
Line, and many Folly productions. My restaurant
and her family.
operations students won state cooking contests.
Ive sung for weddings and with the Marion
Madrigal Singers for 15 years. I seldom miss an
1971 35th Reunion
opportunity to mention Wooster and say how
James K. Lowery
much I miss everyone who was a part of my life
1675 Riverwood Dr., Jackson, M S 39211-4828
there. Some-times I take co-workers to
jlowery@jam. rr. com
Wooster 140 miles round trip—to eat Coccia
We hope to see many of you on campus for
House pizza. Drop me a line,
Alumni Weekend, June 8-11.
keng@adelphia.net.”
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Andrea J. Steenburg Simmers

Bonnie Savage

2121 Breeds Rd., 0 wings Mills, M D 21117-1646
asimmers@ruxtoncoimtryschool.org

4306 River St., Willoughby, O H 44094-7815
bonmesbee@sbcblobal.net

Holly W ilson W hitcomb’s fourth book.
Seven Spiritual Gifts of Waiting (Augsburg,
2005) sold out after three weeks and had to be
reprinted. Holly is married to John Whitcomb
’73—they celebrated their 31st wedding
anniversary in December. They have two chil
dren, David, a financial analyst and pension
planner at Cargill in Minneapolis, and Kate,
a senior at Kenyon College.

1976 30th Reunion
Dana Vandenberg Murphy
3175 Warrington Rd.,Shaker Heights, O H 44120-2428
dmurphyl @sbcglobal. net

Dave Schafer is the new director of the Florida
Holocaust Museum in St. Petersburg. “We use the
Holocaust as a platform to teach about intolerance
and coexistence,” says Dave. Also addressed are the
Middle Passage and modern day genocides such as
in Rwanda and Darfur. Previously Dave was
employed for 11 years by State of Israel Bonds. He
and wife Orna are the parents of Natalie, a high
school freshman, and Noam, a senior at Miami U in
Ohio. “I’d love to hear from friends. We invite all to
visit,” Dave says. Send e-mail to him at dschafer@
flholocaustmuseum.org. Check out the museums
Web site, www.flholocaustmuseum.org.
Mark High had two articles published in
Business Law Today. The more interesting piece,
according to Mark, was in the Jan./Feb. 2006
issue. It reviewed the Delaware Chancery Court
decision concerning the hiring and firing of
Michael Ovitz by the Walt Disney Co. Mark has
practiced corporate and finance law with
Dickinson Wright in Detroit for 21 years. He
and wife Janette have three daughters, Ellen (9),
Marie (6), and Elizabeth (3).
Mark reports on a subject familiar to us all—
50th birthdays. “For mine, my wife set up our first
trip to Las Vegas in Feb. 2004. We met Norm
and Barb Schoenfeld there for a long weekend.
We left lots of money at the tables—dining tables,
that is. Later that summer, I went to K.C.
Jensen’s birthday party in New Philadelphia,
Ohio, set up by his wife, Beth Baily Jensen.
Attendees included Bob and Beth Williams 75
Adamson, Bob Scranton, and Karl Lohwater 77.
Getting the two Bobs together reminds me of
why they limit college to four years.
“Finally, in the fall, I flew to Pleasanton,
Calif., for Norm’s birthday dinner at Wente
Vineyards in the Livermore Valley. Barb arranged
for their daughter, Alicia, to fly in from Russia for
the event.”
There’s still time to get to our 30th reunion,
June 8-11. Five years ago, about 100 alumni
came, many with families in tow. Can we top it?
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A recent article in the Minneapolis News
informed usthat Nancy Homans returned to city
hall as the director of policy for the administration
of St. Paul Mayor-elect Chris Coleman. Those who
know Nancy say that St. Paul would never find
anyone better for that position. She and former
C.O.W. professor Garry Hesser celebrated their
25th wedding anniversary on Dec. 20, 2005. The
couple has five children.
John Brooks has a new job at Christ Church in
Kennington, Md. He has three choirs (two volun
teer adult groups and a small chilrden’s chorus) and
a bell choir in his active parish of 600 or so
members. Last August John had a great vacation in
England, attending the Three Choirs Festival at
Worcester Cathedral. The choir had a fascinating
tour of the most idyllic and romantic Tudor
mansion he has ever seen, in the village of Sanford
Orcas. The guide was “the Lord of the manor
himself, Sir Mervyn Medlicott.”
John performs with two fine D.C. choirs: the
Cantate Chamber Singers (with whom he will
make a solo debut) and the professional ensemble,
Chantry (which specializes in Medieval, Renais
sance, and Baroque a cappella sacred music.) He
coaches with former Peabody organ teacher Donald
Sutherland and in voice with Francois Loup. He
says “come visit if you are in the D.C. area. I’ll put a
cassock on you and make you sing.” For more about
John, e-mail him at music@ccpk.org.
Gaye Elise Beda says that 2005 saw the initia
tion of the Brewery Boys Series, more San Miguel
de Allenda, Mexico paintings, an award in sculp
ture, improvements to her home Web site, and
many smiles.
Marty Willman’s son, Chris, is doing nicely in
his first year in high school. He is back in orchestra
(the suburban school he attended last year only had
a band). “He has a little over a year left on his braces
and is quietly proud of the little bittie mustache that
has begun to appear. He’s muffed that mom says
that he has to shave in high school.” College isn’t so
far off, and Marty told him she would be less fussy
then. More about Marty will be in the next issue.
Tom and Abce Taylor Shupe currently live in
Naperville, 111., near Chicago. Tom is a founding
partner in a two-year-old company, Canon Cost
Solutions Inc., whose core business is claim audit
and recovery for the health insurance industry. Alice
works part-time in the children’s ministries depart
ment at their church (Presbyterian Church of
America). Both serve in teen community Bible
study and on the worship team at church (Tom on
guitar, Alice on vocals).
Two of the three Shupe “children” are in college.
Kate is a sophomore at Northern Illinois U, study
ing cello and music education. Emma is a freshman
in elementary education at Bradley U in Peoria.

Their son, Sam, is a high school sophomore whose
interest is running cross country and track. The
empty nest is not too far off!
Highlights of the last few years for Tom and
Alice include celebrating their 20th anniversary
(their 25th is this year), running a marathon (Alice,
in Dublin, Ireland), and several trips to France
(where Alice gets her French fix!). During the last
holiday season, they took the whole family for the
first time. In Paris they enjoy meeting with
Catherine Pelche, former French assistant at
C.O.W. (1976-77). They see Wooster buddy John
Long 76 at church each week and would be glad to
hear from other friends at Shupe5@aol.com.
Janet Cuany Hoisington and husband Dave
moved to Hyderabad, India, after spending 16 years
near Mexico City. Dave continues to work in inter
national agricultural research, improving crop yields
for the poor in Asia and Africa, while Janet teaches
private lessons in her home studio. “Living in India
is definitely more of a challenge than Mexico was,”
Janet says, “but we are slowly learning how to
survive here. Jessica is now in graduate school at U
of Idaho while Bryan is a sophomore studying at
Florida Institute of Technology. We feel very far
away from family and friends, so welcome any
messages and news, at hoisingtonjanet@yahoo.com.”

1978
Wendy Beatty-Burg
340 Gosling Dr., North Wales, PA 19454-2726
BeattyBurg@aol. com

M ary Breiner
1092 Homewood Dr., Lakewood, OH 44107-1450
mtbreiner2002@yahoo. com

Richard H. Goshorn is general counsel for
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer and Feld LLP, one of
the top 250 law firms in the country. He earned a
law degree from Duke in 1981. Richard has three
children and is married to Lori Kidder.
The last weekend of October, Diana Dewey
Emanuele, Joan Blanchard Mosher, and Nancy
Toll Huffman met in Wooster for a Peanuts mini

reunion, while Joan was in town for a board of
trustees meeting. It was a great fall weekend. Diana
lives in Pittsburgh, Pa., and works at the Tepper
School of Business at Carnegie Mellon U; Nancy
lives in Westlake, Ohio, and is a speech-language
pathologist; and Joan resides in Los Altos Hills,
Calif., and does photography for the newspaper and
area schools, as well as family portraits.
The weekend of Nov. 12,2005, saw another
mini-reunion, this time in Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada. Diana and husband Joe traveled to the
“Great White North” to help Wayne Allison cele
brate his 50th birthday. George Zambie 79 also
made the trip, with his wife, Lori, as did Dick
Allison 79 and his wife, Carol Roth ’80 (see pg. 40)Wayne coaches basketball (naturally!) at Sheridan
College in Ontario.
The BIG 5-0 is looming out there for the rest

The wedding of Jeanne Breitmayer '04
and Eric Flowers ’01, July 3 , 2004.
BACK row (L TO r ) Norman Hirschy ’00,
David Lohr ’01, George Morrison, Mark
Parrish, ’04s, Jake Frank ’05;
fourth row

Tom Langworthy ’ 01 , Bryant

Cameron ’05, Jessica Barker ’04, Amy
Baker, Matt Gullatta, ’03s, Erin
McMurray, Kirsten Jaegersen, ’07s,
Becky Wanless ’05, Tiffany Rice ’06;
t h i r d ROW Gene Gault McEvoy ’71,
Melissa Barty '02, Chad Lowe '03,
Meredith Hunter, Jenny Eklund, Susan
Scheaf, 04s, Kate Willaman Gullatta
'03, Naomi Levine ’06, Lauren Gilbert
'05, Deanna Weakland ’06;
Meaghan Abrigg '04, Hester
Baldanza, Katie Ringer, ’03s, Nicole

second row

Hall ’04, Kristin Santose ’06, Heather
Schieda ’ 01, Rachel Renkes ’ 02 ,
Helena laquinta ’06;
front

Ryan Murray, Ginny Reynolds,

Elizabeth Collins, ’02s, groom, bride,
Rebecca Quimby '04, Lisa McMillen,
Melanie Gertz, '05s

pS’ t0° Happy Birthday to everyone! Fellow
Lanut alumni, in honor of us turning 50, Joan
Mosher is planning a Big Chill party later this year!
Bill Stone, of Cedar Rapids, writes that he has
Carried Lynch Dallas lawyer Amy Resner. They are
Md skiers. Bill says he played softball with Supreme
°urt Justice Samuel Alito in Washington, D.C., in
1 e mid-1960s. Last fall Bill told a news reporter
* at Akto, then an attorney with the U.S. Department ofJustice, was “just another guy on the softball
te‘*m, s first baseman with “a good glove and a
good stick.”
£ Linda Baker Berry and husband Ben (former
■°-W. history professor) retired to Tennessee to be
nCtir s*x of their 10 grandchildren. “We were
Ojarried here 41 years ago, and it seemed fitting.
°Pe to visit Woo this summer,” Linda says.

1979
Jennifer Reed Jones
, 21 McClelland Blvd. Joplin, M O 64804
p 17) '81-4215. xojones@aol. com

, aHtricia Mocker Clinker
05 Heritage Cir., Dover, OH 44622
043-6477, trishie007@hotmail.com

. j4st fall Mary Beidler Gearen ventured to Los
I ^geles where she co-produced and directed Before
A ,saPpear, starring Alexandra Billings, at the
^ ry Schreiber Theatre in North Hollywood.
r>ter Deborah Behrens ’80 came to the show, and
0 did Sarah Jane Buck!
sav ri
to a handful o f classmates, you ve been
c0 ,fr°m reading about the drought in Missouri,
oting calories, or my (Jennifer’s) teenage son! I

received an e-mail from Jane Gilbert with a recom
mended book on the latter subject: I Wanna he
Sedated: 30 Writers on Parenting Teenagers (Seal
2005). I’m looking forward to reading it!
Allan Scales from St. Charles, 111., says,
“Howdy! Just wanted to let you know that putting a
note in Wooster actually brings contacts from fellow
’79ers. I had a visit from Jeff Spatz and an e-mail
from Sharon Farmer Schoneman, letting me know
that Steve Schoneman was in Chicago on business
Keep those e-mails coming, to allan@rsainfo.com.”
Sharon Schoneman herself writes, “Steve and I
returned to Ohio in 1995, after 16 years near Philly.
We live in Ashtabula, in the Kingsville area, snowbelt country! Our four children, Rachel (24), Matt
(22), Kate (20), and Dan (17), are quickly leaving
the coop. Steve still has his own business,
Schoneman Inc., doing custom software and meat
company automation. He’s involved in Rotary and a
number of volunteer jobs.
“I’m recovering from many years of teenagers,
working as a substitute teacher at Edgewood Senior
High School, and helping with Steve’s business
when I can. We’ve lost touch with some old Woo
friends and would love to reconnect. Get your
e-mails on the class list! Valentine’s Day 2006
marked 30 years since Steve and my first official
date at Woo. Time flies!”
Erin O’Hara says she ran into David Ward ’82
in October, “He was in Greensboro, N.C., doing the
Marriage ofFigaro with the Greensboro Opera. He
was a wonderful Don Basilio. I got to introduce him
to some local culture. We ran around the state fair
along with some of my Raleigh friends. We have
plans to visit again soon in NYC.”

Carl Shafer left active duty with the Marines
after Desert Storm in 1991 and went back home to
help with the family camping business for several
years in Pennsylvania. He then moved to Vancouver
British Columbia, to mn another camp (Anglican/
Episcopal Church affiliated) and returned to the
Philadelphia area to start the American Helicopter
Museum and Education Center.
In 2000 he moved into financial services and is
now with New York Life. Carl writes, “My interests
include estate planning, business succession, and
personal finances. I also work with nonprofit organi
zations. Though life has had its ups and downs,
including a divorce two years ago, I’m enjoying’
rebuilding it so that I can enjoy my kids, my
community, and new possibilities. I’m so grateful for
contacts and friends across the globe and wish all
my Wooster friends the best. Wooster gave us some
special years. People like Rich and Barb Bell, Ron
Hustwit, Jane Kopas, and others have been, ’are, and
always will be with me in the quiet echoes ever pres
ent in my memory.” Find Carl at 408 W Barnard
St., West Chester, PA 19382.
Tom Himes sends “news from what used to be
The Big Easy,’New Orleans. First, my wife, Buff
son John, and I are all OK post-Katrina. Unfor
tunately, just about everything else in southeast
Louisiana and southern Mississippi is in bad shape
to put it mildly. Our house in Slidell, La., withstood
the foil fory of the storm, with the eye passing right
over our town. Our damage only amounted to miss
ing shingles and downed trees, but most of our
neighbors and 60 percent of our town flooded.
"Randy Wormser lived in New Orleans. His
house was flooded for two weeks-under eight feet

of water. It was a total loss, and Randy pulled up
stakes and moved to Houston.
“I work for Chevron in downtown New
Orleans. Five months after the storm, our staff have
not yet returned. After working out of Houston for
three months, I’m now in a gymnasium, converted
into a sea of cubes, 30 miles north of New Orleans.
Most of the city’s Chevron staff should be back in
our pre-Katrina office by this summer. People from
the impacted area are working together to rebuild,
but it will take years. This hurricane season will be
especially tense, because our levee system won’t yet
be fully repaired. Say a prayer for New Orleans, we
need it!” Reach Tom at THimes@chevron.com.
On a lighter note, Vicki Pritchard and Susan
Shie ’81 are among the artists featured in the 12th
Biennial Artist as Quiltmaker Exhibition at the
FAVA Gallery in Oberlin, Ohio. Presented by the
Firelands Association for the Visual Arts and spon
sored by the Ohio Arts Council and the Embroi
derer’s Guild of Cleveland, the show runs from May
21 to July 29, with a reception and gallery talk on
May 21. Nationally recognized fiber artist Linda
Fowler selected 49 works for the exhibition, one of
the longest-running venues for art quilts in the U.S.

1980
Susan E still
1817 Keller Lake Dr., Burnsville, M N 55306-6378
sestill58@comcast. nee

Don Leake
300 High Gables Dr., Apt. 208, Gaithersburg, M D
20878-7428

Jenny Watson
1551 Oakmount Rtl., South Euclid, O H 44121
jlwatson395@sbcglobal. net

Stanford U Law School recently appointed
Sabrina Johnson to the position of associate dean

for communications and public relations. Sabrina
joined the school in October and oversees media
and public relations, issues and brand management,
and print and web communications. The schools
home page address is www.law.standford.edu.
Sabrina was previously with Amgen, the world’s
largest biotechnology company, where she was
director of global external communications.
See some notes on 1980 classmates in the next
column.

1981 25th Reunion
Lou Ockunzzi
9789 Woodhurst Dr., Strongsville, O H 44149-1375
louockunzzi@yahoo. com

I (Lou) am hearing from folks who are trying to
make my last year as secretary a good one by provid
ing input. For those still waiting, you have one more
chance. Others are letting me know of current
e-mail addresses or just dropping a note. It is great
to hear from folks!
Gretchen Crandall Jahrling is still teaching

elementary school and is married with two kids (13
Jack lives in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, with his
and 11). She reports that life is busy and happy.
wife, Barb, a pharmacist at St. Thomas Hospital,
Reach her at gcrandall@optonhne.net.
and three children. Jessica (19) is a sophomore at
Linda Kelly Loesch reports that Karyn Egeland
Hofstra U, Jason (17) is a senior at Cuyahoga Falls
has a daughter at Wooster, Hailey Wierzbicki ’07.
High School, where he wrestles and plays soccer,
Linda’s daughter, Megan, is 10, and husband John is and Jordan (10) is in the fifth grade. If any Woo
46. (Linda notes that her own age is “not important.”)
folks have aspirations of playing in the NFL, keep
Linda still works in downtown Cleveland at
Jack in mind.
McDonald Investments and can be reached at
LKelly@keybanccm.com.
Julie Funk LaFrance can be reached at
1982
jfunk@mvcds.net. She will be at the reunion in
Barbara Brown
June. We recalled some fun times at the Oktoberfest 21.51 Fairmount A ve., St. Paul, M N 55105
in Munich when we studied together at the Goethe
wishboneandbarb@hotmail.com
Institute. She plans to bring pictures to the reunion
John P. Shafer
and encourages others to do the same. Other folks
6208 Ridge Pond Rd., Apt. F, Centreville, VA
who visited Munich then include Pete Sundman.
20121-4061 ■
Pete says that after years of hearing me beg for
shaJerjp@hotmail. com
news, it was time for him to send something. He
Susan Lancaster Toner
tells of a mini-Wooster reunion last year in Aspen,
11593 Westbury P I, Carmel, I N 46032
Colo, (see photo, pg. 58). The city holds an annual
susan_toner@hotmail. com
“Ruggerfest.” Buck Owen, Pete Murray, Ben
Tim Miller writes that his son, Robert Hugh,
Buckworth, Chip Baker, Jay Baker, ’80s, and Bob
was bom on Jan. 9, a month premature. “His broth
Black ’84 attended, along with Pete. They met at
ers and sisters are overjoyed at the new addition.”
midfield of the rugby pitch and continued from
Tim says that his work in the mines “is increasing in
there for three days. I’m sure some songs and stories
the complexity and pace of operations. New mines
were shared, but Pete also reported some good clean
are planned for the next 30 years of production in
fun, like golfing, hiking, and biking.
coal and in limestone.” Contact him at efairfield@
He sends news of the group. Buck is a teacher
cboss.com.
and wrestling coach in Bethel, Conn. Pete Murray is
a magistrate in the family courts of Cleveland.
Benny just moved to Salt Lake City and works in a
1983
hospital. Chip is in Chattanooga and serves as exec
D ave M artin
utive director of Riverfest, among other things. Jay
6874 Rosedalc Ct., Mason , OH 45040
Baker is a litigating attorney in Denver. Bob Black
dkmboatcr@hotniail. com
is a teacher and swim coach near Rochester, N.Y.
Pete Sundman and Grace Garboushian ’82 have
been married for 22 years and have three children,
1984
Eric (17), Mark (16), and Hannah (12). Pete has
Sue Steinkraus McDaniel
worked at Neuberger Berman for 18 years. He’s
81 W. Church St., Fairport, N Y 14450
responsible for the mutual fund and managed
Mcda nielfive@aol. com
account businesses. He also serves on the College
Lisa Young Page
Board of Trustees and gets back to campus a couple
690 Lanark Ln., Painesville, O H 44077
of times a year. (He says it looks better than ever.)
ljpage@sbcg/obal. net
Grace is a full-time mom but finds time for yoga,
platform tennis (competing at the top bracket in the
state), and golf (with a recent hole-in-one). Pete
1985
reports that life is good. He too is looking forward to
Barry Eisenberg
the reunion. Pete and Grace can be reached at psund- beyesn@aol.com
man@nb.com or gsundman@patmedia.net.
K atie Hopper
Jack Weisensell recently became certified as an
15736 Buena Vista Dr., Rockville, M D 20855-2656
NFLPA player contract adviser and now can repre
k8hop@aol.com
sent NFL players in their team contract negotia
First order of business: We neglected to provide
tions. Jack is still a partner with the Akron law firm
Julia Church Hoffman’s e-mail address in the last
of Bernlohr Wertz LLP, focusing on civil litigation.
issue, and she is eager to hear from Wooster friends.
Jack played offensive guard at Wooster, was a fourWrite to her atjkch@comcast.net.
year starter, All-Ohio Athletic Conference, and
The new year sparked new business ventures for
Academic All-American his senior year. He
many classmates. Kim Patton writes from Cincin
coached at Gilmour Academy and Ohio Northern
nati, “Wooster took Sarah Mortensen Patton ’84
U before becoming licensed to practice law. The
and me to Europe on the Wooster-in-Vienna
highlight of his legal career was arguing and win
program, and now my work is taking me to Asia.
ning a case before the U.S. Supreme Court.
My architectural practice is expanding with a new

office in Beijing. O n a recent trip, I toured the
Forbidden City with 11 people— four o f whom
spoke English and three o f whom graduated from
The College o f Wooster! Small world. If there are
other W ooster grads who work in or travel regularly
t0 China, I would like to here from them at

America Online in Virginia and recendy joined
Intel. “Thankfully, no move was required,” he says.
He and Lorrie Zamiska Greenman ’88 have been
married for 16 years and have three children (Noah,
11, Rachael, 9, and Emma Grace, 2 1/2). “I live
three doors down from Maura Salins Greenman
KPatton@gbbn.com.”
’88, Lorries best friend from college, who married
My husband, Gene, and I had a big year startmy brother.” Reach Eric at EVGreenman@
m8 our own business: custom homes on lakefront
adelphia.net. Carry on, my wayward son.
Property in Wisconsin,” writes Barbara Curran
Speaking of Kansas (an ill-advised pun referenc
Garbaccio. See the houses at HousesInTime.com.
ing an ill-advised rock band, in case you missed it),
Barbara and her family live in the suburbs of
Angela Hubler, an associate professor of women’s ’
Chicago, where they moved from Denver three
studies at Kansas State U, took over as acting direc
years ago. “Our girls, Mia (9) and Gabriella (6), are
tor of the women’s studies program last August. “I
doing great, with the usual piano lessons and Girl
have a lot of ideas for program development, but
Scouts. I still teach dance to kids and fitness classes
paperwork (course schedules, catalog changes, etc.)
to adults,” Barbara reports. With a master’s degree
and answering inane e-mails sucks up most of my
Wdance, she coedited a book, The Timeless Body
time,” she laments. “My research has gone out the
Fitness and Wellness System.
window.” Angela’s research involves feminist theory,
Patrick Lauber says he’s “discovering everyadolescent literature, and girls as readers. She and
thing-you-always-wanted-to-know-but-wereher husband, Tim Dayton, an associate professor of
ffiraid-to-ask about paint.” He’s working to grow the English at Kansas State, have two sons. “Tim’s on
Harrison Paint Company in Canton, Ohio. After
sabbatical, taking up the slack at home, and getting
graduation Patrick spent four years with Rubber
lots written on his new book, while I still haven’t
finished my first,” says Angela. “Send your inane
maid and earned an M.B.A. from Case Western
e-mails to me at ahubler@ksu.edu,” she adds.
reserve U. “I’ve spent the past 20 years or so as the
°tvner/operator of several small manufacturing busi
Michael Sheridan lives in Dresden, Ohio, with
his daughter, Kyle Ann (14). He teaches physical
nesses,” he says. Patrick and wife Jen keep busy
education at Frazeysburg Intermediate and
following the exploits of son Christian (14) and
Elementary Schools and is an assistant varsity boy’s
aughter Mackenzie (12)—not to mention four
cats>three ponies, two dogs, and two hermit crabs in high school basketball coach atTri Valley High
School. Mike earned an M.A. in health, physical
p e 9uaint village of Zoar (in Tuscarawas County).”
education, and recreation from Ohio State U and a
atrick would love to hear from friends at plauber@
Ph D. in sport psychology at Capella U in Minnea
darrisonpaint.com.
Two years ago, we moved to New Jersey for the polis. Over his 20-year career, Mike has held
numerous coaching (basketball, cross country, and
f dtd time,” says Jane Budd Maloney. “We can’t
mern t° escape! I’m currendy at home with my three golf) and administrative positions at the collegiate
(Denison U, Ohio Dominican U, and Davis &
children (ages 10, 8, and 6) and spend afternoons as
Elkins College) and secondary school levels.
e*t chauffeur.”Jane finds the term “stay-at-home
Dave Rlioad has lived in Wooster since gradua
m°m a misnomer. “I am in my fifth year as a Girl
tion and continues to reside there with sons Andy
cout leader and now organize Scouts within my
and Michael. He just started a new job with
Sjds school. I also co-chair a couple of ParentWooster Community Hospital as marketing
eacher Organization events and spend more time
manager. Friends headed to Wooster can reach him
I11my kids’ classrooms.”Jane also joins her siblings
at davidrhoad@sssnet.com.
!n Managing Cape Cod rental cottages that have
“I just want to say one word to you—just one
een in her family since the 1950s.
word—plastics.’’This famous line from the 1967
g Kast year, when visiting her brother in the
film The Graduate recently hit close to home for me
eattle area, Jane enjoyed a wonderful afternoon
(Barry). In January I began a new job as director of
m‘th Beth Mabel Fraser. “While I have made great
communications and marketing for the Society of
riends in all of the places I’ve lived since Wooster,
the Plastics Industry Inc., a trade association. Mean
fne writes, “my afternoon with Beth reminded me
while, Katie is enjoying her seventh year as the
^ at no one quite knows me the way my Wooster
seventh and eighth grade English and literature
ler>ds do...so I plan to try very hard to make it
teacher at Christ Episcopal School in our home
f°r our 25th reunion.” Write to Jane at
town of Rockville, Md. Her job enables her to be
J roaloney@optonline.net.
j, . *ou would have to be persistent to keep track of home when our daughter, Emma (13), and son
Aaron (8), return home from school. Each school
;j r,c f'reenman's whereabouts over the years. Since
year culminates in Katie guiding her students
^Parting Wooster in 1985, he has lived in Virginia,
through an annual Shakespeare performance. This
q 10’ Illinois, Tennessee (twice), Texas, and
^ e°rgia. ‘Most of that moving about was while I ^ year it’s The Tempest. In February we were filled
with pride as Emma had her Bat Mitzvah, and we
^ as eroployed with Philips Electronics for 10 years,
celebrated with family and friends. Finally, if anyone
explains. Eric spent the last six years working for
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Watch out, Woody Allen, a new filmmaker
is on the rise. Nancy Hartley Membrez,
professor of Spanish literature and digital’video
production at the U of Texas-San Antonio
wrote, produced, and directed her first feature
film, Portrait in Sepia Tone. With help from her
students, Membrez 72 turned the university’s
studio into a full-fledged movie set. To their
delight, she also used her students as actors
Portrait in Sepia Tone is based on a story
from Membrez’s family history, though the
setting and names are different. The film begins
in 1965 when two sisters discover old photo
graphs at the Texas home of their grandmother,
who then spins a tale of love and betrayal in old
San Antonio. The story combines romance and
mystery, ending with unimaginable conse
quences for the family.
Membrez founded Point at the Moon
Production Inc., inspired by the Buddhist
proverb, “Point at the moon and the fool looks
at your finger.” “In writing screenplays,” she says
“I aspire to combine the best of Hollywood film’
of the ’30s-’40s with the best of contemporary
European and Latin American film—with
passion, beauty, and poetry in images and words.”
The College of Wooster sparked an interest
both in other cultures and in drama for Membrez.
A Spanish major, she spent a semester in Madrid
and wrote her I.S. on Alfonso Sastre, a Spanish
playwright.
Working with the actors was the best part of
this project, Membrez says. The completed film
will go to festivals, with Sundance at the top of
the list.
V
Membrez will stay with her tenured day job,
but the actors have a different agenda. They
want to get noticed in Hollywood. “I won’t be
able to afford them on my next movie,”
Membrez laughs.
Kate Carden '06

The classroom studio that served as the set for Portrait in
bepia Tone, a new film by Nancy Membrez.
p h o to Nancy Membrez
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The wedding of Shazia Khan '98
and Michael Dalichau '97, Sept. 23, 2005
( l t o r ) Aditya Rege '96, bride, groom,
Nadir Khan '98, Heather Mroczkowski '96

at r i g h

A Woo mini-reunion in Ocean

City, Md., last summer. (L t o

r)

Dave

Gildersleeve, Kerry Petersen,
Andi Engel, Matt Dreyfus, '03s

has contact information for Cara Marcy, let us
on concept, aesthetic quality, and technical
know. Katie would like to get in touch with her.
achievement, as one of 100 from a field of 2,429
Jennifer Burrows Landefeld and family offi
entries representing 63 countries. The selections
cially moved, after 16 years in Turtle Creek, Pa. She will be jointly published later this year by The
explains, “Though we spent two years in California, Corning Museum of Glass and the German
we hadnt sold the house in Pennsylvania, partly
periodical Neues Glas (New Glass). The New
because both of our companies were based in
Glass Review is arguably the biggest competition
Pittsburgh, bringing us back to town fairly regu
in the art glass world. Being included puts Amy
larly. We’re still in Pennsylvania, just eight miles
side by side with the upper echelon of the
east of our old home. We live in a 207-year-old
world’s glass artists.
stone house that was the second inn and first
Magnified is made of 80 glass pieces, and each
general store on the Greensburg to Pittsburgh
of those pieces is composed of 15 carefully cut and
Pike, now known as the Historic Lincoln
ground pieces of specially-produced glass. Four
Highway.
firings for each of the 80 pieces were necessary for
The house is listed on the National Register
form and shape.
of Historic Places and is loaded with history and
We hope to see many of you on campus during
charm. Gordon (4) was thrilled to find a trap
Alumni Weekend, June 8-11.
door to the basement. Once renovations are
complete, he’ll be able to show off the original
walk-in kitchen fireplace that would work
1987
admirably for floo powder travel (for all you
Lisa D im ent Panepento
Harry Potter fans). There’s even a hidden stair
4130 Mallard Way, Wooster, OH 44691
way. We have newfound sense of history, as the
LPanepento@wooster.edu
main structure dates from the tenure of John
Timothy Austin, timothy.d.austin@us.army.mil,
Adams, the second U.S. President. We welcome
recently accepted an active duty position with the
folks to look us up and tour our piece of U.S. and
U.S. Army Reserve near Denver, Colo. He says,
Pennsylvania history. Our new address is 11029
My wife and I moved to Denver from Connecticut
Old Trail Rd., North Huntingdon, PA 15642.”
m September and are setding in nicely. I would
love to hear from the many old friends from Woo
of whom I have lost track after lo, these many
1986 20th Reunion
years. Due to a tour in Kuwait and another in Iraq,
Peter Anderson
I missed my share of reunions, homecomings, etc.”
15336 Faysmith Ave., E l Co mi no Village, CA
Karen Melech Gillooly and her family moved
90249-3914
to Shaker Heights last summer. Karen started a
pdimderson3@aol. com
new job last June with Adoption Network
Charles Ryan
Cleveland (she previously served on the networks
1302 Ridge Rd., Laurel Hollow, N Y 11791
board of trustees). She joins Kate Schantz ’98,
Charles. RyantiPfrx. corn
who is on the Adoption Network’s staff as a
Charles Buchwald sends the news that his
program associate.
wife, glass sculptor Amy Wierman Buchwald,
In January Bryan Gillooly began as the exec
was selected for inclusion in the 2006 New Glass
utive director of Bellaire-Puritas Community
Review, a worldwide competition held by the
Development Corp. in Cleveland. “Our family cele
Corning Museum of Glass in New York, show
brated our 14th Thanksgiving with Paul Holter and
casing the best in new glass art. An impressive
Connie Kier, 86s, and their family,” Karen notes.
jury selected Amy s sculpture, Magnified, based
Reach her at gilloolyfamily@sbcglobal.net.

1988
Deb Celinski
6890 Talbot Dr., Parma, O H 44129-5410

Cathy Campbell Wright
40 Maplewood Dr., Athens, O H 45701
catcwright@ynboo. com

Scot Mellor was nominated and honored as a
“good neighbor,” according to the Indianapolis Star.
Scot lives with his wife and three children in
Indianapolis. He works as the director of athletics
for the high school and middle school at the
International School of Indiana. Scot says that “the
excitement of being at a new school with new chal
lenges and tremendous potential to make a differ
ence” is his favorite thing about the job.
Judy Rich Hardt writes. “Last August I moved
with my husband, Chris, and children, Thomas
(8) and Madeleine (5), from Hudson, Ohio, to
Lausanne, Switzerland (near Geneva). We’ve been
settling in and working on our French but find time
to enjoy the scenery, the well-made but little-known
Swiss wine, and plenty of biking and skiing.” When
Judy wrote, she was looking forward to “our Key
West adventure (see pg. 42) and then heading to
Torino, Italy, with my family for the 2006 Winter
Olympics. She continues, “We’d love to hear from
anyone in this area or near Hilton Head, S.C.,
which is now our U.S. home base and where we’ll
spend the summer. Our e-mail isjhardt4@aol.com.”
Michael and Carrie McGraw Johnson happily
report that Cade McGraw Johnson was bom on
Apr. 1, 2004, joining sisters Margaret “Maggie” Jane
(9) and Nora Elizabeth (6). The family is in their
sixth year in the Little Rock, Ark., area. Michael is
still in sales with IBM, and Carrie “stays home”
with the children when not running around with
volunteering, ESL tutoring, or juggling the sched
ules for all three little ones. “E-mail us if yall’ are in
the area, she says. Carrie’s e-mail is esltch@aol.corn>
and Michael’s is mjjohn@us.ibm.com.
John Mead, john_mead2001@yahoo.com, is
acting in Los Angeles and has landed a commercial
contract with Sony for Playstation2 NBA ’06
basketball. John’s four years of varsity basketball
came in handy for shooting these commercials.

He plays Billy Joe Cuthbert. Visit the Web site,
daughter Ada Miriam, who joins siblings Hilary,
^ww.dontbethenext.com, and click on Billy Joe
1990
Benjamin, Isaac, Lilah, Owen, and Clara. Ada
Shireen Behzadi Hollingsworth
Cuthbert.
was born on June 28, 2005, at home. Kevin and
897 Bonnie Brae L n. , Bolingbrook, IL 60440-1130
John has parts in three upcoming movies—
his family reside in Louisville, Ky., where he
Stephanie Zachary
and Texas, with Charles Durning and Steve
works as a derivatives analyst at Aegon.
3411 Brookdale A ve . , Cleveland\ OH 44134-2226
Harris; The Last Run, with Fred Savage and Amy
Victor DeMarco has lived in Manhattan since
Daniel Radvansky
Adams; and Little Athens, with Michael Pena, Jorge
1993 and works in the international tax services
1340 N. Crescent Heights Blvd., Apt. 4, West Hollywood,
‘trcia, and DJ Qualls. He appeared at the NBA
department for Ernest & Young LLR He and Iris
CA 90046-4532
'Vi-star Game in Houston in February for Sony
have been married for 10 years and have a son
wooster90@fun iaz. com
laystation2 NBA ’06. He adds, “I root for and
Victor Jr. (7).
I (Stephanie Zachary) am one of your class
ollow the Wooster hoops team, checking the Scot
Daphne Daugherty Cody was installed as
secretaries, elected during our 15th reunion last
online sports pages weekly.”
the pastor of St. Elisabeth’s Episcopal Church in
June. Those of you who couldn’t make it, you really
Nine ’88ers celebrated their 40th birthday year
Glencoe, 111., on Jan. 22. Having come from
missed something—it was a blast! Were looking
Mth a trip to Key West in early February. See them
being the associate at a larger parish, she notes
forward
to our 20th reunion, and hope more of you
pictured on pg. 42.
that it is quite an adjustment both to be the main
can make it. If you have any suggestions or ideas,
Barb McAninch McMullen lives in Ann Arbor
pastor and to be in a smaller congregation (50
please feel free to send them to us!
^ith husband Matt and two boys, Shaun (10) and
households). Her husband, Jason ’91, sings in the
Thesecretaries are responsible for writing the
^ ec (6), doing Web development. “I think about
choir, so daughters Claire (9) and Mae (7) sit in
Class
Notes section in Wooster. In order to do this
my days at Wooster, living at Holden and Comp
the pew on their own. They are doted on by the
we need to hear from YOU! Please take a few ' ’
ton, and wonder how everyone is doing. I think of
whole parish. The rectory, built in 1914, is being
minutes to send a quick update about what’s been
y°u HI! Find Barb at be.mcmullen@gmail.com.
renovated, and then the Codys will move in. For
happening in your life since you graduated from
Aline Roberts-Heiser writes, “Since 1997 I’ve
now, they live in their own house in Lake Forest
Woo (or since the last time you wrote). New job?
con working as a freelance illustrator of devotionals not far away. Any Wooster people in Chicago
New home? A recent trip? New family members?
^nd educational curriculum. This year I launched a
who want to come and hear Daphne preach,
Mini-reunion
with old college buddies? New e-mail
services
are
at
8
and
10
a.m.
eb site that contains published works, links, and
address? Classmate sightings?
tidbits from my portfolio, www.alinelheiser.com. I’m
Living in Ann Arbor since 1990, Paul Potts
When I took over this position, I received
e*cited about it and about being able to work in my
married Grace Benjamin in 2001. They have two
several different lists of e-mail addresses. It has
rria J o r (fine art) and minor (education) for all these
children, Isaac Augustine (11) and Veronica Ruth
taken many hours and days to compile them all into
7ears. Thanks, College of Wooster!”
(15 mos.). Paul works as a senior software engi
one unified list. Some people have a few different
neer for Lectronix Inc.
After 16 years in New York City, Shareen
addresses. If you prefer not to receive Class of’90
ertel and her husband, Donald Swinton, moved
Tina Aiko Schaefer is the executive director of a
e-mails at a certain address or you have an alternate
to
Connecticut in 2004. Shareen is an assistant nonprofit political group working to end poverty.
address that you prefer, please let us know.
She lives in Seatde, Wash., with her husband, Tom
Professor of political science and human rights at
Jennifer Horn Bonner earned a doctor of phar
Geiger, and their children, Isaiah (3) and Naomi (5
j. c H of Connecticut. Donald has taken a hiatus
macy
degree from the U of Maryland in 2003 and is
mos.). Tina would love to hear from old friends at
r°m journalism to rehab the home they purchased
working on a Ph.D. in pharmaceutical sciences at
aiko@povertyaction.org.
u* in 1726, complete with barns and lots of
the U of Pittsburgh.
Mike Schmitz and his wife, Kaye, are the
'v°ods) and to take care of their daughter, Jo (14
Davina Perl Beacham, davinaperl@yahoo.com
proud parents of Tyler (8 mos.). They live in
^es-). Yes, there’s another Chinese daughter in the
writes,
“Hal and I live in Dover, Mass. Hal is a
Westlake, Ohio, where Mike has a solo law prac
°oster fold: Shareen and Donald adopted
money manager at UBS, and I am many things,
tice. He’s working on a book. Mike says his hobby
l°sePhine Li Qin Swinton in Guangdong, China,
including a mother to two great kids, Brad (8) and
is sleep!
,ast August, at eight months old. She is bright and
George (6). I am an artist and am writing a book on
Starting this fall, Kathy Davis Patterson will
aPPy, walking everywhere and into everything.
raising
kids with ADHD and other alphabet disor
be a tenured associate professor of English at
each the family at shareen.hertel@uconn.edu.
ders. In September Edward Hallowell, the author of
Kent State U-Tuscarawas.
Rob ’85 and Becky Sturpe Hatfield live in the
Driven to Distraction (Touchstone, 1994), invited
Susan Pedott is an endodontist in private
jyj °oresvillc/Lakc Norman area, north of Charlotte,
me to be his success story’on The Today Show’It
practice
in
Bethlehem,
Pa.
She
writes,
“I
have
no
■C. Becky says, “Our son, Sam (6), is the joy of
was quite a thrill.”
children. Instead I have six cats and a dog. My
°Ur lives. He really lives for NASCAR and our two
favorite activity outside of work is playing with
Ustralian shepherd puppies. After traveling the
my iPod. I have over 10,000 songs in my library
p °.e Hst year to places like Tokyo, Hong Kong,
1991 15"-Reunion
so far. I like to make mixes, I have over 100.
j,aris>and Budapest with IBM Business Consulting
Don Campbell
I let my patients pick the music they would like
^erVices, I am starting a new position as a senior
2316 20th St. NW, Apt. 1 , Washington D C
to listen to while they have their root canal done.
■net,onal consultant with Hewitt Associates—
20009-1412
It relaxes them and makes my job easier and
a &n'ficantly less travel. Rob remains self-employed
dcampbdl@fec.gov
more enjoyable.”
^ :t Corr>mercial real estate appraiser. We’d love to
Katie Jones McClelland
Michael Trimmer writes, “After playing
ear from friends at hatfieldbecky@aim.com.
1263 Circle Dr., Arbutus , M D 21227
professional basketball throughout Europe (in
new: katievjones@aim. com
Switzerland, Sweden, Portugal, Luxemburg, and
Karin Bickell Watanabe moved to Tokyo
1989
Ireland) from 1992-2005, I’ve decided to make
Japan,
with her husband and daughter, Sally (6)
^efh i'
Ireland my home. I have worked for the Irish
l9 Ka*npmeier Palmer
for three years for her husband’s job. They enjoy
Central
Bank
since
2004
and
recently
transferred
0 Northwest B lv d , Columbus, OH 43212
life there and hope to travel as much as possible.
[6/^1
to the Irish Financial Regulator. I work in the
°->~2276, c<iikamp@hotmaiLcom
Sally is in first grade at the American School in
securities
and
exchange
supervision
department.”
°bin and Kevin Weiss announce the birth of
lokyo. Their new address is #308 Yoyogi Terrace
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Apartments, 1-32-27 Tomigaya, Shibuya-ku Tokyo
151-0063.
Yalman Onaran, yalman@compuserve.com,
moved back to the U.S. after 10 years in Turkey
as bureau chief of Bloomberg News. Yalman is
writing about Wall Street banks in NYC for
Bloomberg.

1992
Kathleen Quinn
241 Johns H ill Rd., Highland Heights, K Y 41076
new: KQuinn92@alumnimaiLwooster.edu

Lora Koenig Heller is looking to reconnect
with Ben Manyindo and would love to hear from
other Wooster pals at info@mybabyfmgers.com.

1993
Charlie Gal!
1030 Larkin St., Apt. 12, San Francisco, CA 94109
charlesgall@hotmail. com

Kim Remley
21 Woodhridge Road, North Andover, M A 08145
kimandstevel @comcast. net

Ann Schmitz Fisher volunteered at Super
Bowl XL in Detroit! She writes, “Along with
around 8,000 metro-area residents, I pitched in
to help Detroit shine for this year’s game. There
was a lot of hype beforehand about how having
Detroit host was a mistake. The focus was on
urban blight, violence, lack of amenities, and the
cold. I believe we proved them wrong. Reports
during and following the Super Bowl were posi
tive. Nearly 200 faculty, staff, and students from
the U of Detroit-Mercy volunteered during the
week-long activities. It was a lot of fun, and I
was glad to do my part.”
Betsy Albright, the recipient of a Fulbright
fellowship, is living in Budapest, Hungary, work
ing on a Ph.D. dissertation on the transnational
management of the Danube River. When she is
not hanging out at the thermal baths or drinking
cups of cappuccino at coffee houses, Betsy might
be found working on her dissertation. She keeps
in close contact with her friends back in
Durham, N.C. (where she is a student at Duke
U), including Jennifer Coffman, Meredith
Busby, and Marc deBree. Betsy also talks
frequently with Jeanne Lackamp, who’s doing a
residency in psychiatry in Iowa City. Betsy would
love to hear from you at eaa8@duke.edu. Or
check out her blog at
halbrightfulbright.blogspot.com.
Justin ’94 and Cally Haserot Kayal welcomed
Tess Linda on Oct. 29, 2005. She joins brother
Jack (2 1/2). Cally writes, “We’re thrilled to have
a matched set and are adjusting to life in the
suburbs, having moved out of New York City
about a year ago.” E-mail the family at
allyz@optonline.net.
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1994
Sara Kerewich-Taylor
60 Bayside Ave., Oyster Bay, N Y 11771
SktaylordPopton line, net

I (Brad) want to hear from all of you. You want
to hear from all of you. Our class notes could use a
little more “oomph.” Get out those keyboards and
send me some info. Your classmates are listening...

Jessica Amburgey-Ryan
32443 Briarwood Dr., North Ridgeville, OH 44039
Ryanjs@hotmail.com

1996 10th Reunion

Stephen S. Nichols

Michelle Perrigo

341 Stevens Ave., Wooster, OH 44691
Nicho/s_l 45@vahoo. com

2114 Sunnyside Dr., Apt: C19,Kalamazoo, M I 49048
meesch@stratos. net

On Nov. 15, 2005, Jessica Amburgey Ryan and
Kevin Ryan were thrice blessed—with triplets!

Andrew Vellenga

Jessica writes, “Eleanor Grace, Olivia Kathryn, and
Jack Harrison were born prematurely, spent about
four weeks in NICU, and came home around
Christmas. All are strong and healthy, despite their
early birth. Taking care of triplets is a huge chal
lenge but worth every moment! We have had little
time for anything else. I have taken a leave of
absence from work and from my doctoral program,
with the hope of returning in a few years. Kevin
continues with his private law practice. We’re
already trying to figure out how to send three kids
to Wooster! Hope they go along with our plans.”
Send congratulations to ryanjs@hotmail.com.
The photo of Woo folks at the September
wedding of Sandy Eyre and Stephen Nichols
appears on page 39.

1995
Bradley “Brad" Dixon
3869 Marburg Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45209
ppageno@aol. com

The Department of Consumer and Regulatory
Affairs in Washington, D.C., announced the
appointment of Eric Rogers as the department’s
advisory neighborhood liaison this past December.
Eric is responsible for coordinating DCRA services
with the advisory neighborhood commissions.
Brothers Warren Cham-a-koon and John
Michael Cham-a-koon, tennis players from Great
Falls, Mont., went head to head in a best-of-three
exhibition on Jan. 1, and Warren took the victory.
At Wooster, Warren earned an All-American honor,
and last summer he advanced to the semifinals of a
major tournament and earned runner-up at a tour
nament held in his hometown of Cincinnati. When
he’s not playing competitive tennis, Warren tends to
his painting business.
AU Booher Chann returned from the Ukraine in
October with her new son, William Arthur Chann.
She writes, “Will (3) loves to sing, make music, and
make people laugh. He is adjusting well and learning
English quickly. Aubrey is the proud big sister—she
is all of 2 1/2 months older than he. They have a lot
of fan together, which is great. It is an adjustment to
go from one to two, and going from one three-yearold to two three-year-olds makes it more interesting,
especially when one of them speaks Russian.”You
can hear all about their adventures by dropping Ali a
line at alichann@yahoo.com.

7510-11 Cove Point Dr., Raleigh, N C 27613
vellengaae@4mcd. usme. mil

Aditya Rege moved to London from Frankfurt,
Germany. “If there are any Wooster alumni in
London, it would be great to meet up. I can be
reached at Aditya.Rege@ncr.com.” Aditya attended
a true Wooster wedding in September. Michael
Dalichau ’97 tied the knot with Shazia Khan ’98 at
a ceremony in Selmun Casde, Malta (see photo, pg.
54). Aditya and Nadir Khan ’98 played groomsmen
and Heather Mroczkowski was a bridesmaid.
In February Derek and Katie Hamm
Longbrake moved to Ellwood City, Pa., where
Derek is the pastor of Bell Memorial Presbyterian
Church. Derek graduated last May with an M.Div.
from Louisville Presbyterian Seminary, and Katie
graduated in Dec. 2004 from Louisville with a
master’s in marriage and family therapy. Two weeks
later, son Aaron Griffith was born. “He is a joy to
us,” Katie says, “and I’ve decided to stay home with
him for a while. We’re looking forward to being at
the reunion.” Derek’s e-mail is dereklongbrake@
juno.com and Katie’s is klongbrake@gmail.com.
Their new address is 600 Line Ave., Ellwood City,
PA 16117.
On Aug. 16, 2005 Lavonne Urban Speicher
and husband Rob welcomed their first child, Jacob
Leonard. Lavonne says, “He’s got his mom’s red hair
and the temperament to go with it!” Lavonne owns
and runs a marketing company, Advanced
Marketing Solutions, and is enjoying being a mom.
She gets lots of great tips from other Wooster moms
like Kate McNeece and Amy Triplett, who each
have two kids. She also stays in touch with Julaine
Weber ’97, who’s loving life in Phoenix and is a
great “aunt” to Jacob. Lavonne would love to hear
from any Wooster alums, especially from the Classes
of’96 and ’97. Drop her a line, lurban@hotmail.com
or marketing@advancedmkt.net.
Save the dates, June 8-11, 2006, our 10th
reunion! Check the alumni Web site for details.

1997
Suzanne M. Fletcher
727 North Nevada Ave., A pt: 1, Colorado Springs, CO
80903
siouxjletch@yahoo. com

Sarah Walton and John Puente moved to
Rochester, N.Y., last August. Sarah started a Ph.D.
program in human development at the U of

,

The wedding of Marshall Buckley '04
and Karolina Buzniak, Aug. 27, 2005.
<l t o r ) Dave Massey, Robert Molnar,
Danny George, Nick Harmon, '04s,
bride, groom, Ted Bennion, Mike Mrozik,
Peter Durbin, Jeff Kozak, '04s

°chester. She’d love to hear from Woo pals .
Andrea Alien-Morris updates us on both
erself and her husband, Greg Morris. Andrea
''rites: “We live in Madison, Ohio. We had our first
j' *ld, a little boy, Allen Gregory, on July 24, 2005.
y husband has his own physical therapy practice
1,1Mentor. We would love to hear from classmates
^ andreaa8@adelphia.net or agmphysicaltherapy@
tocglobal.net.”
Susie Wittstock Dalzell wrote earlier this
*Pring: I Was married on Oct. 1 in Columbus,
hio, to William Dalzell. Wil recendy graduated
j,r°m taw school and entered the U.S. Air Force as a
,'r)t lieutenant in their JAG program. We’ll move to
Mildenhall near Cambridge, England, in
Prd. 111leave behind my position as managing
■tor of Ohio State U’s faculty and staff newspaper
a regular freelance gig with Columbus Monthly. I
°Pe to find work in the writing field for the three
^ ars Aat we’ll be in England. I’d love to hear from
r,ends at susan.dalzell@gmail.com.”
0k- *lana ^“ee Korley recently joined the U of
■cago Hospitals and Health System as assistant
j neral counsel. Her new position entails providing
Jty'to-day operational advice to the hospital. Reach
Iana at tiana.korley@uchospitals.edu.
Ql ^ (Sue Fletcher) traveled back to Ohio for the
s lr,srrnas hohdays and was delighted to spend
u aie tiroe with Aaron Skrypski and Jesse Elmore.
an'?1 lre (’irttiering their education, at Cornell U
l the Art Institute of Pittsburgh, respectively. It
Seen more than a year since I had seen Aaron,
his ^ WaS Sreat to see his face instead ofjust hear
s v°ice over the telephone! The weather in Denver

was extremely mild this winter, and the mountains
just kept getting more snow.. .perfect ski weather! If
you’re in the area or thinking about coming through,
drop me a line at siouxfletch@yahoo.com!
Jennifer Schupska married Solomon Foster in
2004. In the Woo photo (pg. 44), Susan Wittstock
is holding a cell phone—Kristen Demaline ’99 was
calling and wanted to be in the picture!

1998
Terrence Heubert
618 E St. NE, #9. Washington, D C 20002-5250

Sally Thelen
woosterclassofl 998@yahoo.com

Lauren Snyder Schneski is in her second year
of veterinary school at Tufts U. Reach her at
lauren.schneski@tufts.edu.
For David and Anna Styers-Barnett, 2005 was
“a whirlwind year!” Anna writes, “On Mar. 27 we
welcomed our daughter, Gillian Hope. A mere six
weeks later, David earned a Ph.D. in physical chem
istry from the U of North Carolina-Chapel Hill,
and we moved to Oak Ridge, Tenn. David started a
postdoctoral position at Oak Ridge National Lab.
I’m enjoying staying home with our increasingly
mobile daughter and finishing writing portions of a
book for my previous employer in North Carolina.
Drop us a line at stybar@comcast.net.”
After nearly eight years in the work world, a few
’98ers are shaking up their jobs. Paige Stanton,
<telumee@yahoo.com>, announces that she has
formally entered the corporate world. Paige is
“chained to a technical editing/linguist desk” at the

Airbus headquarters outside ofToulouse, France. (If
one is going to be chained to a desk, France is as
good a place as one can hope for.) Paige reports that
the cafeteria food is excellent. “I would love to hear
from you, and I promise to do my best to ensure
your air safety.”
Patrick Kreider, patrick_kreider@hotmail.com,
and his wife, Amanda, have shed the shackles of
corporate employment for the “paranoid uncertainty
of the small business world.”The couple recently
moved to Granville, Ohio, to take over Heidi’s
Greenhouse. If you’re in the area, stop by and pick
up a bunch of daisies, or check out their Web site
heidisgreenhouse.com.
Another green thumb, Elizabeth Wiemels,
ewiemels@hotmail.com, spends her time farming.
When not working the land, she enjoys Latin danc
ing—we didn’t know Latin dance was so popular on
the farms of America! Elizabeth reports that she
doesn’t have a lot of time to check e-mail but would
love to hear from everyone anyway.
Another Latin dance and gardening enthusiast,
Matt Scott, matthewscott@comcast.net, has
returned to Ann Arbor after spending five months
in sunny Santa Barbara, CA, where his partner,
Michael, was teaching. Matt works at the U of
Michigan’s Matthei Botanical Gardens/Nichols
Arboretum. His main focus is the Appalachian
garden there. (I, Terry, don’t remember Matt being
able to keep plants alive when we were roommates1)
Also reporting from the Wolverine State Bill
Dewar, b.Hcdewar@yahoo.com, was appointed as an
assistant voHeybaU coach at Central Michigan U. It
seems that nobody clued BiU in that the Michigan
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at l t f t

Zeta Phi Gammas in New York

City on New Year's Eve.

b ac k h o w

( l to r )

Ashley Merydith '06, Nicole Greene,
Abby Johnson, '05s; middlt Maria Streng
'05, Molly Spirer, Katie Stainbrook, Lari
Meyer, '04s;

front

Martha Huiskamp 05,

Alison Inderfurth 06, Kaite Ross 0 5
at r i g h t

( l to r )

At Ruggerfest in Aspen.

Ben Buckworth '80, Bob Black '84,

Peter Sundman '81, Chip Baker ’80,
Robert Owen '81, Jay Baker '80,
Peter Murray ’81

winter wouldn’t be as nice and beautiful as sunny,
warm Los Angeles.
We hear that Scott Walker is finishing grad
school at the Boston Architectural Center. He
works at CSP Architects, which specializes in
aquarium design and exhibit renovation. Find
him at swalkerl7@hotmail.com.
Congratulations to Sarah Morron Wright,
sarahjane98@comcast.net, and her husband,
Matt. They recently had their first child, Thomas
Franklin. The happy family resides in Nashville,
where Sarah works for the attorney general.
I (Terry) ran into Kirsten Shriver DeLambo
when she was visiting a mutual friend in D.C.
Kristen and I didn’t really remember each other at
all but enjoyed sharing Wooster memories and
gossip. Kristen lives in Cleveland Heights with
her husband and stepson. She’s now a big fancy
Ph.D. in psychology and has been in private
practice for a year. Find her at
drdelambo@yahoo.com.
Another smartie, Hilary Teynor, hateynor@
wisc.edu, is on the verge of earning a Ph.D. in
English from the U of Wisconsin. She has
accepted the position of assistant professor in
British literature at the U of WisconsinMarathon County in Wausau. After eight years
of studying, Hilary says that she’s ready for the
wild and crazy professor life. She is excited about
this move, since the town has many outdoor
recreational activities.
And now the news that you live for: News
About Us (Terry and Sally)! Terry traveled to
Detroit to cheer the Pittsburgh Steelers on to
Super Bowl XL victory. This was pretty exciting,
as the Steelers finally have a championship that
he can remember. Sally recently started teaching
ESL to international students at the U of Buffalo.
(It’s sort of frightening that Sally is in control of
these new English speakers’ vocabularies. One
can only imagine what she’s teaching them!)
Write soon because all the “kewl” kids are doing
it and you should too.
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Deborah Krudwig Gutowski
1111 Churchill Rd„ Lyndburst, O H 44124
Woostcrl999@aol.com

DivyaThadani sent a class notes column all her
own! Here is what she’s been up to: “I graduated
from the Tuck School of Business last year. I’m back
in Manhattan and working in the internal strategy
group for the J. M. Huber Corp. It’s a fascinating
job and great to be back in the big city. I often see
James Pilachowski and Anthony Hamberg '98,
who live and work nearby. I can be reached at
dthadani@
yahoo.com.
“I traveled a ton over the last year and had a
chance to catch up with several Wooster folks. I
visited Sarah “Sadie” Fenske in Arizona in April.
Sadie is stirring up all kinds of trouble as a writer
for the Phoenix New Times. She’s still bragging
about the fact that one of her stories was recently
included in an anthology!
“In Phoenix we hung out with the always hilari
ous Sam Tam. He is getting an M.B.A. atThunderbird U and having a blast.
“In August I traveled to Portland, Ore., for the
200-mile Hood to Coast relay and caught up with
Sarah Kruse, who is now Dr. Sarah Kruse and
works as an economist for Ecotrust. Two months
later, I made it out to Arizona again to spend a
weekend in Sedona, hiking and drinking with Sadie
and Kami Marquardt Dolney. Kami is doing well,
living in one of the Cleveland hurbs. She’s the
marketing director for one of the region’s top brew
eries, Great Lakes Brewing Company.
“In November I was back in India for a couple
of weeks to visit family and attend Amrita
Bhandari’s wedding—a week-long extravaganza in
Mumbai. Amrita and her husband, Amit Aggarwal,
live in New York. She is the CFO of Katzenbach
Partners LLP, a management consulting firm.”
Jim and Rachel Evans Hicks have enjoyed
life in sunny Phoenix for the last six and a half
years but planned to move to Chengdu, China, in

the late spring with their two kids, Collin (3) and
Jacqueline (8 mos.). Rachel explains, “We’re joining
Food for the Hungry (FH), an international
Christian relief agency. We’re part of a start-up
team doing community development work in an
impoverished area and starting a program to bring
American college students there to study and serve
the poor. Since FH’s partnership in Chengdu is
with the local city government, Jim will be the
government relations specialist—a liaison between
FH, the city of Chengdu, and the City of Phoenix,
which is an official sister city of Chengdu and
Jim’s employer. I will continue to be a stay-at-home
mom and will assist with the academic program.
We are excited to get back overseas and to learn
Mandarin! (The kids will probably pick it up
sooner than we will.) Contact us at
rachel.hicks@fh.org or jim.hicks@fh.org.”
Lucien Holmes sends, “a peaceful hello from
the east branch of the Penobscot River in
“downeast” Maine, with wild turkeys and deer
outside my door.” Lucien is “teaching English in
school, playing piano in a bar, and writing radio
drama for kicks.” He concludes, “Send love to
bluelonesome.com.”

2000
Maura Finn
1035 Washington Ave., Apt. 2J, Brooklyn, N Y 11225
maurafmnl2@hotmuil.com

Margaret Buckingham married Jeffrey Kent
Christy in November. Margaret is a speech patholo'
gist, and Jeffrey is employed in real estate develop
ment. The couple lives in Tampa.
Amanda Kriska Bekeny graduated with a
Doctor of Musical Arts in trumpet performance
from Ohio State U in December. She continues to
freelance as a musician in the Cleveland area.
Brad Horst lives in Columbus and works at
Cardinal Health as a retail sales consultant. “Contad
me if your ever in town,” he says, “at bradhorst31^
hotmail.com.”

The wedding of Samantha Mishne '91
and Timothy Khayat 9 0, Oct. 29, 2005.
standin g (L TO r ) Nils Russell, Katie Watson
Stibora, Nick Martin, '91s, Sean Mishne
’90, David Peterjohn '87, Saad Khayat
’88 , Tom Champion '92;
seated

Lisa Dameron, Laurel Rodgers

Champion, '91s, bride, groom, Anita Fitch
Khayat '62, Garidith Enold Khayat ' 88 ,
Elizabeth Sterling '91

2001 5th Reunion

J°y Bishop Love

P' ° ' Box 566, Westfield Center, OH 44251
J°yi’ishop2 2 @hotmail com

Kyle Abraham passed the Oregon state bar
j-xam last summer and took a job with the U.S. Air
0rce as a first lieutenant, assistant staff judge advocate (JAG officer). He began training in Alabama
■nJan- 9 and planned to report to his new base,
Bangley AFB in Hampton,Va., by the end of April.
Greg Lambert earned a J.D. last May and works
a law firm in D.C. “From painting and drawing
0 the law—who’d Bave thought? Look me up if
Ure in the area, atgreg_p_lambert@yahoo.com.”

2003
Hannah Russell
99 John St., Apt. 810, New York, N Y 10038
hwr203@nyu. edu

Kendra Heffelhower
3127 11th St. NW, Washington, D C 20010
kheffelbower@yahoo. com

M arta Zahorowski LJkropina
800 W. 38th St. Apt. 4204, Austin, T X 78705
Ma rta u@gran decom. net

James Alter lived for two years in and around
Boston before heading back to India to work with
Cricinfo.com, the largest single-sport Web site in
the world, part of the Wisden Group.
See the wedding photo of David and Marta
Zaborowski Ukropina on pg. 42.

2004
Sarah Siebert
7632 Clark St., Olmsted Falls, O H 44138
new: ssiebert@wooster. edu

Erin Skinner is the client services manager for
Blue State Digital in Washington, D.C., an online
Web development company providing Internet
strategy, communications, and technology to the
Democratic Party and progressive organizations
across the U.S. She resides in the Adams Morgan
neighborhood with Eijona Fatusha.
Angela Manella writes: “I am currently serving
my second year in Literacy'AmeriCorps. This year I
work with refugees at the GPLC Families for
Learning Center in Pittsburgh (www.gplc.org). I

c
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,. ,
*e>
iur
Somali Bantu kids and tutor ESL. I also work parttime at Wag Barkery and Boutique, www.wagbarkery
•com, a small business owned by Leigh Ann
LeShock 92.1 plan to enroll in an archives and
record management graduate program in the fall.”
Danny George rs pursuing a master's in medical
anthropology at Oxford University in England. He
is pleased to be serving as the president of the Class
of 2004 but is still somewhat befuddled as to
how/when he was elected. He would like to re
establish contact with everyone with whom he has
fallen out of touch, at dgeorge2844@gmail.com.
Lari Meyer writes, “Some Zeta Phi Gamma
alumnae and Wooster seniors gathered in New York
City on New Years Eve (see photo, above). It was
great to get together—many of us traveled a good
distance. Hopefhlly more folks will come next year ”
Jackie Zagrans and David Merriman ’05 have
moved again, to 925 E. Golf Rd„ Apt. 4, Arlington
Heights, IL 60005.
Erin Hayes writes: “I five in West Philadelphia
now and work right over the river in New Jersey as
a speech therapist at a school for developmental^
disabled kids. I got a real job because waitressing for
three months made me want to go back to school!
I ve seen a Wooster bumper sticker around. Who
else lives here? E-mail me at evenetia@yahoo.com ”
Neo 1 ran now lives in the Washington D C
metro area and works for the US-Vietnam Trade ’
Council an NGO that attempts to rebuild the rela
tionship between the U.S. and Vietnam and that
supports Vietnam’s economic integration into the
global community. He says, “Sorry I haven’t been in
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ClassNotes
’42 Lois BoopYeakley,Twinsburg, Ohio, Nov.
2, 2005. Lois majored in English, belonged to
Sphinx, the Education Club, YWCA, Sophomore
Forum, and Student Senate and was a freshman
counselor at the College. She taught English and
dramatics at Timken Vocational High School in
Canton, Ohio, before marrying Robert Yeakley
’41 in 1944. Lois later worked as a medical
receptionist at University Hospitals and Akron
General Medical Center.
In 1956 Lois and Bob moved to Hudson,
Ohio. Lois always demonstrated a love of home
and community. She was an active, long-time
member of the First Congregational Church of
Hudson, teaching Sunday school and serving on
the board of deaconnesses, for example. She also
participated in the Akron College Club, Womens
Club, and Summit County Medical Auxiliary. She
liked being part of Hudson’s small town traditions
and helped with the antique show and home and
garden tour.
Friends and family agree that Lois epitomized
being a proud and proper yet gracious lady...She
created a sense of home and a table that mattered
with wonderful traditions, like Thanksgiving
dinner, Christmas gingerbread cookies,... and
lasagna made from scratch. Her husband, a
daughter, Jean Yeakley Hejazi 70, a son, William
72, five grandchildren, including Shereen Hejazi
’96, and a brother survive.
— William R. Yeakley ’72
’41 James F. Busch, Victor, N.Y., Sept. 3, 2005.
James served in the U.S. Army during WWII and
retired in 1964 from the Reserves. In 1946 he
opened a supermarket, which he owned and oper
ated for over 30 years. James was an elder at Victor
Presbyterian Church and held civic office. His wife
of almost 60 years, Helen, daughter Ann Busch
Aldrich 71, and grandchildren Katie Aldrich ’00
and Jonathan Aldrich x’03 survive.
'41 Winifred Parsons Empson, Himrod,

N.Y., July 17, 2002. Winnie majored in Latin and
English and belonged to the Classical and French
Clubs and the Trumps social club. She taught
secondary school Latin in Dundee, N.Y., before
retiring in 1975. Winnie’s first husband, Andrew
Hofer, died in 1946. She married Francis Empson
in 1948; he died in 1982. Two sons and two
daughters survive.
’41 Roberta “Jean” Kingsley Singer, Kailua,
Hawaii, Oct. 4, 2005. Jean majored in math and
education and married William Singer ’41 in
1943. She was a retired public school teacher.
Jean and several other Wooster classmates who
lived in Korner Klub on campus kept a roundrobin letter going for 50 years. The group was
featured on the “Phil Donahue Show” and in
People magazine in 1989. Her husband, a son,
and a grandchild survive.
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’40 Doris Lacy Andrews, Schenectady, N.Y.,
Sept. 6, 2005. A member ofTHE Corp., Doris
majored in economics. She married G. Malcolm
“Mac” Andrews in 1947 and worked for a time in
the General Electric materials lab. Doris belonged
to the First Presbyterian Church of Schenectady
and was the secretary of the Capital District
College of Wooster Alumni Club. A son, daugh
ter, two grandchildren, and a sister survive. Her
husband and two other sisters died previously.
’38 Grace Ackerman Wise, La Grange, 111.,
April 13, 2005. Grace attended Wooster for two
years and then transferred to Vanderbilt U, where
she earned a B.S.N. She presided over the local
school board and League of Women Voters and was
an ordained elder and deacon. Grace belonged to
the Presbyterian Church of Western Springs and
the West Suburban Interfaith Peace Initiative. A
son, two daughters, three grandchildren, and three
great-grandchildren survive. Grace’s husband,
Robert S. Wise, and her three brothers, Harold ’30,
Arthur ’27, and John Ackerman ’34, died previously.
’36 Elinor E. Agricola, Coshocton, Ohio, Oct.
19, 2005. Elinor attended Wooster for two years
and sang in the choir. She earned a B.A. and a
master’s from Western Reserve U . She taught
elementary school in several Ohio districts and
was an assistant principal in the Shaker Heights
Schools. Elinor moved to Coshocton in 2003.
Surviving are her brother, Waldemar ’33, sister,
Helen Agricola Wright ’48, and two generations
of nieces and nephews, including David Agricola
’68, David 70 and Samuel Arndt x’68, Jane Arndt
Chittick ’62, and Michael Chittick x’95. Two
sisters, Grace ’44 and Irene Agricola Arndt ’31,
died previously

’36 Emily Gerard Sheridan, Bloomfield,
Mich., Jan. 21, 2005. Emily attended the College
for her last two years. In 1937 she earned an R.N.
Emily worked at Planned Parenthood of Detroit
for 14 years and at several doctor’s offices. She
enjoyed organ music, nature, bridge, and oil paint
ing. Emily belonged to First Presbyterian Church
of Royal Oak. Claude, her husband of 60 years,
died previously Three sons, eight grandchildren,
11 great-grandchildren, and a sister survive.
’35 Raymond A. Shamel, Acton, Mass., Oct.
29, 2005. Ray was advertising manager for The Voice
at Wooster. With a degree in chemistry, he worked
for Ruetenik Gardens and then had a long career
with Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, managing first
the Cleveland office and then the New England
region. In 1937 Ray married Dorothy Pretzer. In
retirement he joined the Lexington Consulting
Resources Corp., owned by son Roger.
Ray chaired the board of the Acton Memorial
Library and belonged to the National Committee
of the International Association for the Exchange

of Students for Technical Experience. He was
instrumental in organizing Acton’s first public
celebration of Patriots’ Day and helped create Boy
Scout Patriots’ Day encampment programs. For
his work with the Scouts, the Freedom’s
Foundation at Valley Forge awarded him the
George Washington Honor Medal. Ray organized
the Acton Historical Society, the Acton Minutemen, and the annual Acton Christmas Carol Sing.
He also originated a successful campaign to
purchase a cholesterol-measuring machine for the
area and produced health programs on local TV.
Featured in Yankee magazine, he was honored
with a citation from the Massachusetts State
Senate. Ray served as president and secretary for
his Wooster class and as an alumni admissions
representative. His wife, four sons, seven grand
children, and nine great-grandchildren survive.
’34 Robert T. Bean, Claremont, Calif., July 6,
2005. Bob belonged to Second Section and played
in the Wooster symphony orchestra and Scot
band. He graduated Phi Beta Kappa, majoring in
mathematics. Bob earned an M.S. from Ohio
State U in 1942 and attended Stanford U. He
worked with the California Department of Water
Resources (1947-66), rising from junior geologist
to supervising engineering geologist, and also was
employed at the UN (1966-71). He then began
consulting and teaching at Occidental College and
several branches of California State U. Bob was a
fellow of the Geological Society of America and
former chair of its hydrogeology division. He
belonged to the state governor’s Earthquake
Council, the International Geological Congress,
the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, and the Society for Social Responsibility
in Science. Bob married Lois McAlister in 1953;
she died previously. A brother, James ’42, a daugh
ter, and a grandson survive.
’34 PhilipT. Blackwood, Doylestown, Pa.,
Nov. 4, 2005. Philip majored in French at the
College. He earned a B.Mus. from Westminster
Choir College (1943) and an M.Mus. from
Temple U (1967). Philip served as the minister of
music at churches in North Carolina and
Tennessee. He married Elizabeth White in 1960
and worked as a librarian at the U of Pennsylvania
and later as an editor in Penn’s medical depart
ment. Philip’s wife and his brothers, James ’41,
Andrew ’37, and William x’52, died previously.
Several generations of nieces and nephews,
including Paul 73 and Philip 76 Blackwood and
Dylan De Vries ’92, survive.
’34 Blanche Straub Halderman, Columbia,
S.C., Sept. 3, 2005, after a long illness. Blanche
attended the College for two years and Wooster
Business College for one year. In 1935 she
married Joe Halderman x’33. Blanche was a char
ter member of the Wooster Wednesday Womans

Club and served on the Wooster Hospital and
West View Manor Auxiliaries. In 1996 she moved
from Wooster to Columbia to be closer to her
daughter and her family. Surviving, in addition to
her daughter, are a son, five grandchildren, seven
great-grandchildren, and a brother. Her husband,
another brother, and twin sister Louise Straub
Tannehill ’34 died previously.
’34 Mildred Clapper Morgan, Canton, Ohio,
Mar. 1152002. Mildred transferred to Wooster for
her senior year. She majored in speech and was a
member of the Debate Team. Mildred taught high
school speech in the Canton/Massillon area.
’33 James W. Hostettler, Sebring, Ohio, Jan. 28,
2005. Jim (also known as “J.W.”) majored in chemistry and physics at the College and belonged to
Seventh Section. He taught math and science and
coached three sports at Sebring High School for a
time but spent most of his career at General Tire
and Rubber Co. in Akron, retiring in 1976 as vicePresident of the chemical division. He moved to
I'lorth Carolina in retirement, where he enjoyed golf
and fishing, and returned to Ohio in 1993. His wife
of 70 years, Myra Tice Hostettler, a daughter, son J.
Ldwin ’60, five grandchildren, and 11 great-grand
children survive. Another daughter, Miriam
Hostettler Manson x’61, died previously.
30 Anna Snively Wainger, Tucson, Ariz.,
«• 18, 2005. Anna majored in Latin. In 1941
earned a master’s degree in zoology from
George Washington U. She settled in Tucson in
^58 and taught at the U of Arizona. Anna
^olunteered with Planned Parenthood and in
77 received the Governor’s Voluntary Action
'ward for outstanding volunteer mental health
j^ork in Arizona. She belonged to the Audubon
°ctety and traveled extensively.
Anna kept in close contact with College pals
tirough a round-robin letter that initially included
° Wooster friends. The longstanding group was
Matured on the “Phil Donahue Show” and in a 1989
lSsUe of People magazine. Several nieces and
'Thews survive. Three brothers, including Lloyd
and L. James Snively x’35, died previously.
28 Eloise Harris Orton, Greenwood, Ind.,
15,2005, at age 99. Eloise majored in English
^tid French and graduated with honors. She belonged
° Women’s Chorus and Sphinx social club. Eloise
tight religious education in Indianapolis for many
j llrs and was an ordained deacon and elder at
pp‘ngton Presbyterian Church. She belonged to
cl ^ 'lnd presided over the Women’s Association at
s, ^ h and the Music Study Club of Indianapolis,
sh'^ 3n<^ ^er ^ate husband, Richard S. Orton 26,
ared a passion for music and traveling. With her
^anddaughter’s help, Eloise wrote her autobiography,
^.^tighter, Mary Ellen Miller ’58, two grand1 ren, and a great-granddaughter survive.

Trustee Tribute
'44 Roger Whitney Stoneburner, College of
Wooster Emeritus Life Trustee, died on Jan. 27,
2006, at his home in Bedford, Tex. Surviving are his
wife, Jean Kelty Stoneburner 47, two daughters, a
son, six grandchildren, and five great-grandchildren.
Brothers Wesley and Lawson, ’37s, died previously.
At its spring meeting, the Board ofTrustees issued
the following Resolution in Memory.
Roger W. Stoneburner was born on Nov. 16,
1922, in Chagrin Falls, Ohio, to Whitney and Edna
Stoneburner. He spent his early years in Wooster
and graduated from Wooster High School, where
he lettered in football, basketball, and track. Roger
then matriculated at The College of Wooster, where
his father was enjoying what would be a 29-year
career as a faculty member in the department of
education, and from which his twin brothers,
Wesley and Lawson, had graduated in 1937.
A geology major at Wooster, Roger was
involved in a range of activities, including the
Geology Club, German House, Seventh Section,
and the men’s basketball, football, and track and
field teams. His athletic accomplishments earned
him the Manges Prize, the College’s highest
athletic honor. Mr. Stoneburner’s college career
was interrupted by 33 months of active service as
a sergeant with the 535th Engineers. His engage
ment in the battles for New Guinea, Morotai,
and Luzon earned him two liberation ribbons and
two battle stars. Upon graduation from Wooster
in 1946 (but considering himself a member of the
Class of 1944), he received a teaching assistantship at the University of Kansas. He completed
an M.A. in geology two years later. While study
ing for a master’s degree, Roger married Jean
Kelty ’47 on September 6, 1947, in Wooster’s
First Presbyterian Church, with Charles Wishart,
president, emeritus, of the College, officiating.
Upon completing his graduate work, Mr.
Stoneburner began a 38-year career in the oil
industry at The California Company, a
subsidiary of the Standard Oil Company, in
New Orleans. In 1955 he relocated to Houston
to pursue exploration geology. Over the next
several years, Roger served as a geologist and
executive with Southern Natural Gas and San
Jacinto Petroleum Corporation. His work
involved exploration not only in the Gulf Coast
region of the United States but also in such
areas as Spain, Pakistan, Venezuela, Indonesia,
the United Kingdom, and the Arabian Gulf. Mr.
Stoneburner spent the last two decades of his
career with Union Texas Petroleum. At the time
of his retirement, he was executive vice president
for worldwide exploration and production. After
retiring in 1986, he and Jean moved to Lake
LBJ in the Texas Hill Country, where they
enjoyed a full and active life.
Mr. Stonebumer’s professional affiliations included
membership in the Houston Geological Society, the
American Petroleum Institute, and the American

Association o f Petroleum Geologists. His community
service extended to leadership in United Way and at
the Memorial Drive Presbyterian Church, where he
assumed m any roles, including deacon, treasurer,
clerk o f session, and Sunday school teacher.
Roger Stoneburner also served the College
faithfully in many capacities over several decades.

He was president of the Houston and New Orleans
Wooster Clubs, a volunteer in The Campaign for
Wooster, and a member of the Class of 1944 50th
and 60th reunion committees. A member of the
“W ” Association, he was inducted into the College’s
athletic hall of fame in 1999.
In 1989 Mr. Stoneburner was elected to a
three-year term as an Alumni Trustee, and
following a one-year hiatus, was elected as an
Active Trustee, a position he held for three years.
During his tenure on the Board, he served on the
Development, dmissions Policy, and Buildings
and Grounds committees. He was elected an
Emeritus Life Trustee in 1996.
For Roger Stoneburner’s outstanding profes
sional achievements as a geologist, his exemplary
commitment to his country and to his alma mater,
and his kindhearted nature and many talents, which
he generously shared with others, the Board of
Trustees ofThe College of Wooster records its deep
and abiding gratitude.
—Anne Gates
Secretary, Board of Trustees
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E d i t o r
Class Notes are compiled from reports by class
secretaries, news articles, press releases, and
letters and e-mail to the Alumni Office or the
editors. Notes may be edited for content and
space. We do not report upcoming events such
as engagements or pregnancies. Do not send
photographs that you wish to have returned; we
cannot publish all photos. We can use high
resolution digital images.
Send news, obituaries, and photographs to:

Jimmy Wilkinson Meyer
Assistant Editor, W o o s t e r
1 OS Ebert A rt Center
The College o f Wooster
1189 Beall Ave,
Wooster, OH 44691-239.1
classjnotes@wooster. edu
phone: (330) 263-2243
fa x: (330) 263-2592

Copy deadlines for future issues:
May 13 for Summer
August 18 for Fall
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F am ily

A LO O K BACK

H istory
That Color Day Smile
Throughout the decades, Wooster’s Color Day queens'
smiles were affectionately featured in the College yearbook.
And then, abruptly and with no explanation, they end. The
last queen was crowned on the last Color Day in May1969.
And then she disappeared forever. While the 1969 Index
published one small maypole dance photo, there is no mention
of Queen Meredith Menk. The starkly beautiful book, which

..... ... 1933

1935

1940

features uncaptioned photos of Vietnam peace marches
and bearded men holding flowers, supports the theorypublished 19 years later-that the times, they were a changin'.
Was there no Color Day in 1970 because o f its blatant
contrast to the immediate emergency o f the killings at
Kent State in the first week o f May? Did students really
possess a prophetic view in those pre-Gloria days that
Color Day degraded women... ? Did students really
have the insight to understand that choosing a beauty
queen could not define the expanses o f womanhood?
From "The Final Color Day" by Joella Good Newberry '70,
Wooster Summer 1988
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Spring
a t Wooster
It is always a pleasure to see spring return to Wooster
with flowering trees and the feeling of new beginnings.
Even though many of you are far away, I know your
memories of your time at The College of Wooster are
strong. Your experience here helped make you who
you are. In turn, you can help your alma mater continue
to be a vibrant, responsive, and growing institution.
Regardless of the season, The Wooster Fund is essential
to the continuing vitality of our College. If you have not
already done so, please join the alumni, parents, and
friends who have supported the Wooster Fund. Your
unrestricted gift to the College's annual operating fund
will help:
■ Provide student scholarships.
■ Maintain the beautiful campus, its buildings,
and equipment.
■ Let the College compete for and retain the
most talented teachers and scholars.
■ Support student leadership-building activities.
Thank you for your consideration.

SANDY EYRE NICHO LS '94
DIRECTOR OF ALUMNI RELATIONS
AND THE WOOSTER FUND

To give securely online, go to

https://wooster.edu/fund.
Gifts may also be made by check or
stock transfer. Call 33 0 263-2508
for more information.
-

Wooster
A Q U A R T E R L Y M A G A Z I N E FOR A L U M N I &
F R I E N D S OF T H E C O L L E G E OF W O O S T E R

The College of Wooster | Ebert Art Center
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In Closing
THE ONLY WAY UP
STEPH AN IE

SMALL

'06

W ooster's off-cam pus study program sent 138 students
to 27 different countries in 2004-05. Stephanie Small
'06, an English major w ho studied in C ork, Ireland,
captured this image on the Aran Islands, o ff the co u n 
try's w est coast. Separated from the mainland, the
island's people seem caught in time, w rites Stephanie.

“They thrive on horse-draw n carriages, local markets,
and the neighborhood pub. W ith this atm osphere,
it is im possible to step off the boat and not relax. Not
relax in the sense that you do not w ork to clim b with
your bikes to the highest point on the island, but in
a sense that there is tim e to take everything in, to
enjoy, to say hello to a stranger.”

